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CHAPTER 51 
 

SPECIAL DESIGN ELEMENTS 
 
 
51-1.0  ACCESSIBILITY [Rev Mar. 2016] 
 
The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) prohibits discrimination and ensures equal 
opportunity and access for persons with disabilities.  Title II of the ADA prohibits discrimination on 
the basis of disability in the provision of services, programs, and activities by State and local 
governments.  The Department, along with each local public agency, under ADA Title II, is 
required to provide ADA-compliant, otherwise known as accessible, facilities within the public 
right of way.  Buildings within the public right of way, sidewalks, curb ramps, transit stops, on-
street parking, parking lots, overpasses and underpasses are just a few examples of programs 
covered by Title II.  Each private business which is considered to be a place of public 
accommodation, such as a retail business, restaurant, doctor’s office, law office, etc., is required 
under ADA Title III to provide an accessible facility on its private property. 
 
The 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design (2010 Standards) is the current standard for 
providing facilities that are readily accessible and usable by persons with disabilities.  However, the 
guidelines were developed primarily for buildings and facilities outside the right of way.  Pedestrian 
facilities within the public right of way contain elements to which the 2010 Standards cannot be 
readily applied.  For this reason, the U.S. Access Board proposed guidelines specifically for 
pedestrian facilities in the public right of way - The Public Rights-of-Way Accessibility Guidelines 
(PROWAG).  These guidelines are recommended as best practice by the Federal Highway 
Administration and are currently being evaluated as part of the federal rulemaking process.  Once 
adopted as a regulation, with or without modifications, the guidelines will be mandatory.   
 
The Department’s accessibility criteria meet the requirements of the ADA and seek to ensure that 
persons with disabilities may access the public right of way without discrimination.  Unless 
otherwise noted, the Department’s accessibility criteria are based on the PROWAG, dated July 
26, 2011.  The applicable sections of the PROWAG are noted in brackets next to each section 
heading below.  If local public agencies or local codes require standards which exceed the 
PROWAG, the stricter criteria should be used.    
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51-1.01  Transition Plan [Added Mar. 2016] 
 
Under ADA Title II and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, public agencies with more 
than 50 employees are required to complete a self-evaluation to identify services, policies and 
practices that are not accessible for persons with disabilities.  A transition plan to correct the 
deficiencies is also required.  The transition plan includes the following. 
 
1. Identification of physical obstacles that limit the accessibility of facilities 

 
2. Description of the methods to be used to make the facilities accessible 

 
3. A schedule for implementing access modifications, and 

 
4. Identification of the public official responsible for implementation of the transition plan 
 
The transition plan must be updated and maintained until all barriers to accessibility are removed or 
documented to be technically infeasible to construct compliantly.  See Section 40-8.04(01) Item 3 
for submitting a determination of technical infeasibility or technical inquiry. 
 
51-1.02  Pedestrian Access Route (PAR) [R302] [Added Mar. 2016] 
 
A pedestrian access route or PAR is a continuous and unobstructed path of travel provided for 
pedestrians with disabilities within or coinciding with the pedestrian circulation path.  The 
pedestrian circulation path is any prepared interior or exterior surface provided for pedestrian 
travel in the public right of way.  Within the public right of way, the PAR typically includes 
sidewalks, pedestrian street crossings, and curb ramps, as well as overpasses and underpasses. 
Where the PAR is within a wider pedestrian circulation path, the accessibility criteria in this 
section apply only to the PAR.   
 
The Department is responsible for ensuring the PAR is accessible within Department right of 
way.  A business that serves the public and has a building with the building face on or nearly on 
the right of way or property line is responsible for ensuring that each building entrance or walk, 
etc., is accessible and compatible with the adjacent public right-of-way sidewalk. 
 
51-1.03  Sidewalk [Rev. Mar. 2016] 
 
A sidewalk provides a continuous path for pedestrians just as streets provide a continuous network 
to the motoring public.  A sidewalk is part of a PAR and must meet the requirements of the ADA.   
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51-1.03(01)  Location 
 
The following should be considered when locating a sidewalk. 
 
1. Sidewalk Continuity.  Where a small section of the sidewalk must be rebuilt, for example to 

construct a compliant curb ramp, it is recommended to address the non-compliant aspects 
for the length of the sidewalk between logical termini.  Logical termini may be the nearest 
intersection, drive, or other intersecting location.  

 
2. Sidewalk Placement.  Where new sidewalk is being considered, placement and setback 

along streets should take into account worn paths and buffer zones. A worn path where 
no sidewalk exists typically demonstrates the natural path pedestrians will take. 
Additional space should be provided for snow storage.  
 
The placement of a sidewalk should not require an exception to other Level One design 
criteria, such as shoulder or lane width. 
 

3. Meandering sidewalks. Sidewalks that weave back and forth within the right-of-way are 
generally discouraged. While they may seem visually appealing, pedestrians prefer a 
direct, non-sinuous route. Meandering sidewalks may cause navigational difficulties for 
pedestrians with vision impairments. 
 

4. Separation.    It is desirable to provide a buffer space of 4 to 6 ft between the traveled way 
and the sidewalk.  A buffer space provides for pedestrian comfort as well as facilitates 
installation of an accessible curb ramp.     
 
Where the speed limit of the adjacent roadway is 45 mph or less, a vertical curb should be 
used in conjunction with the sidewalk section to separate pedestrians from adjacent traffic.   
 
Where the speed limit of the adjacent roadway is greater than 45 mph, a barrier should be 
considered between the sidewalk and adjacent traffic if a sufficient separation cannot be 
provided. 
 

5. Vertical drop off.  Vertical drop offs are not addressed as part of the PROWAG. To 
address safety concerns, slopes adjacent to sidewalks should be as flat as practical.  
Consideration should be given to providing pedestrian railing where side slopes adjacent 
a sidewalk are 1:1 or steeper with a drop off greater than 24 in. 
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51-1.03(02) Sidewalk Design Criteria [Rev. Mar. 2016, Sep. 2016] 
 
This section applies to sidewalks within the public right of way and meets the criteria described 
in the PROWAG, dated July 26, 2011.  The applicable PROWAG sections are shown in 
brackets.  A determination of technical infeasibility or technical inquiry must be approved for a 
sidewalk that does not meet the following criteria.  See Section 40-8.04(01) Item 3 for submitting 
a request for determination of technical infeasibility or technical inquiry. 
 
See INDOT Standard Drawings series 604-SWDK for sidewalk and driveway crossing details. 
 
1. Width [R302.3].  The sidewalk width is measured exclusive of the curb, i.e. measured from 

the back face of curb.  Sidewalks should be wide enough to accommodate the volume and 
type of pedestrian traffic expected.   
 
Where a sidewalk is used in conjunction with a buffer, the minimum width is 5 ft, 
exclusive of the curb.  See Section 51-1.03(01) item 4, for desirable buffer widths. See 
Figure 51-1A, Sidewalk Clear Width.  
 
Where a sidewalk is located immediately adjacent the curb, a width of 6 ft should be used 
to allow additional space for street and highway hardware as well as to provide pedestrian 
comfort due to the proximity of traffic. 
 
Where the sidewalk serves commercial areas, schools, or other areas with concentrated 
pedestrian traffic, a width of 8 ft or greater may be appropriate.   
 
Where insufficient space is available, the sidewalk width may be reduced to 4 ft for short 
distances.  Where the clear width is less than 5 ft, a passing space must be provided at no 
more than 200-ft intervals.  The passing space must be a minimum of 5 ft by 5 ft.  A taper 
rate of 6:1 should be used to widen and reduce the sidewalk width at passing spaces.  See 
Figure 51-1B, Sidewalk Passing Space. 

 
2. Surface [R302.7].  The sidewalk surface must be firm, stable, and slip-resistant.  A 

change in level of up to 1/4 in. may be vertical and without edge treatment.  A change in 
level of 1/4 in. to 1/2 in. must be beveled with a slope not greater than 1V:2H.  A change 
in level of greater than 1/2 in. should be accommodated with a running slope in 
accordance with the curb ramp criteria.   
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Where a grating is required within the PAR, the grating opening must not exceed 1/2 in. 
in the direction of pedestrian travel.  Where a grating has elongated openings, the grating 
must be placed so that the long dimension is perpendicular to the dominant direction of 
pedestrian travel.   

 
3. Cross Slope [R302.6].  Cross slope is measured perpendicular to the direction of 

pedestrian travel.  The maximum allowable cross slope of a sidewalk is 2.0%.  A maximum 
cross slope of 1.5% is preferred and should be used as a design practice to reduce the 
likelihood of exceeding the maximum allowable cross slope during construction.   

 
4. Grade [R302.5].  The grade or running slope is defined as the slope parallel to the 

direction of pedestrian travel.  The grade of the sidewalk must not exceed the general 
grade established for the adjacent roadway.    

 
5. Protruding Object [R210].  Protruding Objects such as street furniture, signal-controller 

cabinet, light standard, strain pole, utility pole, mailbox, sign support and other objects 
should not be placed within the width of the sidewalk.  Protruding objects can be 
hazardous for pedestrians, especially pedestrians who are blind or have low vision.  
Where it is necessary to place a protruding object within the width of the sidewalk, a 4-ft 
minimum clear width may be provided for a short distance, see Figure 51-1A.  For a 
shared-use path, protruding objects should not overhang into any portion of the shared-
use path at or below 8 ft measured from the finished surface. This is to accommodate for 
bicycle traffic. 

 
6. Curb Ramp [R304].  A curb ramp is used to lower or raise the sidewalk to connect with a 

public road approach.  Each curb ramp must be in accordance with the criteria described 
in Section 51-1.04. 
 

7. Sidewalk Transition.  A sidewalk transition should be used as part of a sidewalk 
driveway crossing.  The sidewalk transition is used to lower or raise the sidewalk to 
connect with a residential or commercial driveway without posted yield or stop control. A 
sidewalk transition has a maximum running slope of 8.33%.   A maximum running slope of 
8% is preferred as a design practice to reduce the likelihood of exceeding the maximum 
allowable running slope during construction.  Sidewalk transition details are shown on the 
INDOT Standard Drawings series 604-SDWK. 
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8. Sidewalk Driveway Crossing.  A sidewalk driveway crossing is where a sidewalk crosses 
a driveway with or without a sidewalk transition.  Sidewalk driveway crossings should 
only be used at a residential or commercial driveway intersection without posted yield or 
stop control.  Sidewalk driveway crossing details are shown on the INDOT Standard 
Drawings series 604-SDWK. 

 
51-1.03(03)  Sidewalk Plan Requirements [Added Mar. 2016] 
 
Where sidewalk reconstruction is required a maintenance of traffic plan should be provided in 
accordance with Section 503-3.04(13).  Each sidewalk to be reconstructed should be detailed as 
follows: 

1. Plan Views.  Lines representing the sidewalk should be shown in plan view over existing 
survey or an aerial image.  Use of an aerial image should consider the effect on file size. 

2. Spot Elevations.  In the absence of a full survey or paper relocation (PR) line, spot 
elevation at reasonable intervals must be included.  Elevations at each side of the 
sidewalk, every 100 ft or break point should be tabulated or detailed. 

3. Dimensions.  Sections of sidewalk to be reconstructed should be shown with starting and 
ending stations.  The width, especially where varying widths are expected, should be 
tabulated or detailed. 

4. Slopes.  Running slopes and cross slopes for each section of sidewalk should be tabulated 
or detailed. The preferred slopes should be used in design and shown on the plans. 

 
For new construction, a compliant sidewalk can be detailed by calling out a standard sidewalk 
width, cross slope and running slope as part of a typical cross section.  New construction 
assumes a new alignment or significant modification to an existing cross section and adequate 
right of way.  Areas that fall outside the typical cross section (e.g. where the beginning and end 
of the project tie into an existing cross section) should be detailed as described for retrofits and 
reconstruction. 

51-1.04  Curb Ramps [Rev. Mar. 2016] 
 
Curb ramps provide access between the sidewalk and the roadway for wheelchair users.  Note that 
although the design elements are similar, sidewalk curb ramp requirements are separate from the 
requirements for ramps that provide access in other locations outside the public rights of way, such 
as a ramp within or leading to a building, or a pedestrian overpass.  Curb ramps for existing 
facilities which do not meet the PROWAG criteria must be included in the owner’s transition plan. 
See Figure 51-1C, Curb Ramp Components and Design Elements. 
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For project activities deemed as alterations in accordance with the Department of 
Justice/Department of Transportation Joint Technical Assistance on the Title II of the Americans 
with Disabilities Act guidance, ADA-compliant curb ramp installation or retrofit must be included 
within the scope of the project.  See Figure 51-1D, Alteration vs. Maintenance activities. 
 
51-1.04(01)  Location [Rev. Mar. 2016] 
 
Each curb ramp should be designed and placed to provide an unobstructed PAR while providing 
pedestrians the shortest but most direct route across a street. 
 
In determining the location of a curb ramp, the designer should consider the following. 
 
1. Where a raised sidewalk or improved surface intersects a public road approach, a curb 

ramp must be provided to transition to the elevation of the roadway.    
 

2. Where sidewalk or other PAR continues on the opposite side of an intersection, opposing 
curb ramps must be provided. 

 
3. Curb ramps should be located directly opposite one another for each pedestrian street 

crossing.  Installing curb ramps in-line with the direction of pedestrian travel facilitates 
wayfinding for the blind and those with low vision. 

 
4. Obstructions such as a signal controller box, planter, or signal pole base should be relocated 

away from the curb ramp wherever feasible.   It is important that drivers be able to see the 
pedestrian using a curb ramp.  Where it is not feasible to move the obstruction, the vehicle 
sight distance relative to the placement of the curb ramp should be considered.  

 
The designer is responsible for identifying potential utility conflicts and mitigating conflicts 
to the extent feasible.  If utilities are present, utility coordination should be in accordance 
with Chapter 104. 
 

5. Crosswalk markings are preferred for all pedestrian street crossings and are required where a 
single curb ramp serves two directions of pedestrian traffic.  See Figure 51-1L, Depressed 
Corner Curb Ramp.  Where crosswalk markings are used, the full width of the ramp and 
clear space must be contained wholly within the markings.  For placement of the crosswalk 
markings, see the Indiana Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Device (IMUTCD).  

 
6. Stop line markings must not block the curb ramp or pedestrian street crossing, regardless 

of the use of crosswalk markings.  The IMUTCD contains additional constraints on stop 
line markings. 
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7. The normal gutter flow line should be maintained through the curb ramp.  Drainage 
structures should be placed as needed to intercept the flow prior to the curb ramp.  Positive 
drainage should be provided to carry water away from the intersection of the curb ramp and 
the gutter line, thus minimizing the depth of flow across the pedestrian street crossing. 

 
51-1.04(02) Curb Ramp Components, Design Elements, and Design Criteria [Added Mar. 
2016] 
 
Curb ramp details are shown on the INDOT Standard Drawings series 604-SWCR. The details 
include the curb ramp components, design elements of each component, and the criteria for each 
design element. This information is summarized in Figure 51-1C, Curb Ramp Components and 
Design Elements. 
 
Components and design elements are discussed below.  The PROWAG section reference is shown 
in brackets adjacent to the description.  Note that although the components are similar, curb ramp 
requirements are separate from the requirements for ramps that provide access in other locations 
outside the public right of way, such as in a building or at a pedestrian overpass.   
 
An approved Determination of Technical Infeasibility or Inquiry must accompany each curb ramp 
that does not meet the PROWAG requirements.  Examples of non-compliance include missing 
components, e.g. detectable warning surface or turning space, or a design element falling outside of 
the minimum or maximum criteria.  See Section 40-8.04(01) Item 3 for requesting a Determination 
of Technical Infeasibility or Technical Inquiry.   
 
Components 
 
1. Ramp and Blended Transition.  A ramp or blended transition is the component of a curb 

ramp that lowers the sidewalk or other pedestrian path to the roadway elevation.   
 

2. Turning Space [R304.2.1 and R304.3.1].  A turning space is a level area, running slope of 
2.0% or less, critical for a wheelchair user to maneuver.  A turning space must be provided 
at the top of a perpendicular curb ramp, the bottom of a parallel curb ramp, and where the 
PAR changes direction.  It is acceptable for two perpendicular curb ramps to share a 
common turning space.  A turning space is not required for a one-way directional curb ramp 
or a blended transition curb ramp. 
 
The minimum required clear dimensions of a turning space are 4 ft by 4 ft.  Where the 
turning space is constrained by a curb, building, or other feature over 2 in at the back of the 
sidewalk, the minimum required clear dimensions are 4 ft by 5 ft, with the 5-ft dimension in 
the direction of the ramp running slope. 
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3. Clear Space [R304.5.5].  The clear space is provided beyond the grade break or detectable 
warning surface at the bottom of a ramp or blended transition to allow a wheelchair user to 
maneuver and align with the crosswalk markings.  The minimum required clear dimensions 
are 4 ft by 4 ft.  The clear space should be level and must be within the width of the 
pedestrian street crossing and wholly outside the parallel vehicle travel lane.  The parallel 
vehicle travel lane is the lane where traffic is traveling parallel to the pedestrian street 
crossing.  A grade break may fall within the clear space where the bottom of the ramp or 
blended transition meets the roadway pavement or gutter line; see item 9. 

 
The clear space requires particular attention at diagonal ramps and other locations where the 
ramp is not in line with the direction of pedestrian travel. 

 
4. Flared Side and Returned Curb [R304.2.3].  The flared side cannot be part of the PAR, but is 

part of the pedestrian circulation route.  See Section 51-1.02.  A flared side is required where 
the curb ramp intersects a sidewalk or other walkable surface. The maximum allowable 
slope of a flared side is 10%.   
 
The returned curb may be used where the curb ramp intersects a buffer, sodded area, or 
other non-walkable surface or where protected from pedestrian travel by landscaping, street 
furniture, fencing, utility pole or railing. 

5. Detectable Warning Surfaces [R305].  A detectable warning surface (DWS) warns a 
visually-impaired pedestrians that they are entering the roadway.  However, they are not 
intended to provide wayfinding. 

The DWS consists of truncated domes aligned in a square or radial grid pattern and must 
extend the full width of the ramp, blended transition or median cut-through. Although 
PROWAG allows for a 2-in. border where forming is required, plans should show the DWS 
the entire width of the ramp.  The need for forming is associated with the material selected 
for the DWS, and several materials are available on the Department’s Approved List for 
Detectable Warning Surfaces.  
 
The DWS must contrast visually with the adjacent surfaces. 
 
Each curb ramp and median cut through must contain a DWS except as follows.   
 

a. Where a median cut through is less than 6 ft in the direction of pedestrian travel, 
DWS should not be placed. Where the median width is less than 6 ft, there is not 
sufficient distance between surfaces to distinguish the boundary between 
pedestrian and vehicular routes. 
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b. Where a PAR intersects a residential driveway or a commercial driveway that 
does not contain stop or yield control, a DWS should not be placed.  Where the 
PAR intersects a commercial driveway which contains stop or yield control, DWS 
should be provided.  

 
The INDOT Standard Drawings series 604-SWCR contains DWS design elements and 
acceptable configurations based on the setback of the surface from the back of curb. 

 
Design Elements 
 
1. Width [R304.5.1].  The minimum clear width of a ramp or blended transition is 4 ft.  For a 

median cut through or median curb ramp, the minimum width is 5 ft.  Where a curb ramp is 
used in conjunction with a shared-use path, it is preferred that the curb ramp width match 
the width of the shared-use path. See Figure 51-C, Curb Ramp Components and Design 
Elements. 
 

2. Running Slope [R304.2.2 and R304.3.2 and R304.4.1].  The running slope of a ramp or 
blended transition is measured parallel to the direction of pedestrian travel.  Providing the 
least slope possible is preferred.  This will reduce the likelihood of exceeding the 
maximum allowable running slope during construction.   
 
a. Ramp.  A ramp has a maximum running slope of of 8.33%.  A maximum running 

slope of 8% is preferred and should be used as a design practice to reduce the 
likelihood of exceeding the maximum allowable running slope during construction. 
 

b. Blended Transition.  A blended transition has a maximum running slope of 5%.  A 
maximum running slope of 4.5% is preferred and should be used as a design practice 
to reduce the likelihood of exceeding the maximum allowable running slope during 
construction.  

 
A running slope of 2% or less is considered level. 
 
The running slope need not cause the ramp to exceed 15 ft in length.  Where the ramp is 
“chasing the grade,” it may be terminated at the 15-ft length and a steeper grade used to tie 
back to the existing sidewalk.  The running slope of the sidewalk outside of the 15-ft ramp 
should not exceed the roadway profile grade plus 2% or should be ended at a logical termini 
location.   
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3. Cross Slope [R304.5.3].  Cross slope is measured perpendicular to the direction of 
pedestrian travel.  The maximum allowable cross slope of a ramp, blended transition, 
turning space, or clear space is 2.0%. A maximum cross slope of 1.5% is preferred and 
should be used as a design practice to reduce the likelihood of exceeding the maximum 
allowable cross slope during construction. 
 
The cross slope may exceed 2.0% where it is acceptable for the pedestrian street crossing 
cross slope to exceed 2.0%. See Section 51-1.05 for pedestrian street crossing.  See Figure 
51-1E, Cross Slope at Pedestrian Street Crossing. 

 
4. Counter Slope [R304.5.4].  The counter slope is a slope opposite to the general running 

slope of the ramp or sidewalk, typically the cross slope of the gutter or roadway at the 
foot of the ramp or blended transition. The counter slope must not exceed 5%. This 
maximum allows the rate of grade change not to exceed 13% when the maximum ramp 
running slope is used.  Excessive rate of grade change compromises the ground clearance 
of a wheelchair footrest and may cause the wheelchair to tip.   
 
Where the rate-of-grade change exceeds 11%, a 2-ft level area should be provided 
adjacent the counter slope.  See Figure 51-1F, Counter Slope and Rate of Grade Change. 
 

5. Grade Break [R304.5.2].  The grade break at the top and bottom of a ramp must be 
perpendicular to the direction of the ramp running slope.  This requirement is of particular 
importance where the curb is curved.  It may be necessary at a corner with a larger radius to 
indent the grade break from the back of the curb to meet this requirement.  Grade breaks are 
not permitted on the surface of the ramp.  
 
Where a curb is curved, the perpendicular curb ramp running slope meets the grade break 
at a right angle.  On large radius corners, it will be necessary to indent the grade break on 
one side of the curb ramp in order for the curb ramp to meet the break at a right angle. 
 

51-1.04(03) Types of Sidewalk Curb Ramps [Rev. Mar. 2016] 
 
Details for placement of curb ramps and an illustration showing applicable locations for each 
curb ramp type are found on the INDOT Standard Drawings series 604-SWCR.  Curb ramp 
design elements and criteria are discussed in Section 51-1.04(02).  
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Curb ramps are categorized by their orientation to the sidewalk or street.   
 
1. Perpendicular Curb Ramp.  Perpendicular curb ramps are the preferred design.  A 

perpendicular curb ramp has a running slope that cuts through or is built up to the curb at 
right angles and serves a single direction of pedestrian traffic.  See Figure 51-1G, 
Perpendicular Curb Ramp. 
 

a. Components.  Perpendicular curb ramps include a single ramp and may have 
flared sides or returned curbs.  A turning space is required at the top of the ramp.  
A clear space is required at the bottom of the ramp.  Detectable warning surfaces 
are required.  Crosswalk markings are preferred.  
 

b. Selection Considerations.  A distance of 10 - 12 feet from the back of curb to the 
back of sidewalk is necessary to accommodate a perpendicular curb ramp 
assuming it is adjacent to a 6 in. curb.   
 
Taller curb height, a constraint at the back of sidewalk, and a running slope less 
than 8.33% will all increase the total lengths required between the curb and back 
of sidewalk. 
 

Where an existing sidewalk cannot be widened to accommodate a perpendicular or tiered 
perpendicular curb ramp, a parallel curb ramp should be considered.  A tiered perpendicular curb 
ramp consists of lowering the sidewalk prior to the curb ramp using sidewalk transitions. See 
Figure 51-1G, Perpendicular and Tiered Perpendicular Curb Ramps.. 

 
2. Parallel Curb Ramp.  Parallel curb ramps are a preferred design.  A parallel curb ramp 

has a running slope that is in line with the direction of sidewalk travel.  The ramps lower 
the sidewalk to a turning space where a turn is made to enter the pedestrian street 
crossing.  See Figure 51-1H, Parellel Curb Ramps. 
 

a. Components.  Parallel curb ramps include two ramps and typically do not have 
flared sides or returned curbs.  A turning space is required at the bottom of the 
ramps.  A curb may be required at the back edge of the ramp to retain soil or 
delineate a building or other constraint adjacent to the ramp.  A clear space is 
required at the bottom of the turning space if placed at an intersection.  A 
midblock crossing does not require a clear space.  Detectable warning surfaces are 
required.  Crosswalk markings are preferred. 
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b. Selection Considerations. A parallel ramp is typically used at a midblock 
crossing, and requires that the sidewalk be at least 4 ft wide.  For narrow 
sidewalks at an intersection, paired parallel curb ramps can be placed.  A paired 
parallel curb ramp should not be installed where it is possible to install paired 
perpendicular curb ramps.  
 

3. Median Pedestrian Crossing  A median pedestrian crossing consists of a raised median at 
the intersection or midblock location to separate pedestrians from traffic.  See Figure 51-
1 I, Median Pedestrian Crossings. 
 

a. Components.  A median pedestrian crossing can be cut through at street level or 
consist of a series of perpendicular curb ramps.  The cut-through configuration 
can provide useful cues to the direction of travel.  Detectable warning surfaces are 
required within a median that has a width greater than or equal to 6 ft.  Crosswalk 
markings are preferred.  

 
4. Blended Transition Curb Ramp.  A blended transition curb ramp is a connection between 

the level of the pedestrian walkway or sidewalk and the level of the pedestrian street 
crossing that has a running slope of 5% or less.  A blended transition curb ramp serves 
more than one direction of pedestrian traffic.  See Figure 51-1J, Blended Transition Curb 
Ramp. 
 

a. Components.  A blended transition curb ramp includes a single blended transition 
and may have flared sides.  A turning space is not required behind the blended 
transition, however, where the blended transition running slope exceeds 2.00%, a 
4-ft minimum sidewalk should continue behind the blended transition.  Detectable 
warning surfaces are required where the blended transition is flush with the 
pedestrian street crossing.  Crosswalk markings are required.  
 

b. Selection Considerations.  A blended transition curb ramp is suitable for a range 
of sidewalk conditions, however they provide limited directionality for visually 
impaired users. Safety considerations need to be evaluated for possible increased 
interaction with turning vehicles.   

 
5. One-Way Directional Curb Ramp.  A one-way directional ramp is a single perpendicular 

curb ramp that serves a single direction of pedestrian traffic.  There is no change in 
direction at the top or bottom of these ramps.   See Figure 51-1K, One-Way Directional 
Perpendicular Curb Ramp. 
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a. Components.  The components of a perpendicular curb ramp apply except that a 
turning space is not required at the top of the ramp.  Crosswalk markings are 
preferred. 
 

b. Selection Considerations.   A one-way directional ramp may be specified only at a 
corner where the PAR continues across a single intersecting roadway with no 
change in direction.    

 
6. Depressed Corner Curb Ramp.  A depressed corner curb ramp is a single parallel curb 

ramp that serves two directions of pedestrian traffic.  See Figure 51-1L, Depressed 
Corner Curb Ramp. 
 

a. Components.  The components of a parallel curb ramp apply.  Crosswalk 
markings are preferred. 
 

b. Selection Considerations.  A depressed corner curb ramp is suitable for a range of 
sidewalk conditions, however, they provide limited directionality for visually 
impaired users. Safety considerations need to be evaluated for possible increased 
interaction with turning vehicles. 

 
7. Diagonal Curb Ramp.  A diagonal curb ramp is a single perpendicular curb ramp located 

at the apex of the corner at an intersection, and serves two directions of pedestrian traffic. 
 See Figure 51-1M, Diagonal Curb Ramps. 
 

a. Components. The components of a perpendicular ramp apply.  Crosswalk 
markings are required. 
 

b. Selection Considerations.  A diagonal curb ramp should not be specified for new 
construction.  Although diagonal curb ramps may save construction costs, they 
create potential safety hazards and mobility problems for pedestrians including 
reduced maneuverability and increased interaction with turning vehicles.  For 
alterations where existing physical constraints prevent paired curb ramps from 
being installed at an intersection, a diagonal ramp may be specified.  Each 
diagonal curb ramp, excluding flared sides and the clear space at the bottom of the 
ramp, must be wholly contained within the crosswalk markings and outside the 
parallel vehicle travel lane.  Where both the turning space and clear space cannot 
be provided, a diagonal ramp is not appropriate for the site. 
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51-1.04(04) Curb Ramp Plan Requirements [Added Mar. 2016, Rev. Nov. 2016] 
 
Where a curb ramp is to be retrofit into an existing facility (e.g. a sidewalk that does not have a 
curb ramp) or reconstructed (e.g. an existing non-compliant curb ramp) a maintenance of traffic 
plan should be provided in accordance with Section 503-3.04(13).  Each curb ramp to be retrofit 
into an existing facility or reconstructed should be detailed as follows: 

1. Plan Views.  Lines representing the curb ramp and DWS should be shown in plan view 
over existing survey or an aerial image.  Use of an aerial image should consider the effect 
on file size. 

2. Spot Elevations.  Elevations at each side of the top and bottom of the ramp, turning 
space, and flared side should be tabulated or detailed. 

3. Dimensions.  Lengths and widths for each ramp, turning space, DWS, flared side, and 
return curb should be tabulated or detailed. 

4. Slopes.  Running slopes and cross slopes for each ramp, turning space, and flared side 
should be tabulated or detailed.  The preferred slopes should be used in design and shown 
on the plans. 

For new construction, a curb ramp should be detailed using a detail drawing, table, or a 
combination of the two.  The detail drawing or table should include the curb ramp location, and 
required curb ramp components and design element criteria, e.g. width, length, cross slope, 
running slope and flared side slope. 

New construction assumes a new alignment or significant modification to an existing cross 
section and adequate right of way.  Areas that fall outside the typical cross section, e.g. where the 
beginning and end of the project tie into an existing cross section, should be detailed as described 
for retrofits and reconstruction. 

Where a new or reconstructed curb ramp is located on a corner with an existing pedestrian 
pushbutton assembly, access to the pushbutton assembly must be perpetuated.  See Section 51-
1.06 for pedestrian pushbutton assembly placement and configuration. 

An approved Determination of Technical Infeasibility or Technical Inquiry must accompany each 
curb ramp that does not meet the ADA requirements.  Examples of non-compliance include missing 
components, e.g. DWS or turning space, or a design element falling outside of the minimum or 
maximum criteria.  See Section 40-8.04(01) Item 3 for requesting a Determination of Technical 
Infeasibility or Technical Inquiry.     
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51-1.05 Pedestrian Street Crossing [R302.5 and R302.6] [Added Mar. 2016] 
 
The pedestrian street crossing is the continuation of the PAR across a roadway. 
 
The cross slope of the pedestrian street crossing is the same as the profile grade of the roadway 
through the crossing.  The maximum allowable cross slope of a pedestrian street crossing is as 
follows.  
 
1. Where the pedestrian street crossing contains posted yield or stop control, e.g. a yield 

sign or stop sign, the maximum cross slope is 2%. 
 

2. Where the pedestrian street crossing does not contain posted yield or stop control, e.g. 
signalized, the maximum cross slope is 5%. 
 

3. Where the pedestrian street crossing is located at a midblock crossing, the maximum 
cross slope is the roadway profile grade.  See Figure 51-1E, Cross Slope at Pedestrian 
Street Crossing.  
 

The grade of the pedestrian street crossing is the same as the cross slope of the roadway through 
the crossing.  The maximum allowable grade of a pedestrian street crossing is 5%. 
 
51-1.06 Pedestrian Pushbutton Assembly, APS and Non-APS [Add. Mar. 2016, Rev. Nov. 
2016, Rev. Nov. 2018]  
 
This section applies to both accessible pedestrian signal (APS) and non-APS pedestrian 
pushbutton assemblies unless otherwise stated.   See Section 502-3.04(05), Pedestrian Signal for 
additional information. 
 
51-1.06(01) Accessible Pedestrian Signal [R209 and R307] [Rev. Nov. 2016, Oct. 2020] 
 
An accessible pedestrian signal (APS) is a device that communicate information about the 
WALK and DON’T WALK intervals at signalized intersections in visual and non-visual format. 
This device is essential for a pedestrian who is blind or has low vision to effectively navigate the 
crossing.  
 
For a new signal installation, signal modernization, or intersection improvement project, the 
Department will determine whether pedestrian heads are appropriate for the location. If 
pedestrian heads are appropriate, APS must be used in accordance with Section 502-3.04(05).   
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51-1.06(02) Placement and Configuration [Rev. Nov. 2016, Oct. 2020] 
 
The placement and configuration of the pedestrian pushbutton assembly is critical to proper 
function.  Engineering judgment is required to determine the optimal installation at each 
crossing.  Variations in curb radius, available right of way, presence of a buffer or curb ramp, 
and existing infrastructure make each crossing unique. 
   
Details for pedestrian pushbutton assembly placement and configuration are shown in INDOT 
Standard Drawing series 805-PPBA.  The details are in accordance with the IMUTCD 4E.08 – 
4E.13 and the PROWAG. 

 
1. Pushbutton Clear Space. [R404]  A pushbutton clear space must be provided adjacent to a 

pedestrian pushbutton assembly.  The running slope and cross slope should be 2.00% 
maximum.  The minimum required clear dimensions are 4 ft by 4 ft.  Where the clear 
space is constrained on two or more sides by a barrier over 2 inches in height, the 
minimum clear dimensions should be increased to 5 ft by 5 ft.  The clear space must be 
free of grade breaks, may overlap a curb ramp turning space or sidewalk, and may 
overlap a ramp with a running slope of 2% or less.  Providing a clear space that is 
concurrent with the curb ramp turning space is preferred.  This approach increases the 
likelihood that the dimensional and slope requirements will be met and provides a 
reasonable distance to the crosswalk.   

 
The running slope and cross slope of a pushbutton clear space are based on the 
orientation of the pushbutton assembly.  See Figure 51-1P, Pushbutton Clear Space.  The 
running slope may be consistent with the grade of the sidewalk.  The cross slope must be 
2.00% maximum.   

 
2. Placement.  Where the offset between the face of curb or edge of pavement and the back 

edge of sidewalk is 10 ft or less, placing the pedestrian pushbutton assembly outside the 
back edge of sidewalk, is preferred.  Where the assembly can be accessed from two 
directions, consideration should be given to centering the assembly relative to the 
crosswalk.  That is, do not require a pedestrian to travel down one ram, then up another to 
reach the assembly.   

   
Where the offset between the face of curb or edge of pavement and the back edge of 
sidewalk is greater than 10 ft, or other site constraints exist, e.g. a building at the back 
edge of sidewalk, placement within the sidewalk or buffer may be necessary. 
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a. Pedestrian Pushbutton Assembly Outside the Back Edge of Sidewalk. A 
pedestrian pushbutton assembly should not be placed more than 5 ft outside the 
associate crosswalk.  A pushbutton assembly should be centered adjacent a 
pushbutton clear space.  See Figure 51-1Q, Pedestrian Pushbutton Assembly 
Outside the Back Edge of Sidewalk, Preferred. 
 
A pushbutton assembly must not be blocked by obstructions, e.g. behind 
guardrail. 
 

b. Pedestrian Pushbutton Assembly Within a Sidewalk or Buffer.  A pedestrian 
pushbutton assembly should not be placed more than 5 ft outside the associate 
crosswalk.  A pushbutton assembly should be adjacent a pushbutton clear space.   
Centering on the pushbutton clear space is not required, however the grade break 
guidance in Item 3 would apply.  
 
The distance from the nearest face of a pushbutton assembly to face of the curb or 
edge of pavement should be between 1.5 ft and 6 ft and should not be greater than 
10 ft.  A minimum offset of 1.5 ft from the face of curb or edge of pavement will 
allow a wheelchair user to remain out of traffic while actuating the pushbutton 
assembly.  A minimum offset of 1.5 ft also provides an appurtenances-free zone 
along the roadway.  See Section 55-5.02, Item 5.   
 
A 4-ft minimum sidewalk clear width must be provided where a pushbutton 
assembly is placed within a sidewalk.   
 
See Figure 51-1R, Pedestrian Pushbutton Assembly Within a Sidewalk or Buffer. 
 
A pushbutton assembly must not be blocked by an obstruction, e.g. behind street 
furniture.  

 
3. Grade Break.  Where a grade break is adjacent a pushbutton clear space it is preferred to 

offset the nearest face of the pedestrian pushbutton assembly a minimum of 1.5 ft from 
the grade break.  A wheelchair user positioned on a grade break may become unstable 
while actuating the pushbutton assembly and enter into traffic prematurely.              
Figure 51-1R, Pedestrian Pushbutton Assembly Within a Sidewalk or Buffer. 
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4. Spacing.  Where two pedestrian pushbutton assemblies are provided on the same corner 
of a signalized intersection or within a median, the pushbutton assemblies should be 
separated by at least 10 ft.  Where constraints prevent a 10-ft separation, pushbutton 
assemblies may be placed closer together or on the same pole. Where two APS 
pushbutton assemblies are closer than 10 ft., special features must be included in 
accordance with IMUTCD 4E.10-4E.13, Section 502-3.04(05), and INDOT Standard 
Drawing series 805-PBBA.  RSP 805-T-202, Accessible Pedestrian Signals with Speech 
Walk Messages, should be completed by the designer and included in the contract for 
APS pushbutton. 

 
5. Mounting Height and Side Reach. [R406]  The actuator of the pedestrian pushbutton 

assembly must be located between 42 in. and 48 in. above the pushbutton clear space and 
within a 10-in. unobstructed side reach.  See Figure 51-1S, Pedestrian Pushbutton 
Assembly Mounting Height and Side Reach.  Where pole placement is limited, a 6 in. or 
12 in. pushbutton assembly extension may be used to meet the side reach criteria.  If a 
longer extension is required coordinate with the District Traffic Engineer. 

 
6. Orientation.  The face of a pedestrian pushbutton assembly must be aligned parallel to the 

direction of pedestrian travel on the associated crosswalk or as close as practical.  See 
Figure 51-1T, Orientation of Pedestrian Pushbutton Assembly.  The face of the pedestrian 
pushbutton assembly should be mounted to allow the pedestrian sign to be read. 

 
51-1.06(03) Plan Requirements [Rev. Nov. 2016, Rev. Nov. 2018, Oct. 2020] 
 
Each pedestrian pushbutton assembly should be detailed as follows: 

1. Plan Views.  A symbol and lines representing the pushbutton assembly and pushbutton 
clear space, respectfully, should be shown in plan view over existing survey.  

2. Stations and Offsets.  The station and offset for each pushbutton assembly should be 
tabulated or detailed.  Where two pedestrian pushbutton assemblies are provided on the 
same corner of a signalized intersection or within a median, the distance between the two 
should also be detailed. 

3. Dimensions.  Length and width for each pushbutton clear space should be tabulated or 
detailed. 

4. Slopes.  Slopes of the pushbutton clear space, if not detailed with the curb ramp or 
sidewalk, should be tabulated or detailed. 
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5. Pushbutton Mounting Height.  Where an existing pushbutton mounting height requires 
adjustment to meet ADA criteria, the required adjustment should be noted as a callout on the 
plans.  Otherwise, “No mounting height adjustment required” should be noted as a callout for 
the existing pushbutton.  For new pushbutton installation, Standard Drawing series E 805-
PBBA will govern and a mounting height note is not required on the plans.   

6. Pushbutton Side Reach.  Where a new or existing pushbutton side reach requires an extension 
to meet ADA criteria, the extension length should be noted as a callout on the plans.  
Otherwise, “No side reach adjustment required” should be noted as a callout. 

7. Pushbutton Direction.  The predominant direction of pedestrian traffic crossing serviced by 
the pushbutton should be noted as a callout on the plans (e.g. N-S or E-W). 

An approved Determination of Technical Infeasibility or Technical Inquiry must accompany 
each pushbutton assembly or pushbutton clear space that does not meet the ADA requirements.  
Examples of non-compliance include a pushbutton assembly placement or pushbutton clear 
space slope or dimensions falling outside of the minimum or maximum criteria.  See Section 40-
8.04(01) Item 3 for requesting a Determination of Technical Infeasibility or Technical Inquiry.     

 
51-1.07  Transit Stops and Transit Shelters [R213 and R308] [Rev. Mar. 2016] 
 
Locating transit stops at signalized intersections is recommended to increase usability for 
pedestrians with disabilities.  Where transit stops or transit shelters are provided, the following will 
apply. 
 
1. Transit Stop.  A new transit stop may be constructed at sidewalk or street level.  Where 

transit stops serve vehicles with more than one car, accessible boarding and exiting areas 
must be provided for each car.  Boarding and exiting area criteria are as follows. 

 
a. Dimensions.  The minimum clear length is 8 ft, measured perpendicularly from 

the curb or roadway edge.  The minimum clear width is 5 ft, measured parallel to 
the roadway. 
 

b. Grade.  The grade of boarding and exiting area parallel to the roadway must 
match the roadway grade to the extent practical.  The grade perpendicular to the 
roadway must not exceed 2%.  A maximum grade of 1.5% is preferred and should 
be used as a design practice to reduce the likelihood of exceeding the maximum 
allowable cross slope during construction 
 

c. Connection.  Boarding and exiting areas must be connected to the street, 
sidewalk, or pedestrian path by a PAR. 
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2. Transit Shelter.  Where a new or replacement transit shelter is provided, it must be 
connected by a PAR to a boarding and exiting area.  The transit shelter may be located 
within or outside of the boarding area.  However, the shelter must not reduce the width of 
the PAR to less than 4 ft.  Clear space requirements must be in accordance with PROWAG 
section R404. 
 

3. Signage.  Each new transit-route identification sign should be sized based on the 
maximum dimensions permitted by federal, State, or local regulations or ordinances.   

 
51-1.08  On-Street Parking [R214 and R309] [Rev. Mar. 2016] 
 
Where on-street parking is marked or metered, the on-street parking design should be in accordance 
with the accessibility criteria as follows. 
 
1. Minimum Number.  Figure 51-1N, Minimum Number of Accessible Spaces, provides the 

criteria for the minimum number of on-street accessibility spaces. 
 

2. Location.  On-street accessible parking spaces should be dispersed throughout the project 
area.  Accessible parking spaces should be located where the street has the least crown and 
grade and close to key destinations.  The sidewalk adjacent to a parallel parking space 
should be free of signs, street furniture and other obstructions to allow for vehicle side-lift or 
ramp operation. 
 

3. Parallel Parking Adjacent Wide Sidewalk.  A minimum parking space width of 8 ft with an 
access aisle of 5-ft width should be provided where the width of the adjacent sidewalk is 14 
ft or greater. The travel lane should not encroach into the access aisle.  Figure 51-1 O, 
Accessible On-Street Parking, illustrates the parking configuration.  
 

4. Parallel Parking Adjacent Narrow Sidewalk.  A minimum parking space width of 8 ft should 
be provided.  An access aisle is not required.  When an access aisle is not provided, the 
accessible parking space should be located at the end of the block face. 
 

5. Perpendicular or Angled Parking.  A minimum parking space width of 8 ft with an access 
aisle of 8.0 ft should be provided at street level the full length of the parking space.    
Two parking spaces are allowed to share a common access aisle. 
 

6. Signage.  Each accessible parking space must be identified by the international symbol of 
access.  The sign requirements are contained in the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control 
Devices (MUTCD).  For parallel parking spaces, the signs must be placed at either the head 
or the foot of the parking space.  Signs must not obstruct the PAR. 
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7. Curb Ramp.  A curb ramp in accordance with Section 51-1.04(02) must connect the access 
aisle to the PAR.  The curb ramp should not be located within the area of the access aisle.  A 
parking space adjacent to an intersection may be served by the sidewalk curb ramp at the 
intersection, provided that the path of travel from the access aisle to the sidewalk curb ramp 
is within the pedestrian street crossing area. 
 

8. Parking Meter.  At an accessible parking space, the parking meter must be located at the 
head or foot of the parking space so that there is no interference with the operation of a 
vehicle side-lift or a passenger-side transfer.  The parking meter must not obstruct the PAR. 

 
51-1.09  Ramp [407 and 409] [Rev. Mar. 2016] 
 
A part of an accessible route with a running slope steeper than 5% should be considered a ramp and 
must be in accordance with the PROWAG.  This includes providing handrails.  These requirements 
do not apply to sidewalks or curb ramps within the public rights of way.  The following criteria 
apply to a ramp on an accessible route. 
 
1. Running Slope.  The running slope must be between 5% and 8.33%; however, the flattest 

possible slope should be used. 
 
2. Cross Slope and Surface.  The cross slope of a ramp surface must not exceed 2.0%.  The 

ramp surface must be in accordance with the sidewalk-surface criteria described in Section 
51-1.03(02). 

 
3. Width.  A width of 5 ft is recommended to facilitate maintenance and snow removal for 

outdoor conditions.  The minimum clear width of a ramp is 3 ft.  Where handrail is installed, 
the minimum clear width must be provided and the ramp or landing width extended 1.0 ft 
beyond the inside face of the handrail.  This extension prevents wheelchair casters and 
crutches tips from slipping off the ramp surface. 

 
4. Rise.  The rise for any ramp must not exceed 2.5 ft. 
 
5. Landing.  A ramp must have a level landing at the bottom and top of each ramp.  A landing 

must be in accordance with the following. 
 
 a. The width must be at least as wide as the widest ramp leading to it. 
 
 b. The clear length must be a minimum of 5 ft. 
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c. Where the ramp changes direction at a landing, the minimum required dimensions 
are 5 ft by 5 ft. 

 
 d. Slopes must not exceed 2% in any direction. 
 
6. Handrail [409].  If a ramp has a rise greater than 6 in. or a horizontal projection greater than 

6 ft, it must have handrails on both sides.  A handrail is not required for a curb ramp or 
sidewalk within public rights of way.  A handrail must be in accordance with the following. 

 
a. Handrails should be provided along both sides of a ramp segment.  The inside 

handrail on a switchback or dogleg ramp must be continuous. 
 

b. If a handrail is not continuous, it must extend at least 1 ft beyond the top and bottom 
of the ramp and be parallel with the floor or ground surface. 

 
 c. The clear space between the handrail and the wall must be 1.5 in. 
 

d. The gripping surface must be continuous along the top and side.  The bottom of the 
handrail gripping surface must not be obstructed for more than 20% of the length.    
The gripping surface and any surface adjacent to it must be smooth and free of sharp 
or abrasive elements. 

 
e. The top of the gripping surface must be mounted between 34 in. and 38 in. above the 

ramp surface. 
 
 f. The end must be either rounded or returned smoothly to the floor, wall, or post. 
 
 g. A handrail must not rotate within its fittings. 
 
7. Edge Protection.  A ramp or landing with a drop-off must have a curb, wall, railing, or 

projecting surface that prevents wheelchair casters and crutch tips from slipping off the 
ramp.  A curb must be of minimum height of 2 in.  A barrier must prevent passage of a 4-in. 
diameter sphere where any portion is within 4 in. of the ground surface 

 
8. Outdoor Conditions.  An outdoor ramp and its approaches must be designed so that water 

will not accumulate on the walking surface. 
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51-1.10  Stairway [R408 ][Rev. Mar. 2016] 
 
A stairway must not be part of a PAR, but may be part of the larger pedestrian circulation path.  
See Section 51-1.02.   
 
Where a stairway is provided within a building or as part of an access route to a building or 
facility, it must be accessible.  Components include treads, tread surface, risers, nosing and 
handrails. 
 
Where handrails are provided, they must be in accordance with PROWAG Section 409. 
 
51-1.11  Building [Rev. Mar. 2016] 
 
For interior accessibility criteria, the following will apply: 
 
1. New.  Each new building, airport terminal, rest area, weigh station, or transit station (e.g., 

station for rapid rail, light rail, commuter rail, intercity bus, intercity rail, high-speed rail, or 
other fixed guideway systems) must meet the accessibility criteria set forth in the 2010 ADA 
Standards for Accessible Design (2010 Standards).  The designer should review the 2010 
Standards to determine the appropriate accessibility requirements for the building interior, 
including rest rooms, drinking fountains, elevators, telephones and other facility features. 

 
2. Existing.  For alterations made to an existing building or facility, the design must meet 

the accessibility requirements to the maximum extent feasible.  The designer should 
review the 2010 ADAAG to determine the appropriate criteria.   

 
 
51-2.0  REST AREA 
 
A rest area, information center, or scenic overlook is functional and desirable element of the 
complete highway development and is provided for the safety and convenience of the highway user. 
Many have been constructed along freeways and other major arterials.  The location and design of a 
rest area is based on individual highway facility and site needs.  The need for a new rest area will be 
determined by the Office of Environmental Services in conjunction with the district office. 
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51-2.01  Location 
 
A rest area may be located on a freeway or other major arterial.  Along a freeway, two are usually 
paired together (i.e., one on each side of the freeway).  At a State line, only one rest area or welcome 
center for the incoming traffic may be provided.  The following provides additional information in 
determining the need and location of a rest area. 
 
51-2.01(01)  Spacing on an Interstate Route 
 
The recommended average spacing of rest areas is approximately one hour of driving time or 50 to 
60 mi.  It may be desirable to provide closer spacing for special conditions (e.g., scenic view, 
information center).  Local conditions may warrant spacing which is greater than 50 to 60 mi (e.g., 
through a major metropolitan area). 
 
51-2.01(02)  Site Considerations 
 
Once it has been determined that a rest area is required and the general area has been selected, the 
actual location of the rest area is selected based upon the following considerations. 
 
1. Appeal.  A rest area is a showplace for out-of-State visitors.  If practical, it should be placed 

to take advantage of natural features (e.g., lakes, scenic views, points of special or historic 
interest). 

 
2. Welcome Center.  It is desirable to locate this facility close to a State line.  This location 

provides the opportunity to personally present information on the State along with local 
attractions.  A rest area located well within the State may only provide information racks for 
literature distribution. 

 
3. Geometrics.  The site should be located away from any other interference, such as an 

interchange or a bridge.  The rest-area entrance should desirably be at least 3 miles from the 
nearest interchange. 

 
4. Environmental Considerations.  The site should be located or designed so that surface runoff 

or treatment-plant discharges will not adversely affect streams, lakes, wetlands, etc. 
 
5. Median.  A rest area should not be located in a median unless it can be serviced via a left-

hand exit and entrance. 
 
6. Size.  The rest area should be large enough to provide sufficient parking capacity, needed 

facilities, picnic and stretch areas, and to retain existing landscaping features. 
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7. Right of Way.  Right-of-way costs should be factored into the location decision.  To allow 
for future expansion, a 40-year design life should be considered based on a straight-line 
traffic projection. 

 
8. Topography.  A rest area should be located where the natural topography is favorable to its 

development. 
 
9. Development.  A rest area should not be placed adjacent to or near an area which has been 

zoned as residential. 
 
10. Emergency.  The location choice should consider the proximity to emergency services. 
 
11. Water and Sewer.  The rest area should have an adequate water supply.  Water availability 

should be determined during the site selection process prior to the development of plans.  If 
a commercial sanitary-treatment plant is unavailable, the site must be large enough to 
provide for adequate sewage-treatment facilities.  Recreational-vehicle dumping facilities 
may be provided. 

 
12. Other Utilities.  Other utilities, such as telephone and electricity, should always be provided. 
 
51-2.02  Design 
 
51-2.02(01)  Exit and Entrance 
 
The access to and from the rest area should be designed in accordance with Section 48-4.0.  Reverse 
curves should not be used.  If deemed necessary, they should be designed in accordance with 
Section 43-3.07.  Full-depth shoulders should be provided along both exit and entrance ramps to the 
ramp extremities (i.e., the ends of the ramp tapers). 
 
Adequate signing and pavement markings must be provided.  These traffic-control devices should 
be placed in accordance with Part VII, the INDOT Standard Drawings, and the MUTCD. 
 
51-2.02(02)  Buffer Separation 
 
The separation between the rest area facility and the highway mainline should be wide enough to 
discourage individuals from stopping on the mainline and crossing over to the facility.  At a 
minimum, a 35-ft buffer area should be provided between the mainline pavement and parking areas. 
A buffer separation of 175 ft or more is preferable.  Fencing should be provided in the buffer area 
between the ramps and should desirably be located beyond the mainline clear zone. 
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51-2.02(03)  Rest-Area Usage 
 
Predicting rest area usage is the key factor in determining the location and sizing of a rest area.  The 
designer must first determine the proportion of mainline traffic that will be using the rest area.  This 
determination is dependent upon rest-area spacing, trip length, rest-area location, time of year, 
traffic composition, highway classification, etc.  The designer should use data from nearby or 
similar rest areas to estimate the expected traffic entering the rest area.  In the absence of historical 
data, Figure 51-2A, Design Guide for Rest-Area Facility (Interstate Route or Freeway), and the 
following may be used. 
 
1. Design Year.  The design year for traffic projection should be 20 years. 
 
2. Highway Characteristics.  A rest area on a highway that passes though recreational or 

historic areas tends to have fewer trucks and a higher percentage of passenger cars and RVs 
with trailers.  Where the general purpose of the highway is to move commercial traffic 
between cities, a rest area tends to have a higher truck usage. 

 
3. Trip Length.  On a highway where the trip length is typically less than 100 mi (e.g., between 

two major cities), there is a significant reduction in the proportion of the passing traffic 
using the facility. 

 
4. Temporal Factors.  In a recreational area, rest-area usage is the highest during a summer 

weekend.  During the day, passenger cars tend to make up a higher percentage of the rest-
area usage.  At night, trucks and RVs tend to make up the higher percentage of rest-area 
usage. 

 
51-2.02(04)  Parking 
 
Rest-area parking capacity depends upon the type of usage expected for the rest area.  Figure 51-
2A, Design Guide for Freeway Rest-Area Facility, provides the formula and other factors to 
consider when determining the appropriate design hourly volume for passenger cars, passenger cars 
with trailers, and trucks.  Consideration should be given to adding additional truck parking spaces if 
the rest area is located close to major delivery or distribution centers. 
 
Parking areas for passenger cars and trucks should be separated from each other within the rest area. 
This should be accomplished by providing separate parking areas on opposite sides of the building. 
However, a separator (e.g., curbing) or pavement markings may be used in a restrictive location.  
Figure 45-1B illustrates typical parking designs for a passenger car.  Angular parking is preferred to 
parallel parking because it requires less time to enter and exit. 
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Figure 51-2B illustrates a typical angle-parking design for a truck or recreational vehicle.  The 
design vehicle for angular truck parking is the WB-20 vehicle. 
 
51-2.02(05)  Pavement Design 
 
Pavements for exit and entrance ramps, truck parking area, and truck connector roadway should be 
designed using a 14-in. portland cement concrete pavement on 3 in. of coarse aggregate No. 8 on 6 
in. of compacted aggregate No. 53.  The pavement area to be used only by passenger cars may be 
designed using a 10-in. portland cement concrete pavement on 3 in. of coarse aggregate No. 8 on 6 
in. of compacted aggregate No. 53. 
 
51-2.02(06)  Cross Slopes 
 
All ramps and connector routes should have a 2% cross slope.  Parking areas typically should be 
designed with a 2% cross slope.  A 5% maximum grade may be used.  If practical, handicapped 
parking areas should not exceed 1%. 
 
51-2.02(07)  Facilities 
 
A rest area provides a building with rest rooms and public information services, picnic tables and 
shelters, benches, sidewalks, drinking fountains, and trash collectors.  It may also include vending 
machines, provided the machines are accessible from outside the building.  The designer should 
ensure that sufficient facilities are available to accommodate the expected usage of the rest area.  
Figure 51-2A, Design Guide for Freeway Rest-Area Facility, provides the recommended total 
number of comfort facilities.  Figure 51-2C, Guidelines for Comfort Facilities, should be used to 
determine the recommended number and types of fixtures.  Dual men’s and women’s facilities 
(minimum of 2 each) should be provided to allow for cleaning, maintenance, etc.  The total number 
of fixtures should be divided equally between the rest rooms.  If practical, the designer should also 
consider providing exclusive unisex rest rooms for handicapped individuals.  The building should 
be adequately sized to provide 120 ft2 of floor area for each sanitary facility plus an additional 200 
ft2 of floor space.  The rest-area building must be in accordance with all Indiana Department of Fire 
Prevention and Public Safety building codes. 
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51-2.02(08)  Utilities 
 
Where permanent facilities are provided, an adequate drinking-water supply, a wastewater 
disposal system, and a power supply will be required.  These are required to bring the facilities 
into accordance with federal, Indiana Administrative Code (IAC), and Indiana Department of 
Environmental Management (IDEM) regulations, and local ordinances.  Where practical, 
connection to existing wastewater treatment facilities and drinking-water supplies is the most 
desirable option. 
 
A dedicated drinking-water treatment system will require a security system, ozone addition for 
deposition of iron, chlorine treatment, phosphate treatment, and backflow prevention to prevent 
contamination of the stored water and the water from the well.  The drinking-water treatment 
system structure should be placed at least 4 ft horizontally clear of other structures.  For a 
purchased-water system, automated chlorine testing and addition will also be required.  
Drinking-water treatment should otherwise be in accordance with IAC 327. 
 
A dedicated wastewater disposal system will require a testing laboratory.  Wastewater treatment 
units will require protection from exposure to direct sunlight, covers, or other means that prevent 
animals, bird feces, or external debris from entering the system, and shelter or other means that 
keeps the wastewater temperature within a specified range.  A standby electric generator, surge 
control tank with dissolved oxygen sensor, trash collection tank, fixed film media filters, sand 
filters, ultraviolet disinfection, diffusers, and a splitter box are also required.  The wastewater 
disposal system trash collection tank should be placed upstream of the surge control tank.  
Wastewater treatment should otherwise be in accordance with IAC 327 and 329. 
 
A remote telemetry system will be required for the drinking-water and wastewater treatment 
facilities, lift stations, and locations where the water is purchased. 
 
As a minimum, the telemetry system should include the following: 
 
1. A portable laptop computer for data access and system interaction, including an operator 

training manual. 
 
2. The computer software should be compatible with and be able to enter data onto IDEM’s 

report forms.  The forms are accessible through IDEM’s website, at 
 http://www.in.gov/idem/5157.htm#waterforms. 
 
3. The interaction shall include an alarm to alert the plant operator (when the operator is 

both on-site and off-site) when the system’s conditions are not within the required 
parameter limits. 

http://www.in.gov/idem/5157.htm#waterforms
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4. A digital flow monitor. 
 
5. The interaction shall include the ability to automatically add treatment chemicals. 
 
The designer should develop appropriate specifications and call for appropriate pay items for this 
additional work.  The specifications should comply with the Ten State Standards requirements.  
The Office of Environmental Services’ Environmental Policy Team will review and approve the 
specifications. 
 
The IDEM is responsible for approval of the final wastewater treatment and drinking-water 
supply options. 
 
Telephones are usually also included.  Proper lighting provides the patron an added sense of 
security and safety.  Section 502-4.0 provides additional information on lighting design. 
 
51-2.02(09)  Landscaping 
 
The rest area should be landscaped to take advantage of existing natural features and vegetation (see 
Section 51-8.0).  Paths, sidewalks, and architectural style should fit naturally into the existing 
surroundings.  The designer should coordinate the landscaping plan with the Services and Cultural 
Resources Team.  A chain link fence should be placed between the parking areas and the adjacent 
roadway to enhance pedestrian safety. 
 
51-2.02(10)  Accessibility for the Handicapped 
 
A rest area must be designed to properly accommodate physically handicapped individuals; 
including grounds, picnic areas, ramps to picnic areas, buildings, automatic door openers, sidewalk 
ramps, and signage.  The designer must realize that an accessible route is required between the truck 
and RV parking area to the rest-area facilities.  Section 51-1.0 provides the handicapped 
accessibility criteria for exterior features within a rest area.  The ADA Accessibility Guidelines for 
Buildings and Facilities provides the handicapped-accessibility criteria for interior features. 
 
 
51-3.0  WEIGH STATION 
 
A truck weigh station installation is used to weigh trucks, to provide for vehicular safety inspection, 
or to provide a source of data for planning and research.  The determination of the need for a truck 
weigh station is a combined effort of INDOT, the Indiana State Police, the Department of Revenue, 
and the Bureau of Motor Vehicles. 
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51-3.01  Location 
 
Indiana has adopted the Point-of-Entry concept for locating a new weigh station.  A weigh station is 
to be located only at or near a State line for inbound trucks on an Interstate route. 
 
The actual selection of a truck weigh station site is controlled by right of way limitations and by 
geometric and topographic features (i.e., at the crest of a hill).  It is desirable to select a site in a 
location where there is adequate right of way and where geometric, topographic, or environmental 
features lend themselves to the most economical development without undue site preparation and 
expense.  The possibility of truck traffic circumventing the facility is also considered in locating the 
site of the weigh station. 
 
51-3.02  Design 
 
Figure 51-3A illustrates a typical truck weigh-station layout.  In addition, the following should be 
considered. 
 
1. Exit and Entrance Junctions.  Desirably, the exit and entrance should be designed for large 

trucks.  Section 48-4.0 provides design criteria for these elements, including truck 
acceleration and deceleration lengths. 

 
2. Exit and Entrance Ramps.  The minimum paved width is 28 ft, including a 4-ft left shoulder 

and 8-ft right shoulder.  The shoulders should be designed with a full-depth pavement 
structure along both exit and entrance ramps to the ramp extremities (i.e., the ends of the 
ramp tapers).  The cross slope will typically be 2% for the entire width, including shoulders. 

 
3. Pavement Design.  Pavements for ramps and the scale area should be designed using a 14-

in. portland cement concrete pavement on 4 in. of coarse aggregate No. 8 on 3 in. of 
compacted aggregate No. 53.  The parking area should have 12 in. portland cement concrete 
pavement on 4 in. of coarse aggregate No. 8 on 3 in. of compacted aggregate No. 53. 

 
4. Geometrics.  The weigh station area should be designed so that backing maneuvers are not 

required (e.g., pull-through parking).  All pavement geometrics should be designed to 
accommodate off-tracking for a WB-20 design vehicle (Indiana Design Vehicle). 

 
5. Maximum Grade.  A short upgrade of as much as 5% does not unduly interfere with truck or 

bus operations.  Consequently, for new construction it is desirable to limit the maximum 
grade to 5%.  The grades across a weigh-in-motion scale must be 0% for 100 ft before and 
after the weigh-in-motion scale. 
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6. Buffer Separation.  There should be a 30-ft minimum buffer strip between the weigh station 
facility and the mainline pavement.  A wider separation is desirable. 

 
7. Storage Length for Scale.  There should be sufficient space to queue trucks waiting for the 

scale without backing up onto the mainline.  This distance will be based on the number of 
trucks on the mainline, length of trucks, expected hours of operation, and time required for 
actual weighing.  For design considerations, the design vehicle can be assumed to be the 
WB-20 truck.  With the rapid advance in research on scales (e.g., weigh-in-motion), the 
designer should check with other Department entities or other agencies to determine the 
most appropriate time factor. 

 
8. Safety Inspection.  A weigh station will also be used by the Indiana State Police as a safety-

inspection station.  Therefore, a separate inspection building will be required.  This building 
should be designed to accommodate a total of two WB-20 design vehicles, one in each of 
the adjacent bays. 

 
9. Violation Storage.  A space should be provided to store trucks that are either overweight or 

which have failed the safety inspection.  These areas should be designed to accommodate 
the WB-20 design vehicle.  Figure 51-2A, Design Guide for Freeway Rest-Area Facility, 
provides the design criteria for a WB-20 angular truck storage area. 

 
10. Traffic Control Devices.  Adequate signing and pavement markings should be provided 

prior to and at the truck weigh station.  These traffic control devices should be designed and 
placed in accordance with the MUTCD and the INDOT Standard Drawings.  The designer 
should contact the Production Management Division’s Traffic Design Team for 
information regarding design for an electronic “Open / Closed” sign.  Special signing will 
also be necessary for the internal traffic flow through the weigh station, such as at the 
weigh-control area and the inspection building. 

 
11. Lighting.  Section 502-4.0 provides information on lighting design. 
 
12. Inspection Building.  An inspection building should be designed for year-round use with 

sufficient space for computer operations, a service counter for permit issuances, and an 
emergency shower facility for hazardous-material removal.  The inspection building should 
be in accordance with all local building codes and OSHA criteria. 

 
13. Hazardous Materials.  A 1600-gal. tank is required on site for the storage of hazardous 

materials from leaking or overflowing trucks.  A detention basin with flow-release controls 
is required to contain surface runoff from the parking area. 
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14. Landscaping.  The weigh station should be designed to minimize the effect on existing 
vegetation.  The designer should also ensure that any new or existing plants will not affect 
the driver’s sight distance to the weigh station or any critical point within the weigh station. 
Section 51-8.0 provides additional information on the Department’s landscaping policy. 

 
 
51-4.0  OFF-STREET PARKING 
 
A proposed highway project may incorporate some form of off-street parking.  Typical applications 
may include the following: 
 
1. providing off-street parking to replace on-street parking which will be removed as part of a 

proposed project; 
 
2. the construction of a park-and-ride lot for commuters; or 
 
3. the construction of a new rest area or improvement to an existing rest area. 
 
The following provides criteria specifically for an off-street parking lot.  Section 51-2.0 discusses 
that for a rest area. 
 
51-4.01  Location of Park-and-Ride Lot 
 
The Office of Environmental Services, in conjunction with the district office, determines the 
location of a park-and-ride lot during the planning stage.  However, the designer usually has some 
control over the best placement of the lot when considering layout details, entrance and exit 
locations, and traffic flow patterns. 
 
A park-and-ride lot should be located at a strategic point where transfers can conveniently be made 
from auto to carpooling or transit modes.  Considerations that will affect the location of the parking 
facility are as follows. 
 
1. Location.  The lot should be convenient to residential areas, bus and rail transit routes, and 

the major highways used by commuters. 
 
2. Congestion.  The location should precede any points of congestion on the major commuting 

highway to maximize its benefits. 
 
3. Connections.  There should be sufficient capacity on connections between the lot and the 

major commuting highway. 
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4. Design.  The site location must be compatible with the design and construction of the lot.  
The designer should consider property costs, terrain, drainage, sub-grade soil conditions, 
and available space in relation to the required lot size, visibility, and access. 

 
5. Land Use.  The location of the lot should be consistent with the present and future adjacent 

land use.  Visual and other impacts on surrounding areas should be considered.  Where 
necessary, site sizing and design should allow for buffer landscaping to minimize the visual 
impact. 

 
6. Size.  The lot must be large enough to accommodate its expected usage.  Studies by the 

Office of Environmental Services will determine the size of the lot and will determine the 
number of bus-loading areas. 

 
51-4.02  Layout 
 
The following should be considered when laying out a park-and-ride facility. 
 
1. Entrances and Exits.  Entrances and exits should be located to have the least disruption to 

existing traffic (e.g., away from intersections) and still provide the maximum storage space. 
A combined entrance and exit should preferably be as close to mid-block as practical.  
Where entrances and exits are separated, the entrance should be on the upstream side of the 
traffic flow nearest the lot and the exit on the downstream side.  There should be at least one 
exit and entrance for each 500 spaces in a lot. 

 
 Each entrance or exit should be designed as a commercial drive according to the design 

criteria described in Chapter 46.  The typical design vehicle will be a BUS or SU. 
 
2. Drop-off and Pick-up Zone.  Drop-off and pick-up zones for buses and autos should be 

clearly separated from each other and from the parking area to avoid as many internal traffic 
conflicts as possible.  The bus loading and unloading zone should be serviced by the 
innermost parking lanes.  Therefore this zone should be adjacent to the terminal loading and 
unloading area.  Handicapped parking and the separate kiss-and-ride area should be serviced 
by the next closest parking lane.  The number of parking spaces for a drop-off zone is 
between 20 and 60. 

 
3. Traffic Circulation.  Traffic circulation should be arranged to provide maximum visibility 

and minimum conflict between small vehicles (autos and taxis) and large vehicles (large 
vans and buses).  Also, adequate maneuvering room must be provided for larger vehicles. 
A counterclockwise circulation of one-way traffic is preferred.  This allows vehicles to 
unload from the right side. 
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4. Pedestrian and Bicyclist Considerations.  The designer should consider pedestrian and 
bicycle routes when laying out a park-and-ride lot.  Entrance and exit points in an area with 
high pedestrian volume should be avoided, if practical.  Sidewalks should be provided 
between the parking area and the modal transfer points. 

 
 Crosswalks should be provided where necessary and clearly marked and signed.  In a high-

volume lot, fencing may be warranted to channel pedestrians to appropriate crossing points. 
A crossing at a major two-way traffic circulation lane should have a refuge island separating 
the travel directions. 

 
 A bicycle parking area should be provided with stalls that allow the use of locking devices.  

If a large volume of bicycle traffic is expected, a designated bicycle lane to and from the 
bicycle parking area should be provided. 

 
5. Accessibility.  Parking must be readily accessible and usable by persons with disabilities in 

accordance with the 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design.  Considerations include 
but are not limited to minimum number of accessible spaces, location of accessible spaces, 
van-accessible spaces, and the presence of curb ramps to access loading zones.  

 
51-4.03  Design Elements 
 
The following elements should be considered in the design of a park-and-ride facility. 
 
1. Parking-Stall Dimensions.  Parking-stall dimensions vary with the angle at which the stall is 

arranged relative to the aisle.  Figure 51-4A, Parking-Stall Dimensions, provides the design 
dimensions for a 9 ft x 18 ft parking stall based on one-way circulation and angle parking.  
The typical stall width (measured perpendicular to the vehicle when parked) ranges from 8.5 
ft to 9.5 ft.  The recommended minimum stall width for self-parking of long-term duration is 
8.5 ft.  For higher-turnover self-parking, a stall width of 9 ft is recommended.  Stall width at 
a supermarket or other similar parking facility, where large packages are prevalent, should 
desirably be 9.5 ft to 10 ft. 

 
2. Bus Loading Area.  A bus loading and unloading area should be designed to provide for 

continuous counterclockwise circulation and for curb parking without backing maneuvers.  
The traffic lanes and the curb loading area should each be 12-ft wide.  Figure 51-4B 
provides criteria for the recommended length of a bus loading area. 

 
3. Sidewalk Dimensions.  The sidewalk should be at least 6 ft wide.  In a loading area, the 

width should be at least 12 ft.  The accessibility criteria for the handicapped must be met for 
a new lot (see Section 51-1.0). 
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4. Cross Slope.  To provide proper drainage, the minimum cross slope on the parking lot 
should be 2%.  The maximum, cross slope should not exceed 5%. 

 
 The lot should be designed directing runoff into existing drainage systems.  If water 

impoundment cannot be avoided along a pedestrian route, bicycle route, or standing area, 
drop inlets and underground drainage should be provided.  In a parking area, drainage 
should be designed to avoid standing water.  Part IV provides additional information for the 
proper hydraulic design of drainage elements. 

 
5. Pavement.  A typical pavement design for the parking area is 3 in. of hot asphaltic concrete 

on 6 in. of aggregate base.  For a bus route, the minimum pavement section should be 3½ in. 
of hot asphaltic concrete on 10 in. of aggregate base.  For additional information on 
pavement design, see Part 6. 

 
6. Lighting.  The lot should be lighted for pedestrian safety and lot security.  Section 502-4.0 

provides information on lighting design. 
 
7. Shelter.  A pedestrian shelter is desirable if loading areas for buses or trains are provided.  

The shelter should provide approximately 5.5 ft2 of covered area per person.  As a 
minimum, the shelter should provide lighting, benches, and trash receptacles.  Routing 
information signs and a telephone should also be considered.  For handicapped-accessibility 
requirements, see Section 51-1.0. 

 
8. Fencing.  The need for fencing around a parking lot will be determined as required. 
 
9. Signs.  Signs should be provided to direct drivers and pedestrians to appropriate loading 

zones, parking areas, bicycle facilities, handicapped parking, or entrances and exits. 
 
10. Landscaping.  Landscaping may be provided to minimize the visual impact of the parking 

lot by providing a buffer zone around the perimeter of the lot or to improve the aesthetics of 
the lot itself.  Space should be provided for a 10-ft to 20-ft buffer zone around the lot to 
accommodate vegetation screens.  Traffic islands and parking-lot separators provide suitable 
locations for shrubs and trees.  Landscaping should include low-maintenance vegetation 
which does not cause visibility or security problems.  For information on appropriate 
vegetation selections, the designer should contact the Services and Cultural Resources 
Team. 
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51-4.04  Maintenance Considerations 
 
Maintenance should be considered in the design, including the following. 
 
1. A 10-ft to 20-ft snow shelf should be provided around the perimeter of the lot, at least on 

two sides, to provide storage space during snow removal.  This area can coincide with the 
buffer zone around the lot, provided that the entire area is not filled with shrubs or trees.  
Fencing should be placed outside the snow shelf. 

 
2. Raised traffic islands should be kept to a minimum.  Raised corrugated islands are preferred. 
 
 
51-5.0  BUS STOP AND BUS TURNOUT 
 
51-5.01  Location 
 
51-5.01(01)  Bus Stop 
 
If local bus routes are located on an urban or suburban highway, the designer should consider their 
impact on normal traffic operations.  The stop-and-go pattern of local buses will disrupt traffic flow, 
but certain measures can minimize this disruption.  The location of a bus stop is particularly 
important.  It is determined not only by convenience to patrons but also by the design and 
operational characteristics of the highway and the roadside environment.  If the bus must make a left 
turn, for example, a bus stop should not be located in the block preceding the left turn.  Common 
bus-stop locations are shown in Figure 51-5A, On-Street Bus Stop. 
 
Some considerations in selecting an appropriate bus-stop location are as follows. 
 
1. Far-Side Stop.  The far side of an at-grade intersection is superior to a near-side or mid-

block bus stop.  A far-side stop produces fewer impediments to through and right-turning 
traffic, it does not interfere as much with intersection sight distance, and it lends itself better 
to a bus turnout. 

 
2. Mid-Block Stop.  A mid-block bus stop may be advantageous where the distance between 

intersections is large or where there is a fairly heavy and continuous transit demand 
throughout the block.  It may be desirable if there is a high bus-stop demand located at mid-
block.  A mid-block bus stop may also be considered if right turns at an intersection are 
frequent (250 in peak hour) and a far-side stop is not practical. 
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3. Near-Side Stop.  A near-side stop allows easier vehicle re-entry into the traffic stream where 
curb parking is allowed.  At an intersection where there is a high volume of right-turning 
vehicles, a near-side stop can result in traffic conflicts and should be avoided.  However, a 
near-side stop should be used where the bus will make a right turn at the intersection. 

 
51-1.01(02)  Bus Turnout 
 
Interference between buses and other traffic can be reduced significantly by providing a bus turnout. 
A turnout helps remove stopped buses from the through lanes and provide a well-defined user area 
for a bus stop.  A turnout should be considered under the following conditions. 
 
1. The street provides arterial service with high traffic speeds and volumes and high-volume 

bus patronage. 
 
2. Right-of-way width is sufficient to prevent adverse impact on sidewalk pedestrian 

movements. 
 
3. Curb parking is permitted but is prohibited during peak hours. 
 
4. There are at least 500 vehicles per hour in the curb lane during peak-hour traffic. 
 
5. Bus volume does not justify an exclusive bus lane, but there are at least 100 buses per day 

and at least 10 to 15 buses during the peak hour. 
 
6. The average bus dwell time exceeds 10 s per stop. 
 
7. At a location where specially-equipped buses are used to load and unload handicapped 

individuals. 
 
51-5.01(03)  Selection 
 
The Office of Environmental Services, in conjunction with the district office and the local transit 
agency, will determine the location of a bus stop or bus turnout.  However, the designer usually has 
some control over the best placement of a bus stop or turnout location when considering layout 
details, intersection design, and traffic-flow patterns. 
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51-5.02  Design 
 
51-5.02(01)  Bus Stop 
 
Figure 51-5A provides the recommended distance for the prohibition of on-street parking near a bus 
stop.  Where articulated buses are expected to use a stop, an additional 20 ft should be added to this 
distance.  An additional 50 ft of length should be provided for each additional bus expected to stop 
simultaneously at any given bus-stop area.  This allows for the length of the extra bus (40 ft) plus 6 
ft between buses.  Changes in parking restrictions will require Official Action by INDOT. 
 
51-5.02(02)  Bus Turnout 
 
The following design criteria will apply. 
 
1. The desirable width is 12 ft, and the minimum width is 10 ft. 
 
2. The full-width area of the turnout should be at least 50 ft long.  Where articulated buses are 

expected, the turnout should be 70 ft.  For a two-bus turnout, add 50 ft. 
 
3. Figure 51-5B illustrates the design details for a bus turnout.  In the transition areas, an 

entering taper not sharper than 5:1 and an exit taper not sharper than 3:1 should be provided. 
As an alternative, a horizontal curve of 100 ft radius may be used on the entry end and a 
horizontal curve of 50 ft to 100 ft radius may be used on the exit end.  When a turnout is 
located at a far-side or near-side location, the cross-street area can be assumed to fulfill the 
need for the entry or exit area, whichever applies. 

 
51-5.02(03)  Bus-Stop Pad 
 
Each new bus stop which is constructed for use with lifts or ramps must be in accordance with the 
accessibility criteria set forth in Section 51-1.0. 
 
51-5.02(04)  Shelter 
 
The need for a bus-stop shelter will be determined by the Office of Environmental Services in 
conjunction with the local transit agency.  The designer should consider the following in the design 
of a shelter. 
 
1. Visibility.  To enhance passenger safety, the shelter sides should provide maximum 

transparency as practical.  The shelter should not be placed such that it limits the general 
public’s view of the shelter interior. 
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2. Selection.  The local transit agency should be contacted to determine if it uses a standardized 
shelter design. 

 
3. Appearance.  The shelter should be pleasing and blend with its surroundings.  The shelter 

should also be clearly identified with transit-company logo symbols. 
 
4. Accessibility.  A new shelter must be designed to be in accordance with the accessibility 

criteria set forth in Section 51-1.07. 
 
5. Placement.  The shelter should not be placed where it will restrict vehicular sight distance, 

pedestrian flow, or handicapped accessibility.  It should also be placed so that waste and 
debris are not able to accumulate around the shelter. 

 
6. Responsibility.  The local transit agency is responsible for providing and maintaining the 

shelter. 
 
7. Capacity.  The maximum shelter size is based upon the maximum expected passenger 

accumulation at a bus stop between bus runs.  The designer can assume approximately 5.5 
ft2 per person to determine the appropriate shelter size.  See Section 51-1.07 for minimum 
accessibility requirements. 

 
 
51-6.0  RECREATIONAL ROAD 
 
Recreational-road design criteria are applicable to a road on a scenic drive or a Department of 
Natural Resources property such as a State park or other recreational area.  The objective for this 
type of facility is to provide a safe highway and still retain the aesthetic, ecological, environmental, 
and cultural amenities of the area. 
 
51-6.01  Functional Classification 
 
A recreational road is functionally classified as a primary access road, circulation road, or area road. 
A primary access road provides access between a general-public-use highway and the recreational 
facility.  A circulation road provides for the movement between activity sites within the recreational 
facility.  An area road allows for the direct access to individual activity areas such as a campground, 
park area, boat-launching ramp, picnic area, scenic overlook, or historic site.  Figure 51-6A 
illustrates a typical recreational-road functional-classification network. 
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51-6.02  Design 
 
Strict adherence to highway criteria for this type of road is usually inappropriate and unwarranted.  
Design speed is usually low and driver expectancy is such that the reduction of design criteria does 
not produce serious safety concerns.  Therefore, the designer should use engineering judgment to 
ensure that the design criteria fit the terrain and expected usage of the highway.  Figure 51-6B 
provides the recommended geometric design criteria for a recreational road.  However, for a 
primary access road which is a part of the county or State highway system, the geometric design 
criteria as described in Chapter 53 or 55 for the appropriate functional classification should be used. 
 In addition to Figure 51-6B, the designer should consider the following. 
 
51-6.02(01)  Design Vehicle 
 
Depending on the nature of the recreational area, the most common design vehicle may be a 
passenger car, passenger car with a travel trailer, passenger car with a boat trailer, motor home, a 
motor home with a boat trailer, or possibly a bus.  Where garbage pickup or other maintenance 
vehicles are required, an SU may be the most appropriate design vehicle. 
 
The selected design vehicle should be used to determine lane widths, vertical clearances, 
intersection design, etc. 
 
51-6.02(02)  Stopping Sight Distance 
 
Figure 51-6B provides the minimum stopping sight distances for a 2-lane or a 1-lane road.  On a 2-
directional 1-lane road, sufficient sight distance must be provided to allow one vehicle to reach a 
turnout or for both vehicles to stop before colliding.  This distance is considered to be twice the 
stopping sight distance. 
 
51-6.02(03)  Vertical Alignment 
 
Figure 51-6B provides the recommended K values for vertical curves, maximum grades, and 
vertical clearances.  Chapter 44 provides additional information on vertical-alignment design. 
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51-6.02(04)  Horizontal Alignment 
 
Straight tangent sections are often aesthetically undesirable and often physically impractical.  Figure 
51-6B provides the recommended minimum radius based on an emax of 4%.  However, on a primary 
access road, an emax of 6% may be used.  For a design speed of 20 mph or lower, superelevation is 
often unnecessary and impractical.  Chapter 43 provides additional information on horizontal 
alignment for a paved roadway.  An unpaved roadway is not superelevated. 
 
For a narrow roadway with minimum radii, it may be necessary to provide travelway widening on 
the inside of a sharp curve.  AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets 
provides information for the design of pavement widening.  The design vehicle for pavement 
widening will be the motor home with a boat trailer (MH/B). 
 
51-6.02(05)  Cross Section 
 
Figure 51-6B provides the recommended cross-section widths for travel lanes, shoulders, and 
auxiliary lanes.  The use of wider pavements is often aesthetically objectionable and often 
unwarranted.  The designer must balance the safety benefits of a wider roadway with those of 
aesthetic and environmental concerns. 
 
Where traffic volumes are less than 100 vehicles per day, it may be feasible to use a 2-directional, 1-
lane roadway.  This roadway type is often desirable from an economic and environmental 
standpoint.  Where a 1-lane roadway with 2-directional traffic is used, turnouts for passing should 
be provided.  Traffic convenience requires that such turnouts be intervisible, provided on each blind 
curves, and supplemented as necessary so that the maximum distance between turnouts is not more 
than 1000 ft.  A turnout should be a minimum of 10 ft wide for a length of 50 ft and should have a 
30-ft taper on each end.  For an extra-long or extra-wide vehicle, these dimensions may need to be 
adjusted. 
 
On a primary access road, the foreslopes and backslopes should be 4:1 or flatter.  However, on a 
circulation or area road this criterion is often aesthetically undesirable.  At a lower speed, steep 
slopes typically do not present a problem.  However, maintenance operations may be better 
facilitated by the use of flatter slopes.  The ditch section, typically a V ditch, should be deep enough 
to satisfactorily accommodate the expected design flow and provide for satisfactory drainage of the 
pavement base and sub base. 
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51-6.02(06)  Roadside Safety 
 
On a primary access road, an obstruction-free zone of 10 ft should be provided from the edge of the 
travel lane.  However, use of a smaller width is appropriate where economic or environmental 
concerns dictate.  The use of an obstruction-free zone on a circulation or area road is less critical due 
to its lower speed and traffic volume.  Nevertheless, the designer should provide as wide an 
obstruction-free zone as practical where the accident potential is greater than normal (e.g., a sharp 
horizontal curve at the end of a long, steep downgrade).  Section 55-5.0 provides additional 
information on the application of obstruction-free zone. 
 
Roadside barriers should only be installed at points of unusual danger.  Where barriers are installed, 
they should blend in naturally with the surrounding environment (e.g., wood rails on wood posts). 
For information on acceptable roadside barriers along a recreational road, the designer should 
contact the Indiana Department of Natural Resources’ Engineering Division. 
 
 
51-7.0  NONMOTORIZED-VEHICLE-USE FACILITY 
 
This Section provides a source of guidance to implement the Indiana Trails, Greenways, and 
Bikeways plan.  A safe, convenient, and well-designed facility is essential to encourage public 
use.  This Section provides information on the development of facilities to enhance and 
encourage safe nonmotorized-vehicle, pedestrian, and bicycle travel.  The majority of bicycling 
takes place on ordinary roads with no dedicated space for a bicyclist.  A bicyclist can expect to 
ride on most roadways, as well as separated shared-use paths or sidewalks, where permitted, if 
conditions warrant. 
 
This Section provides information to accommodate bicycle and pedestrian shared-use traffic in 
most environments.  It provides guidelines that are valuable in attaining a facility design that is 
sensitive to the needs of the bicyclist or other user. 
 
This Section should be used in conjunction with the remainder of this Manual, the Manual on 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), and the AASHTO Guide for the Development of 
Bicycle Facilities. 
 
This Section is consistent with, and similar to, typical engineering practices which are described 
elsewhere in this Manual and the MUTCD. 
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51-7.01  Definitions 
 
The following definitions will apply. 
 
1. Barrier.  A containment device used to separate a shared-use path from an adjacent roadway 

where motor-vehicle speeds are high.  A pedestrian/bicycle-type barrier is appropriate for 
placement along a facility where motor vehicles are not present. 

 
2. Bicycle.  Every vehicle propelled solely by human power upon which a person can ride, 

having two tandem wheels, except for a scooter or similar device.  The term also includes a 
three- or four-wheeled human-powered vehicle, but not a tricycle for a child. 

 
3. Bicycle Facility.  An improvement or provision made by a public agency to accommodate 

or encourage bicycling, including a shared roadway not specifically designated for bicycle 
use, or a parking and storage facility. 

 
4. Bicycle Lane.  A portion of a roadway which has been designated by means of signing, 

striping, or other pavement markings for the preferential or exclusive use of bicyclists.  It is 
distinguished from the motor-vehicle travel portion of the roadway by means of a physical 
barrier or pavement marking.  A bicycle lane can also assume varying forms but it can be 
either of the following: 

 
 a. bicycle lane between parking lane and travel lane; or 
 
 b. bicycle lane between roadway edge and travel lane, where parking is prohibited. 
 
5. Bikeway.  A road, path, or way which is specifically designed for bicycle travel, regardless 

of whether such facility is designated for the exclusive use of bicyclists or is shared with 
other non-motorized transportation modes. 

 
6. Rail-Trail.  A shared-use path, either paved or unpaved, built within the right of way of an 

abandoned railroad. 
 
7. Trail.  This term can have different meanings depending on the context, but it does not 

have the same meaning as the term shared-use path.  A trail can be used for exercise, 
transportation, recreation, or education. A trail user can be a hiker, bicyclist, skater, 
equestrian, snowmobiler, pedestrian, or other user.  A trail that is designed to provide a 
bicycle-transportation function while supporting multiple users is called a shared-use 
path.  Where a trail is designated as a bicycle facility, the design criteria for a shared-use-
path should be satisfied. 
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8. Greenway.  This is a linear space established along a corridor, such as a riverfront, stream 
valley, or other natural or landscaped system.  A greenway can connect open spaces, 
parks, nature reserves, cultural features, historic sites with populated areas, or with one 
another.  A greenway can or cannot include a bikeway or shared-use path. 

 
9. Roadway.  The portion of a highway, including shoulders, intended for vehicular use. 
 
10. Shared Roadway.  A roadway which is open to both bicycle and motor-vehicle travel.  It can 

be an existing roadway or street with a wide curb lane or a road with paved shoulders. 
 
11. Shared-Use Path.  A facility that is physically separated from motorized-vehicular traffic 

with an open space or barrier and either within the highway right of way or within an 
independent right of way.  A shared-use path can also be used by pedestrians, skaters, 
wheelchair users, joggers, or other non-motorized users.  A shared-use path may assume a 
different form as conditions warrant.  It may be a 2-direction, multilane facility, or where it 
parallels a roadway with limited right of way, a single lane on each side of the roadway. 

 
12. Sidewalk.  The portion of a street or highway right of way designed for preferential or 

exclusive use by pedestrians. 
 
13. Signed Shared Roadway.  A shared roadway which has been designated by means of 

signing as a preferred route for bicycle use. 
 
51-7.02  Local Public Agency Coordination 
 
A local public agency will determine the type of bicycle facility and its location during the 
planning stages.  If it is determined that a bicycle facility is feasible and can be properly funded, 
the designer should coordinate with the agency in the design of the facility. 
 
51-7.03  General Design Factors to be Considered 
 
The Department’s goals include encouraging and accommodating safe bicycling.  From a design 
perspective, these goals are achieved by first having an understanding of the dimensions of a 
bicycle and bicyclist and the operational characteristics.  These design considerations are critical 
in planning and designing an on-road or off-road shared-use facility. 
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51-7.03(01)  Bicycle Operating Space and Characteristics 
 
Users other than bicyclists must be considered in the design of a shared-use path or greenway.  Such 
other users include inline skaters, adult tricyclists, bicyclists with trailers, recumbent bicyclists, 
pedestrians (including runners, walkers, joggers, etc.), or wheelchair users.  Other user types that are 
allowed to share the same space as a bicyclist should be integrated into the initial planning stages 
and the design and selection of the type of shared-use facility.  See Figure 51-7A, User-Type 
Dimensions and Speeds. 
 
To ensure the safety of the bicyclist and promote efficient bicycling, the dimensions of the bicycle 
and bicyclist must be considered, along with the amount of lateral and vertical clearance needed, in 
the planning and design of a shared-use facility.  The bicycle and bicyclist dimensions and the 
lateral and vertical clearance have a direct bearing on the amount of right of way required to 
accommodate bicycle traffic. 
 
The dimensions of a typical bicycle are a handlebar height of 2.5 to 3.5 ft, handlebar width of 2 ft, 
and bicycle length of 5 to 6 ft.  A tandem or recumbent bicycle can have different dimensions.  A 
typical bicycle with an attached trailer is 3.7 to 4.3 ft wide and 8.5 to 9.5 ft long. 
 
A moving bicyclist requires a horizontal corridor at least 3 ft width to maintain balance if riding at a 
low speed or against a crosswind.  To ride comfortably and to avoid a fixed object such as a 
sidewalk, shrub, pothole, sign, signal, etc., or another user such as a pedestrian or in-line skater, a 
bicyclist requires at least an additional 1 ft of lateral clearance on each side, to make the total 
operating width of a one-way corridor as 5 ft. 
 
If space is restricted, such as in a tunnel or bridge, a width of at least 10 ft is recommended for two 
opposing bicyclists to comfortably pass each other.  See Figure 51-7B, Bicyclist Operating Space.  
More width may be required to accommodate an in-line skater, bicycle with trailer, etc.  Space is 
necessary for a bicyclist to react to an unexpected maneuver of another bicyclist or other user.  
Other users and their dimensions and operational characteristics should be considered in addition to 
bicyclists in designing the facility.  Pedestrians often walk or jog on paths or trails in pairs, side by 
side. 
 
A bicyclist can maintain a cruising speed of 12 to 25 mph and can maintain a speed of 20 mph or 
higher on flat terrain and with windless conditions.  In a descent with a tailwind, a bicyclist can 
reach a speed in excess of 30 mph. 
 
A shared-use facility should be designed with the gentlest slopes practical to encourage its use.  
However, facility design and the bicyclist’s behavior can be adjusted to compensate for steep 
terrain.  Elevation changes can  appeal to some bicyclists. 
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Stopping distance and lack of traction can influence the design of a curve on a shared-use facility. 
 
A motorist may not see, or expect to see, a bicyclist, especially after dark or in inclement weather.  
Each intersection or roadside requires adequate sightlines and lighting to help increase the 
motorist’s visibility of the bicyclist. 
 
51-7.03(02)  Types of Bicyclists 
 
Bicyclists’ skills, confidence, and preferences vary significantly.  A shared-use facility should be 
planned to provide continuity and consistency for all types of bicyclists. 
 
1. Advanced Bicyclist.  An advanced bicyclist is experienced, and uses his or her bicycle as he 

or she does a motor vehicle.  He or she is cycling for convenience and speed and wants 
direct access to the destination with minimum detour or delay.  He or she rides with motor-
vehicle traffic, on the roadway, but needs sufficient operating space to eliminate potential 
conflicts with passing motor vehicles. 

 
2. Basic Bicyclist.  A basic bicyclist is an adult or teenager, new or casual to cycling, who is 

less willing or able to ride in motor-vehicle traffic without a feature such as a bike lane, 
paved shoulder, or road with lower motorized-vehicle speeds or traffic volume.  He or she 
prefers to avoid a road with higher motor-vehicle speeds or traffic volume unless there is 
ample roadway width to allow motor vehicles to pass.  He or she prefers direct access to the 
destination using a road with low motor-vehicle speeds or traffic volume, a bike lane, a wide 
paved shoulder, or a shared-use path. 

 
3. Child Bicyclist.  A child is a teenager or younger, who rides with or without adult 

supervision.  A child’s cycling can be initially monitored by an adult.  The child is 
eventually allowed independent access to the road system.  A child still requires access to 
each destination relative to a residential area, including school, recreational facility, or 
shopping area.  A residential street with low motor-vehicle speeds, linked with shared-use 
paths and other streets with pavement markings between bicycles and motor vehicles, can 
accommodate a child bicyclist.  A child needs supervision, a basic knowledge of traffic 
laws, and better than basic bicycle-operating skills before he or she can safely use an on-
road bicycle lane with high motor-vehicle speeds or traffic volume. 
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The selection of the facility type suited for a travel corridor depends on bicyclists’ abilities, corridor 
conditions, current and future land use, topography, population growth, roadway characteristics, and 
the cost to build and maintain the facility.  Within a travel corridor, more than one option may be 
needed to serve all bicyclists or other users as appropriate.  However, no single type of shared-use 
facility or road design suits every bicyclist. 
 
For a basic or child bicyclist as described above, key travel corridors should be identified through a 
planning process, and bicycle accommodation should be provided through such corridors.  
However, roads and shared-use paths that are not on the bicycle-network plan that link residential 
areas to schools, libraries, shopping areas, employment centers, or parks are also critical in serving 
the basic or child bicyclist.  Development of a facility that includes wide curb lanes or paved 
shoulders to accommodate bicyclists will help build the continuity of the bicycle network. 
 
51-7.03(03)  Share-Use-Path Type Selection 
 
Guidelines are provided herein for the design of a shared-use path that accommodates the operating 
characteristics of a bicyclist as described in Section 51-7.03(01).  Modifications to a facility (e.g., 
width, curve radius, superelevation, etc.) that are necessary to accommodate an adult tricyclist, 
bicyclist with trailer, tandem bicyclist, recumbent bicyclist, or other special-purpose human-
powered vehicle user and accessories should be made in accordance with the expected use, using 
engineering judgment. 
 
51-7.03(04)  Accessibility Design 
 
A transportation facility such as a path, sidewalk, or bicycle facility shared with pedestrians is 
required to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) so that it is functional 
for all users, both with and without disabilities.  ADA is a law that protects the civil rights of 
persons with disabilities.  New construction with a bicycle or pedestrian facility must incorporate 
accessible pedestrian features in accordance with ADA. 
 
To optimize design for a person with a disability, surface cross slope, surface material treatment, 
minimum path width, maximum grade, curb-ramp locations and design, or other elements must be 
addressed that can create localized obstructions affecting the facility’s use.  Removal of all 
accessibility barriers will maximize opportunities for the largest number of people. 
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The Access Board, the federal body responsible for drafting accessibility guidelines, is working to 
supplement such guidelines that it has issued for the built environment and will address unique 
constraints specific to public rights of way.  Once finalized, such guidelines will become a part of 
the ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG).  The guidelines being 
developed include surface treatment, minimum path width, passing space, and changes in the level 
surface. 
 
51-7.04  Types of Bicycle Facilities 
 
Each type of facility has advantages and disadvantages.  The following guidelines are provided to 
assist in making decisions regarding bicycle-facility type.  The use of definite, numerical limits for 
warrants should be avoided.  Placing emphasis on a single concern should be avoided.  Each route is 
unique and must be evaluated individually. 
 
This Section is organized based on the classifications of bikeways as follows: 
 
1. bikeway; 
 
2. bicycle lane; 
 
3. shared roadway; 
 
4. signed shared roadway; 
 
5. trail or greenway; 
 
6. shared-use path; or 
 
7. path for other use. 
 
Where guidelines overlap across classifications, reference is made to the appropriate Section herein. 
 
51-7.04(01)  Bikeway 
 
A bikeway is constructed explicitly for the use of bicyclists.  The cyclist is provided with a clear-
cut route and is protected from hazardous conflicts.  However, this type of facility is expensive to 
construct due to right-of-way and construction costs compared to a bicycle lane, shared roadway, 
or signed shared roadway. A bicycle lane, shared roadway, or signed shared roadway does not 
typically require the acquisition of the extra right of way. 
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Justifications for a bikeway include the following: 
 
1. vehicular speed of 50 mph or higher on adjacent roadway; 
 
2. AADT of higher than 2000 on adjacent roadway; 
 
3. trucks 10% DHV or higher than on the adjacent roadway; 
 
4. high bicycle-traffic volume; 
 
5. substantial anticipated increase in vehicular- or bicycle-traffic volume; 
 
6. absence of suitable alternate routes; 
 
7. demonstration that the facility can serve a definite purpose; 
 
8. a large number of curb cuts on the adjacent roadway vs. a low number of curb cuts or 

intersecting streets on the bikeway; or 
 
9. reasonable indication that a bicycle path is the safest and most economical method of 

providing a bicycle facility. 
 
Items 1, 2, and 3 above are subject to the accepted roadway values for high speed, high traffic 
volume, or high percent trucks for a specific roadway type or locations. 
 
51-7.04(02)  Bicycle Lane 
 
The occupation of a portion of a roadway by a bicycle lane implies a reasonable degree of safety 
for the cyclist.  Conditions must be less severe than those which recommend a bicycle path.  The 
use of a bicycle lane is normally restricted to bicycles, but exceptions may be made.  A physical 
or symbolic barrier must be used to delineate the bicycle portion of the roadway.  This is 
ordinarily a non-skid painted stripe on the roadway surface. 
 
An advantage of a bicycle lane is the relatively minor right-of-way requirement.  It can be 
provided where the construction of a bicycle path is impractical.  A bicycle lane, although not 
ideal, may be the most practical means of developing a bikeway. 
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Justifications for a bicycle lane include the following: 
 
1. vehicular speed of 45 mph or lower on the adjacent roadway; 
 
2. AADT of 2000 or lower on the adjacent roadway; 
 
3. moderate bicycle-traffic volume; 
 
4. sufficient land to construct bicycle lane without major disruptions on the surroundings; 
 
5. demonstration that the facility serves a definite purpose; or 
 
6. indication that a bicycle lane is safe and feasible. 
 
51-7.04(03)  Shared Roadway 
 
Having bicyclists and motorists share the same lane can be a practical method of establishing a 
bikeway if some of the justifications listed below can be satisfied.  Because a shared roadway is 
designated only by means of Bike Route signs, it is implied that the roadway provides safe 
conditions for both cyclist and motorist.  Where a bikeway is warranted, a shared roadway 
should be permitted only where the existing conditions either do not justify the greater expense 
of a higher type facility or prevent its installation. 
 
Justifications for a shared roadway include the following: 
 
1. vehicular speed of 45 mph or lower on the roadway; 
 
2. AADT of 2000 or lower on the roadway; 
 
3. trucks 10% DHV or less on the roadway; 
 
4. moderate bicycle-traffic volume; 
 
5. demonstration that the facility serves a definite purpose; 
 
6. a higher-grade facility is not warranted for bicycles, or 
 
7. indication that a shared roadway is a safe and feasible method of providing this type of 

bikeway. 
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51-7.04(04)  Signed Shared Roadway 
 
A signed shared roadway is designated with “Bike Route” signs.  It serves either to provide 
continuity to other bicycle facilities (usually bike lanes), or to designate a preferred route through 
a high-demand corridor. 
 
As with a bike lane, signing of a shared roadway can indicate to a bicyclist that particular 
advantages exist to using such a route compared with an alternative route.  Signing also serves to 
advise vehicle drivers that bicyclists are present. 
 
51-7.05  Shared-Use Path 
 
Shared-use path is a term that has been incorporated into the AASHTO Guide for the Development 
of Bicycle Facilities in recognition that such a facility is used by multiple non-motorized users.  A 
shared-use path is located on exclusive right of way, with no fixed objects in it and minimal cross 
flow by motor vehicles.  Portions of a shared-use path may be within the road’s right of way but 
physically separated from the road by means of a barrier or landscaping.  Users include bicyclists, 
in-line skaters, wheelchair users (both non-motorized and motorized), and pedestrians including 
walkers, runners, or people with baby strollers or dogs.  In order to provide a sense of security and 
safety to pedestrians, bicyclists, or wheelchair users as well as other shared-use path users, 
equestrian use should not be permitted on a paved shared-use path as horses can behave 
unpredictably, and become uncontrollable.  This type of incident can become a safety hazard to the 
users. 
 
51-7.05(01)  Shared-Use-Path Special Guidelines 
 
The guidelines described below are intended to be applied using a flexible design approach.  
Design speed; path width; structural capacity for a new, rehabilitated, or existing bridge to 
remain in place; minimum vertical clearance; bridge-railing safety performance; and accessibility 
requirements for handicapped individuals are the only Level One design criteria.  All other 
design features are considered to be Level Two design criteria. Where the Level One design 
criteria cannot be satisfied, the designer should submit a design exception request to the 
Roadway Services Office manager for review and approval. Where the Level Two design criteria 
cannot be satisfied, the designer should document in the project file that such design criteria have 
not been satisfied, and should provide a brief rationale for not satisfying the Level Two design 
criteria. An in-depth documentation to justify a design decision involving failure to satisfy 
minimum design standards is not necessary.  The designer may review, for general information, 
Sections 40-8.0, which provides a discussion of Level One and Level Two design criteria and the 
design exception process for highways and streets where the design standards cannot be satisfied 
due to limited availability of right of way or other constraints. 
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A shared-use path is designed for two-way travel except under certain conditions.  The guidance 
described herein is for a two-way facility unless otherwise stated. 
 
51-7.05(02)  Shared-Use-Path Design Considerations 
 
1. Separation Between Path and Roadway.  Where a two-way shared-use path is located 

adjacent to a roadway, a wide separation between the shared-use path and adjacent 
highway is desirable, demonstrating to both the path user and the motorist that it 
functions as an independent facility.  The factors in determining how far away a shared-
use path should be separated from the roadway include the posted speed limit of the road, 
the types of signs between the path and roadway, the amount of space available, and 
whether the roadway has a rural shoulder-and-ditch cross section or an urban curb-and-
gutter cross section. 

 
The separation distance between a path and a roadway depends primarily on the posted 
speed limit of the road.  The recommended separation for a rural shoulder-and-ditch road 
cross section is identified in Figures 51-7C and 51-7D.  The recommended separation for 
an urban curb-and-gutter road cross section is identified in Figures 51-7E and 51-7F.  
Where space is limited or a constraint exists and the recommended separation distances 
between a path and a roadway cannot be attained, the Level Two design-criteria 
requirements as described in Section 51-7.05(01) will apply. 

 
A traffic barrier is desirable for path-user safety if the separation distance between the 
edges of the roadway and shared-use-path shoulders is less that indicated in Figure 51-7D 
or 51-7F.  The appropriate type of traffic barrier will depend on motor-vehicle speed. 
Where a concrete traffic barrier is adjacent to a shared-use path, a minimum clearance, 
paved width of 1 ft, is recommended, or a desirable width of 3 ft can be provided.  For 
guardrail supported on posts, a clearance of 3 ft or greater from the edge of the shared-
use path’s pavement is recommended because of the greater risk of injury to a path user 
striking a post.  The back sides of posts next to or parallel to a shared-use path should be 
provided with a rubrail to minimize the possibility of a path user snagging on a post.  
Bridge railing must satisfy the guidelines provided in Section 61-6.0 or as otherwise 
required.  See Section 51-7.07 for additional information regarding bridge railing or 
barrier. 
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2. Snow Storage in Separation Area.  Where snow storage is an issue, the designer should 
contact the district Office of Roadway Services.  The separation area between a road and 
a shared-use path may be used to store snow that has been removed from both the 
roadway and the path.  The separation-area width should be 18 ft.  Where space is 
limited, the likely amount of removed snow, the space needed to store it, and how stored 
snow will be managed should be considered in the overall road cross-section design.  If 
snow is stored in the separation area, at least 75% of the path’s width should remain 
usable. 

 
3. Design Speed.  A bicycle minimum design speed of 15 mph is required.  A bicycle design 

speed of 20 mph is desirable.  For a descending grade of 500 ft or longer and 4% or 
steeper, a bicycle design speed of 30 mph is desirable.  The selected design speed should 
be maintained throughout the length of shared-use path.  Alternating design speeds are 
not recommended.  If site conditions will not allow the appropriate path geometrics for 
the selected design speed, a lower design speed should be selected for the path except 
where a portion of it is in a rural area and another portion is in an urban area. 

 
4. Width and Lateral Clearance.  The overall width of a shared-use path includes the 

pavement width, graded shoulders on both sides, and an additional clear width beyond 
the shoulders.  Determining an appropriate pavement width requires project-specific 
evaluation, as discussed below. 

 
Width, pavement design, and clearances should accommodate a maintenance or 
emergency vehicle, such as a pickup truck, mower, ambulance, etc.  The paved path 
should be wider than the widest anticipated vehicle to avoid pavement-edge deterioration. 

 
The desired paved width is 10 ft.  The minimum paved width is 8 ft.  It may be necessary 
or desirable to increase the width to 12 ft or 14 ft; see Figure 51-7G, Path Pavement 
Width Based on Path-User Travel Composition.  A clear width of at least 3 ft is desirable 
beyond the edge of the paved portion to provide clearance from trees, poles, walls, 
fences, guardrails, or other lateral obstructions. 
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A minimum clear graded shoulder width of 2 ft beyond the edge of the shared-use-path 
pavement with a maximum slope of 6:1 should be maintained adjacent to both sides of 
the path.  Where the path is adjacent to a canal, ditch, or embankment downslope which 
is steeper than 3:1, a wider graded shoulder should be considered.  A clear width of 5 ft 
minimum from the edge of the pavement to the shoulder break point is desirable.  A 
physical barrier such as a railing, fence, or dense shrubbery may be required near the 
outer edge of the graded shoulder at the top of the embankment slope if obstacles are 
present on at the bottom of the embankment.  Where such clear width is less than 5 ft, the 
embankment slopes and associated dropoffs where a physical barrier should be 
considered are as follows: 

 
 a. the slope is 3:1 or steeper and the dropoff is at least 6 ft; 
 
 b. the slope is 2:1 or steeper and the dropoff is at least 4 ft; or 
 
 c. the slope is 1:1 or steeper and the dropoff is at least 2 ft. 
 

The minimum standard safety-railing height is 42 in.  For parameters greater than those 
listed above, a 54-in. maximum safety-railing height should be considered.  The railing 
should not present an injury hazard to the shared-use path user. 

 
5. Vertical Clearance.  The design vertical height for a bicyclist is 8 ft.  Though a tall 

individual will not reach this height if seated on a bicycle, extra clearance must be allowed 
for a bicyclist pedaling upright or passing under an overpass.  Vertical clearance should be a 
minimum of 10 ft to allow for the clearance of a maintenance or emergency vehicle in an 
underpass or tunnel, and to allow for overhead signing.  A shared-use-path structure over a 
vehicular roadway should have a minimum vertical clearance of 17.35 ft plus 0.15 ft for 
future resurfacing of the vehicular roadway.  For additional information on vertical 
clearance, see Figure 44-4A. 

 
Where an existing bridge structure, such as that on an abandoned railroad corridor, is to 
be utilized to cross over a vehicular roadway, pedestrian walkway, or trail, the vertical 
clearance should satisfy the applicable criteria shown in Figure 44-4A, Sections 54-
3.02(03), 54-5.02, 56-4.09(01), and 56-4.09(02), and Figures 56-4E and 56-4F, as 
applicable. 
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6. Profile Grade.  The profile grade should be kept to a minimum, especially on a long incline. 
A grade of steeper than 5% is undesirable because an ascent is difficult for many bicyclists 
to climb and a descent causes some bicyclists to exceed the speed at which they are 
competent or comfortable.  Where terrain dictates, the 5% grade may be exceeded for short 
lengths of the shared-use path. 

 
The AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities acknowledges that on a 
recreational route, a 5% grade may be exceeded for a short length.  The methods for 
mitigation of a steep grade are as follows: 

 
 a. eliminate hazards to the path user near the end of a steep downgrade or ramp; 
 

b. warn the path user by means of signage ahead of a steep downgrade hazard; 
 
 c. provide signage stating the recommended descent speed; 
 
 d. exceed the minimum stopping sight distance; or 
 

e. provide a series of short switchbacks near the top of a descent to contain the speed of 
a descending bicyclist, or consider a portion of 10 to 20 ft length with a 1 to 2% 
grade at the point of direction change on the switchbacks to provide a resting area 
for the path user. 

 
f. A grade steeper than 8.3% exceeds the ADA Accessibility Guidelines for a 

pedestrian facility, and should be avoided on a shared-use path unless significant 
physical constraints exist. 

 
See Figure 51-7H, Grade Restriction for Paved Shared-Use Path. 

 
7. Horizontal Curvature and Superelevation.  Unlike an automobile, a bicycle must be 

leaned while cornering to prevent it from falling outward due to the generation of 
centrifugal force.  The balance of centrifugal force due to cornering, and the bicycle’s 
downward force due to its weight, act through the bicycle and the cyclist’s combined 
center of mass and must intersect a line that connects the front- and rear-tire contact 
points. 
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If a bicyclist pedals through a sharp curve and leans too far, a pedal will strike the ground 
due to a sharp lean angle.  Although pedal heights are different for different bicycles, a pedal 
will strike the ground once the lean angle reaches about 25 deg.  However, a basic bicyclist 
does not want to lean too drastically, therefore 15 deg is considered the maximum desirable 
lean angle.  The maximum 20-deg lean angle shown in Figure 51-7 I is applicable only if the 
bicyclist’s speed is 30 mph or higher.  For a bicyclist who sits straight and firmly in the seat, 
and whose body is aligned with the vertical axis of the bicycle while pedaling through a 
curve, the minimum curve radius can be determined from the equation as follows: 

 

  
θtan

067.0 2VR =        (Equation 51-7.1) 

 
  Where: 
   R = minimum radius of curvature (ft) 
   V = design speed (mph) 
   θ =  lean angle from the vertical (deg) 
 
  For the desirable maximum lean angle of 15 deg, R = 0.25V 2. 
 

The cross slope should not exceed 2 to 3% to satisfy the ADA requirements.  Therefore, 
the maximum superelevation rate is 3%.  In transitioning a 3% superelevation, a 
minimum 25-ft transition distance should be provided between the end and the beginning 
of consecutive horizontal curves or reverse horizontal curves. 

 
The minimum curve radius for a paved shared-use path can be determined from Figure 
51-7 I, based on a desirable maximum lean angle of 15 deg. 

 
The coefficient of friction depends on speed; surface type, roughness and condition; tire 
type and condition; and whether the surface is wet or dry.  The coefficient of friction 
should be selected based upon the point at which centrifugal force causes the bicyclist to 
recognize a feeling of discomfort and instinctively act to avoid higher speed.  The 
coefficient of friction can vary from 0.31 at 12 mph to 0.21 at 30 mph. 

 
Where a curve radius shorter than that shown in Figure 51-7 I must be used due to limited 
right of way, topographical features, or other considerations, a lower design speed should 
be used.  Curve warning signs and supplemental pavement markings should be installed 
in accordance with the MUTCD. 
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The amount of lateral clearance required on the inside of a horizontal curve is a function 
of the design speed, the radius of curvature, and the grade.  The centerline of the inside 
lane is used in measuring the length of the bicyclist’s field of vision.  Lateral clearance 
should be calculated based on the sum of the stopping sight distances for bicyclists 
traveling in opposite directions around the curve.  If this sight distance cannot be 
provided, the path should be widened or a continuous centerline should be placed 
between the lanes for the entire length of the curve plus 30 ft beyond the curve at each 
end.  See Figure 51-7J, Lateral Clearance at Horizontal Curve. 

 
Figure 51-7K indicates the minimum lateral clearance that should be used to avoid line-
of-sight obstructions for a horizontal curve. 

 
8. Vertical Curvature and Stopping Sight Distance.  To provide a path user with an opportunity 

to see and react to the unexpected, a shared-use path should be designed with adequate 
stopping sight distances.  The distance required to bring a bicycle to a full controlled stop is 
a function of the bicyclist’s perception and brake reaction time, the initial speed of the 
bicycle, the coefficient of friction between the tires and the pavement, temperature and 
moisture conditions, the braking ability of the bicycle, the grade, and the bicyclist’s weight 
and equipment. 

 
Figure 51-7L indicates the minimum stopping sight distance for the appropriate design 
speed and profile grade based on a total perception and brake reaction time of 2.5 s and a 
coefficient of friction of 0.25 to account for the poor wet-weather braking characteristics 
of many bicycles.  For a two-way shared-use path, the sight distance in the descending 
direction, where G is negative, will control the design. 

 
Sight distance at a grade crest can be checked using Figure 51-7M, Minimum Crest 
Vertical Curve Minimum Length, L, Based on Stopping Sight Distance, S, or its 
associated equations. 

 
A longer vertical curve should be provided where practical.  The equations are based on 
an eye height of 4.5 ft and an object height of zero.  An object as small as gravel on the 
surface can be hazardous to a bicyclist. 

 
Figure 51-7N provides the stopping sight distance for a downgrade. 
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51-7.06  Pavement Section [Rev. Jan. 2011] 
 
A hard, all-weather pavement surface is preferred to that of crushed aggregate, sand, clay or 
stabilized earth, since these materials provide a much lower level of service and require higher 
maintenance.  In an area that is subjected to frequent or occasional flooding or drainage 
problems, or in an area of steep terrain, an unpaved surface will often erode, so therefore it is not 
recommended. 
 
A quality all-weather pavement structure can be constructed of hot-mix asphalt or portland-
cement concrete.  It is not practical to provide specific or recommended typical pavement 
sections that are applicable statewide, due to variations in soils, loads, materials, construction 
practices, or varying costs of pavement materials. 
 
Designing and selecting the pavement section for a shared-use path is similar to designing and 
selecting a highway pavement section.  The pavement section for a shared-use path should be 
designed with consideration given to the quality of the subsoil and anticipated loads.  The 
principal loads will be from maintenance or emergency vehicles.  These vehicles should be 
restricted to axle loads of less than 4.5 tons, especially in the spring. 
 
The subgrade and pavement-section recommendations are subject to the approval of the Office 
of Pavement Engineering.  Such approval should be included in the project’s design 
documentation. 
 
A smooth riding surface should be constructed and maintained on a shared-use path.  For a 
portland-cement-concrete pavement, the transverse joints necessary to control cracking should be 
saw cut to provide a smooth ride.  However, skid-resistance qualities should not be sacrificed for 
the sake of smoothness.  A broom-finished or burlap-dragged concrete surface is preferred. 
 
If a motor vehicle is driven on a shared-use path, its wheels will often be at or near the edges of 
the path.  This can cause edge damage that, in turn, will reduce the effective operating width of 
the path.  A pavement width of less than 10 ft is not recommended.  If a facility width of less 
than 10 ft is necessary; only narrower-track-width motor vehicles should be permitted on it. 
 
At an unpaved roadway or drive crossing with a shared-use path, the roadway or drive should be 
paved for a minimum of 10 ft on each side of the crossing to reduce the amount of gravel being 
scattered onto the path by motor vehicles.  The pavement structure at the crossing should be 
adequate to sustain the expected loading at that location. 
 
Standard nonmotorized-use-facility typical sections have been developed for HMA and PCCP.  
An HMA pavement section has also been developed for use on an abandoned railroad corridor.  
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The selection of HMA or PCCP will be determined by the designer.  It will require neither a 
presentation to the Pavement Type Selection Committee nor an individual pavement-design 
review by the Office of Pavement Engineering. 
 
The typical sections appear on the INDOT Standard Drawings series 502-NVUF and 604-NVUF 
for PCCP and HMA pavements, respectively. 
 
51-7.07  Drainage 
 
The recommended minimum pavement cross slope of 2% adequately provides for drainage.  
Sloping in one direction instead of crowning is preferred, and simplifies the drainage and surface 
construction.  A smooth surface is essential to prevent water ponding or ice formation. 
 
Where a shared-use path is constructed on the side of a hill, a ditch of suitable dimensions should 
be placed on the uphill side to intercept the hillside drainage.  Such ditch should be designed so 
that an undue obstacle cannot interfere with bicycle traffic.  Where necessary, a catch basin with 
drains should be provided to carry the intercepted water under the path.  Drainage grates or 
manhole covers should be located outside the path.  Each drainage-structure grate should have 
openings sufficiently narrow and short to prevent bicycle or wheelchair tires from dropping into 
it regardless of the direction of travel.  To assist in preventing erosion in the area adjacent to the 
shared-use path, the design should include considerations for preserving the natural ground 
cover.  Seeding, mulching, or sodding of adjacent slopes, swales, or other erodible areas should 
be shown on the plans. 
 
51-7.07(01)  Culvert 
 
The minimum diameter of a culvert which conveys flow under a shared-use path is 15 in.  Each 
culvert should be designed to pass a minimum 2-year event.  The 100-year event is the design 
storm for backwater.  The INDOT backwater policy will apply. 
 
51-7.07(02)  Bridge Structure 
 
A structure crossing a stream with a drainage area of at least 1 mi2 is considered a bridge, as an 
IDNR Construction in a Floodway Permit will be required.  A bridge should be designed to pass 
a minimum 10-year event through the structure.  The 100-year event is the design storm for 
backwater.  The INDOT backwater policy will apply. 
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A trail crossing a stream should be designed so as not to create additional backwater for a 100-
year event.  A hydraulics model which satisfies the INDOT requirements will be required for the 
existing and proposed conditions.  The trail crossing should be designed to prevent erosion and 
scour. 
 
51-7.08  Grade-Separation Structure 
 
A grade-separation structure can be necessary to provide continuity for a shared-use path. 
 
This can either be stand-alone or in conjunction with a vehicular bridge. 
 
For a new structure, it is desirable to match the approaching path width plus a 2-ft clear width on 
each side of the path. The minimum path width is 8 ft.  If the minimum cannot be provided, a 
design-exception request should be prepared.  Compromise in desirable design criteria can be 
inevitable due to the number of variables involved in retrofitting a shared-use path onto an 
existing grade-separation structure.  Therefore, the clear-structure width to be provided is best 
determined by the designer for each structure.  The following should be considered in 
determining the structure width: 
 
1. it provides a minimum horizontal shy distance from a railing or barrier; 
 
2. it provides needed maneuvering space to avoid a conflict with a pedestrian or other 

bicyclist who is stopped on the structure; and 
 
3. it provides access by an emergency, patrol, or maintenance vehicle. 
 
Vertical clearance is determined based on a motor vehicle’s use of the path.  Where practical, a 
vertical clearance of 10 ft is desirable for adequate shy distance. 
 
A railing, fence, or barrier on each side of a structure should be of at least 42 in. height.  
Increasing the barrier height to a maximum of 54 in. should be considered where conditions 
warrant. 
 
Compromise in desirable design criteria can be inevitable due to the number of variables 
involved in retrofitting a shared-use path onto an existing grade-separation structure.  Therefore, 
the clear-structure width to be provided is best determined by the designer for each structure, 
after considering the following. 
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1. Where a shared-use path is to be carried on a structure which is also used by motorists, 
and the motor-vehicle speed limit is at least 45 mph, a traffic barrier is required between 
the shared-use path and the motor-vehicle travel lanes, with a bicycle/pedestrian railing or 
combination railing on the outside edge of the structure.  The type of required traffic 
barrier will depend on the speed of vehicular traffic.  Additional considerations in 
selecting a barrier type include aesthetics, vehicular-traffic volume, or and the expected 
bicycle and pedestrian traffic volume. 

 
2. Where a shared-use path on a raised sidewalk, or in a lane striped on the roadway next to 

a raised sidewalk, is to be carried on a structure which is also used by motorists, and the 
motor-vehicle speed limit is 40 mph or lower, a combination railing may be used on the 
outside edge of the structure without a traffic barrier between the roadway and the shared-
use path.  The sidewalk curb height should be 8 in.  If there is no sidewalk, and the 
shared-use path is at the same elevation as the roadway, a traffic barrier or combination 
railing should be used between the roadway and the path, with a bicycle/pedestrian 
railing or combination railing at the outside edge of the structure. 

 
51-7.09  Path-Roadway Intersection Treatment Selection and Design [Rev. Jun. 2016] 
 
A path-roadway intersection is among the most critical issues in shared-use-path design.  
According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, more than half of all bicycle 
crashes occur at such intersections. 
 
At an intersection, a bicyclist on a path faces many of the same conflicts as on a roadway, 
complicated by integration with pedestrians.  Problems associated with an at-grade crossing 
often relate to the motorist’s expectation that crosswalk users will be traveling at pedestrian 
speeds rather than bicycle speeds. 
 
For a motorist entering a path-roadway intersection, the motor-vehicle stopping sight distance 
requirements described in Section 46-10.0 must be satisfied. 
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A path intersection with a roadway offers many risks.  If approaching a free right turn, a motorist 
does not anticipate a conflict on the right, and is looking to the left for traffic entering the 
intersection, so he or she may not see a bicyclist approaching the intersection on a parallel path.  
A turning motorist may not consider that a bicyclist will be traveling off the road, yet will be 
within the right of way.  In encountering a motorist, a bicyclist is often compelled to stop and 
yield to a left- or right-turning vehicle.  To account for this, an appropriate balance is found by 
locating the crossing close enough to the intersection to allow adequate motorist visibility, yet far 
enough away to allow sufficient motorist reaction time, but not so far away that an approaching 
motorist is unaware of the crossing bikeway.  A one-way path at a signalized intersection can 
increase visibility and safety, especially regarding a right-turning motorist and a through-
traveling bicyclist.  The site specific elements that should be considered when making a decision 
are pedestrian volumes and types, traffic volumes, existing traffic control, posted speed limit, 
and geometric characteristics, e.g. the number of lanes, width of crossing, and visibility. 
 
Figure 51-7 O indicates the treatment for a path-roadway intersection. Figure 51-7 O lists 
guidelines, not absolute requirements, for intersection treatment.  Each intersection is unique and 
will require engineering judgment as to the appropriate solution. 
 
The following should be considered in using Figure 51-7 O to select an intersection treatment. 
 
7. The type of crossing used for bicycle or pedestrian traffic at an intersection between a 

main road and a secondary road is usually the same as for the main road. 
 
8. If the number of lanes to be crossed is greater than 3 in each direction, or the total 

intersection width is greater than 75 ft, the intersection should have a pedestrian refuge or 
median island.  Where a path user must wait on an island, a push button or bicycle-
sensitive traffic detection device should be considered. 

 
9. If the speed limit for a section of road without traffic signals is 45 mph or higher and it is 

not practical to provide a grade separation, reduction of the speed limit to 40 mph before 
the crossing, along with proper signing and lighting, should be considered. 

 
10. In determining the need for, and suitability of, a grade separated crossing, the following 

criteria should be satisfied. 
 
a. High vehicular volumes conflict with night pedestrian volumes, constituting an 

extreme hazard. 
 

b. Modification of school routes, busing policies, campus procedures, or attendance 
boundaries to eliminate the need for a crossing is not feasible. 
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c. Physical conditions make a grade separation feasible from an engineering 
standpoint, including pedestrian channelization to ensure usage of the structure.  In 
determining the location for a grade separation, the ramp grades on the path should 
be minimized, and the location should fit in with the rest of the path network. 
 

d. Pedestrian crossings can be restricted for at least 600 ft on each side of the proposed 
pedestrian overpass. 
 

e. A demonstrated problem exists that simpler, more economic solutions have failed to 
correct. 
 

f. The anticipated benefits to be derived from the pedestrian overpass clearly outweigh 
the costs. 

 
51-7.09(01)  Intersection Types 
 
Each intersection type may cross a number of roadway lanes, divided or undivided, with varying 
motor-vehicle speed and traffic volume, and may be uncontrolled or sign- or signal-controlled.  
 
The types of path-roadway intersections are described below. 
 
1. Midblock Crossing.  Figure 51-7P shows an example of a midblock crossing.  A midblock 

crossing should be far enough away from existing roadway intersections to be separated 
from an activity that can occur as a motorist approaches such an intersection, such as a 
merging movement, acceleration/deceleration, or preparation to enter a turn lane.  Other 
considerations include right-of-way needs, traffic-control devices, sight distance for the path 
user and motorist, refuge-island use, access control, and pavement markings.  These 
considerations are discussed below. 

 
2. Skewed Crossing.  A skewed crossing can be realigned to eliminate most or all of the 

skew.  Figure 51-7Q shows a path realignment to achieve a 90-deg crossing.  A 
maximum crossing angle of 45 deg is acceptable to minimize right-of-way requirements. 
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3. Adjacent-Path Crossing.  An adjacent-path crossing occurs where a path crosses a roadway 
near an existing intersection of two roadways, whether it is a T-intersection including 
driveways, or a four-legged intersection, as shown in Figure 51-7R.  This type of crossing 
should be located close to the roadway intersection so as to allow the motorist and path user 
to be able to recognize each other as intersecting traffic.  With this configuration, the path 
user is faced with potential conflicts with a motorist turning left (movement A) or right 
(movement B) from the parallel roadway, and across or onto the crossing roadway 
(movements C, D, and E). 

 
The major road may be either the parallel or crossing roadway.  Right-of-way assignment, 
traffic control devices, and separation distance between the roadway and the path can affect 
the design of this intersection type.  A further complication is the possibility of a conflict 
being unexpected by both the path user and the motorist.  Sight lines across corners should 
be unobstructed. 

 
For turning movement type A as shown in Figure 51-7R, left turns should be prohibited on a 
high-volume parallel roadway at a high-use-path crossing.  For turning movement type B, 
the smallest practical turning radius may be required to reduce the motor-vehicle speed.  A 
right turn on red should be prohibited for turning movement type B or D, with a stop line in 
advance of the path crossing. 

 
4. Complex Crossing.  A complex crossing consists of a configuration in which the path 

crosses directly through an existing intersection of two or more roadways, and there may be 
a number of motor-vehicle turning movements. 

 
The treatments which may be considered include the following: 

 
a. move the crossing; 

 
b. install a traffic signal; 

 
c. change the signalization timing; or 

 
d. provide a refuge island to effect a two-step crossing for the path user. 

 
Each situation should be treated as a unique challenge which requires creativity as well as 
engineering judgment.  The safe passage of all modes of traffic through the intersection is 
the goal to be achieved. 
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5. At-Grade Railroad Crossing.  Where a shared-use path crosses a railroad track, the safety 
of the path user should be ensured.  The path should be straight and at a right angle to the 
rails. The more the crossing deviates from 90 deg, the greater the potential for a 
bicyclist’s front wheel to be trapped in the flangeway (the open space next to the rail) 
causing loss of control.  If it is not practical for the crossing to be at 60 to 90 deg, the 
shared-use path should be widened to allow the user to cross as close to 90 deg as 
practical.  See Figure 51-7S, Safe Railroad Crossing for Narrow-Wheeled Vehicle. 

 
Narrow-wheeled vehicles, such as bicycles, wheelchairs, skateboards, etc., crossing rails 
at an angle of 30 deg or less are considered hazardous.  The surface between the rails 
should be based on the planned uses of the roadway.  A hot-mix asphalt or rubber surface 
is acceptable for an at-grade crossing. 

 
The flangeways can be a safety concern and should be minimized.  The field flangeway, 
or gap on the outside of a rail, can be reduced.  A filler material of rubber or polymer can 
be installed to nearly eliminate the field flangeway and provide a level surface.  The 
gauge flangeway, or the gap on the inside of the rail where the train wheel’s flange must 
travel, must be kept open.  The minimum gauge-flangeway width for a public crossing is 
2½ in., per American Railway Engineering and Maintenance Association regulations. 

 
51-7.09(02)  General Guidelines for Intersection of Shared-Use Path with Road 
 
The following should be considered. 
 
1. The shared-use path should intersect the road at a 90-deg angle. 
 
2. The path width should be increased at the intersection approach to reduce user conflicts. 
 
3. Clear sight lines should be provided for both the motorist and the path user. 
 
4. Signage should be provided to alert the motorist of the path crossing. 
 
5. A visible crosswalk should be provided across the roadway to increase path-user and 

motorist awareness. 
 
6. Signs, both on the road and the path, should indicate whether the motorist or the path user 

has the right of way. 
 
7. Curb ramps with detectable-warning devices are required to alert a path user with vision 

impairments of the street crossing. 
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8. An overpass, underpass, or facility on a highway bridge requires engineering feasibility 
and cost analysis to determine the most economical and effective means to provide 
continuity for a share-use path. 

 
51-7.09(03)  Other Intersection-Design Issues 
 
Considerations to be made without regard to the type of path-roadway intersection described in 
Section 51-7.06 are as follows. 
 
1. Approach Treatment.  The shared-use path approaches to a roadway intersection should 

be on relatively flat grades.  Stopping sight distance at an intersection should be 
evaluated.  Adequate warning signs should be provided to allow a path user to stop before 
reaching the intersection, especially on a downgrade. 

 
2. Curb Ramps.  Sidewalk-type curb ramps should be the same width as the path.  Curb cuts 

and ramps should provide a smooth transition between the path and the roadway. 
 

A 5-ft minimum or 10-ft desirable radius or flare should be considered to facilitate a right 
turn for a bicyclist.  This consideration should also be applied to an intersection of two 
shared-use paths. 

 
3. Traffic-Control Devices.  A regulatory traffic-control device should be installed at each 

path-roadway intersection.  The warrants described in the MUTCD, combined with 
engineering judgment should be considered in determining the type of traffic-control 
device to be installed. 

 
a. Traffic Signal.  A traffic signal may be warranted.  The MUTCD lists warrants for 

a traffic signal.  It does not address a bikeway-roadway crossing.  However, path 
traffic should be functionally classified as vehicular traffic, and each warrant 
should be applied accordingly. 

 
For a manually-operated signal-activation mechanism, the path-user signal button 
should be located where is easily accessible from the path and 4 ft above the 
ground so that a bicyclist need not dismount to activate the signal.  For a 
signalized divided-roadway intersection, a push button should also be located in 
the median to account for a path user who is trapped in the refuge area. 

 
b. “Stop” Sign.  A “Stop” sign should be placed as close to the intended stopping 

point as possible and should be supplemented with a stop line.  A four-way stop is 
not recommended due to frequent confusion about, or disregard for, path-user or 
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motorist right-of-way rules.  Sign type, size, and location should be in accordance 
with the MUTCD.  A shared-use-path “Stop” sign should be located such that a 
motorist is not led to stop at such a sign.  A roadway “Stop” sign should be 
located such that a path user is not led to stop at such a sign. 

 
4. Transition Zone at Path Termination.  Where a shared-use path terminates at an existing 

road, it should be integrated into the existing system of roadways.  The path terminal 
should be designed to transition path traffic into a safe merging or diverging situation. 
Appropriate signage is necessary to warn and direct both the path user and the motorist 
regarding the transition zone. 

 
5. Refuge Island.  A refuge island should be considered for a path-roadway intersection in 

which one or more conditions apply as follows: 
 

a. a high roadway traffic volume or speed creates unacceptable conditions for the 
path user; 

 
b. the roadway is wider than 75 ft, or a pedestrian walking at 2.5 ft/s cannot 

completely cross the street during the green traffic-signal phase; 
 

c. a mid-block shared-use-path crossing or a path-roadway intersection is located 
where there are limited gaps in traffic; or 

 
d. the crossing will be used by a number of people who cross relatively slowly, such 

as the elderly, schoolchildren, persons with disabilities, etc. 
 
The refuge area should be large enough to accommodate platoons of users, including groups of 
pedestrians, groups of bicyclists, individual tandem bicycles which are longer than standard 
bicycles, wheelchair users, or people with baby strollers.  The area may be designed with the 
storage aligned across the island or longitudinally.  See the example in Figure 51-7T, Refuge 
Island at Roadway Intersection.  Adequate space should be provided so that those in the refuge 
area do not feel threatened by passing motor vehicles while waiting to finish crossing the 
roadway. 
 
A refuge island allows a path user to cross one direction of driving lanes, then rest and assess 
when he or she is able to complete the roadway crossing.  A refuge island provides a sense of 
security to a pedestrian crossing a busy roadway with few gaps in traffic.  A refuge island is 
typically used at a mid-block crossing, but is also acceptable to use at a path-roadway 
intersection. 
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A raised island should be cut through level with the roadway, or have curb ramps at both sides to 
comply with ADA, and a level area of at least 4 ft width between the curb ramps.  A refuge 
island should be of at least 8 ft width where used by a path user.  There should be at least 6.5 ft 
on each side of the cut-through.  A path user should have a clear line of visibility on the island 
and should not be obstructed nor restricted by poles, sign posts, utility boxes, etc.  The desirable 
width of the island and the width of the crosswalk equal to the shared-use-path width at the island 
are illustrated in Figure 51-7T. 
 
51-7.09(04)  Restriction of Motor-Vehicle Traffic 
 
A shared-use path requires a physical barrier at a highway intersection to prevent an unauthorized 
motor vehicle from using the facility.  A lockable, removable, or reclining barrier post can be 
used to permit entrance by an authorized motor vehicle.  Each post or bollard should be set back 
outside the intersecting-highway clear zone or be of a breakaway design.  The post should be 
reflectorized for nighttime visibility and painted a bright color for improved daytime visibility.  
Striping an envelope around the post is recommended as shown in Figure 51-7U.  Where more 
than one post is used, an odd number of posts at 5 ft spacing is desirable.  A wider spacing can 
allow entry by a motor vehicle, but a narrower spacing can prevent entry by an adult tricyclist, 
wheelchair user, tandem bicyclist, recumbent bicyclist, or bicyclist with a trailer. 
 
Another method of restricting motor-vehicle entry is to split the entryway into 5-ft sections 
separated by low landscaping.  An authorized motor vehicle can still enter if necessary by 
straddling the landscaping.  The higher maintenance costs associated with landscaping should be 
considered before this method is selected. 
 
51-7.10  Signing and Marking 
 
Adequate signing and marking are essential on a shared-use path, especially to alert the user to 
potential conflicts and to convey regulatory messages to both the path user and motorist at a 
highway intersection.  Guide signing to indicate direction, destination, distance, or route number 
or name of intersecting street, should be used in the same manner as on a highway.  A uniform 
application of traffic-control devices, as described in the MUTCD, provides minimum traffic-
control measures which should be applied. 
 
A yellow center line of 4 in. width should be considered to separate opposite directions of travel. 
 The stripe should be broken where adequate passing sight distance exists, and solid elsewhere, 
or where passing by bicycles is to be discouraged, as follows: 
 
1. for high traffic volume of bicyclists or other path users; 
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2. on a horizontal or vertical curve with restricted sight distance; or 
 
3. on an unlighted path where nighttime riding is expected. 
 
White edge lines are beneficial where bicycle traffic is expected during early-morning or early-
evening hours. 
 
Further guidance on signing and marking is provided in the MUTCD. 
 
51-7.11  Lighting 
 
Lighting should be considered where night usage is expected, including an area serving college 
students or commuters, or at a highway intersection.  Fixed-source lighting reduces crashes along 
a shared-use path or at an intersection with a roadway, and allows the user to see the path’s 
direction, surface condition, or obstacles. 
 
Lighting a shared-use path permits some freedom in system and luminaire design.  Lighting 
should be provided that fits the site’s needs and satisfies the recommendations described below. 
 
The lighting system as a whole should provide adequate horizontal and vertical illumination 
along the entire length and width of the facility without significant variations in luminous 
intensity to which a path user or motorist can experience difficulty adjusting to.  Horizontal 
illumination, measured at pavement level, enables a path user to understand pavement markings 
and to be able to easily follow the path.  Vertical lighting, with illumination level measured 6 ft 
above the pavement, is most effective for illuminating the path and obstacles. 
 
To avoid sharp differences in brightness, the uniformity ratio of illumination is determined by 
dividing the average illumination level by the minimum illumination level. 
 
At a roadway intersection, illuminating the shared-use path for 75 ft on either side of the roadway 
is desirable.  Transitional lighting is recommended on an unlit roadway crossed by a shared-use 
path. 
 
Figure 51-7V indicates the average maintained luminance level and should be considered a 
minimum, particularly if security or the ability to identify path users from a distance is 
important. Figure 51-7V should be used for a shared-use path that is straight and level or has only 
minor curves or grade changes.  Additional illumination is required where visibility is limited or 
where complex maneuvering can occur (i.e., abrupt curve, grade, roadway intersection, 
interchange, overpass, or underpass).  A shared-use path which crosses a roadway in the middle 
of a long block or at an intersection of two roadways should receive additional illumination.  
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Lighting should be provided at each warning-sign location where electricity is accessible.  A 
light pole must satisfy the recommended horizontal and vertical clearances as outlined for other 
obstructions along the path.  Lighting fixtures should be to a scale appropriate for a shared-use 
path. 
 
51-7.12  Bicycle-Parking Facility 
 
Providing a bicycle-parking facility is an essential element in an overall effort to promote 
bicycling.  Some people are discouraged from bicycling unless adequate parking is available.  A 
bicycle-parking facility should be provided at both the trip origin and trip destination and should 
offer protection from theft and damage.  Bicycle parking can be long-term or short-term.  The 
minimum requirements for each differ in their placement and protection. 
 
A short-term facility is for decentralized parking where the bicycle is left for a short period of 
time and is visible and convenient to a building entrance. 
 
A bicycle rack should be provided if it satisfies the following: 
 
1. does not bend wheels or damage other bicycle parts; 
2. accommodates a high-security U-shaped bicycle lock; 
3. is visible to passers-by to promote usage and enhance security; and 
4. has as few moving parts as possible. 
 
A parking facility should be able to accommodate a wide range of bicycle shapes and sizes, 
including tricycles or trailers if used locally.  A facility should be easy to operate.  If possible, 
signs depicting how to operate the facility should be posted. 
 
 
51-8.0  LANDSCAPING 
 
51-8.01  General 
 
Roadside landscaping can greatly enhance the aesthetic value of a highway.  Landscaping 
treatments should be considered early in project development so that they can be easily and 
inexpensively incorporated into the project design.  This may require the acquisition of additional 
right of way to implement these treatments. 
 
Landscaping treatments are typically not included with other project types, but are generally 
completed as a separate project.  Landscaping treatments will be considered on a project-by-project 
assessment. 
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51-8.01(01)  Responsibility 
 
The Production Management Division’s Services and Cultural Resources Team has the primary 
responsibility for determining or reviewing landscaping treatment.  During the final field check, a 
landscape architect will attend to determine the landscaping treatment.  The Services and Cultural 
Resources Team or landscape consultant will submit recommendations and landscaping details to 
the designer for incorporation into the project design. 
 
51-8.01(02)  References 
 
For information on landscaping procedures and plants, the designer should contact the Services and 
Cultural Resources Team for their expertise.  The designer should review the INDOT Standard 
Drawings series 622-LSPL and 622-LSPR, the AASHTO A Guide for Transportation Landscape 
and Environmental Design, and the Team’s reference library for more information on landscaping. 
 
51-8.02  Benefits 
 
Roadside landscaping can be designed advantageously to yield several benefits.  The most 
important objective is to naturally fit the highway into the existing terrain.  The existing landscape 
should be retained to the maximum extent practical.  The following is a brief discussion of the 
benefits of proper landscaping. 
 
1. Aesthetics.  Gentle slopes, hills, parks, bodies of water and vegetation have an obvious 

aesthetic appeal to the highway user.  Landscaping techniques can be used effectively to 
enhance the view from the highway.  In a rural area, the landscaping should be natural and 
should eliminate construction scars.  The planting shape and spacing should be irregular to 
avoid a cosmetic appearance. 

 
 In an urban area, the smaller details of the landscape predominate and plantings become 

more formal.  The interaction between the occupants of slow-moving vehicles and 
pedestrians with the landscape determines the scale of the aesthetic details.  The designer 
may be able to provide walking areas, small parks, etc.  Landscaping should be pleasant, 
neat, and sometimes ornamental, and it should require low maintenance. 

 
2. Erosion.  Landscaping and erosion control are strongly interrelated.  Flat and rounded slopes 

and vegetation serve to both prevent erosion and provide aesthetic value.  Chapter 37 
provides additional information on erosion control. 
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3. Maintenance.  Landscaping decisions will greatly affect roadside maintenance.  
Maintenance activities for mowing, fertilizing, or using herbicides should be considered 
when designing the roadside landscape.  Involvement by other public or private groups 
(except on an Interstate route) should be encouraged to enhance the roadside landscape (e.g., 
Adopt-A-Highway Program). 

 
4. Screening for Headlight Glare.  Depending upon roadway alignment and the selected type of 

vegetation, landscaping features may be used to effectively screen headlight glare, for 
example, in a freeway median. 

 
5. Screening for Noise Abatement.  Although the effect may be more psychological than real, 

landscaping features may have some masking benefits to sensitive receptors. 
 
6. Screening of Undesirable View.  Screening of a junkyard or other undesirable view may be 

enhanced through the use of landscaping features. 
 
7. Snow Drift.  Landscaping features may assist in preventing snow from drifting and 

accumulating on the roadway. 
 
51-8.03  Landscaping Considerations 
 
All landscaping activities should be properly coordinated with other project design elements.  The 
objectives are that other design elements should not be compromised by landscaping, and secondary 
benefits may be gained by the proper application of the landscaping features.  Examples of 
coordination between landscaping and project design are briefly discussed below. 
 
1. Geometric Design.  On a new-construction or reconstruction project, the geometric design 

of the highway should be blended to fit the natural topography and landscaping features of 
the area.  As practical, existing landscaping elements should be preserved and enhanced.  
The roadway alignment and cross-section design should be compatible with the landscaping 
objectives.  The landscaping treatment should not be made to interfere with the driver’s 
horizontal and intersection sight distances. 

 
2. Roadside Safety.  The introduction of landscaping features should not compromise the 

objectives of roadside safety.  Chapter 49 provides the Department’s criteria for roadside-
safety design.  The most significant roadside-safety element relative to the use of 
landscaping features is the clear-zone concept.  Roadside hazards should not be located 
within the designated clear zone.  A tree is considered a roadside hazard. 
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3. Environmental.  Every effort should be made to use vegetation that will survive in the area 
with minimum maintenance.  The selection of the vegetation will depend upon the soil 
conditions, drainage, amount of sun exposure, diseases and insects, road deicing chemicals, 
temperature, and pollution. 

 
4. Economics.  Plant selection, availability, quantity, and size greatly affect the cost of 

landscaping.  The selection of the plantings should be so as to provide a cost-effective 
design. 

 
51-8.04  INDOT Landscaping Policy 
 
51-8.04(01)  Plant-Establishment Policy 
 
A project which includes plantings may include a special provision which requires the contractor to 
be responsible for a plant-establishment period of at least one year.  A longer establishment period 
may be required where survival is considered essential to the function of the plantings (e.g., 
junkyard screening, urban landscaping). 
 
51-8.04(02)  Protection of Existing Vegetation 
 
Wherever practical, existing trees or other landscaping features should not be removed.  This 
objective, however, must be compatible with other considerations such as roadside safety, 
geometric design, utilities, terrain, public acceptance, and costs.  The plans should clearly designate 
all existing landscape features which will be retained.  If the existing plant material conflicts with 
these considerations, where applicable, the plant material should be evaluated by a landscape 
architect for possible relocation to a more suitable portion of the right of way. 
 
51-8.04(03)  Disturbed Area 
 
In an area disturbed by construction work, the designer should specify that the turf be 
reestablished.  Turf establishment refers to the revegetation of a disturbed area.  The designer 
should use the following guidance to determine the appropriate turf establishment, depending 
upon individual site conditions. 
 
1. Topsoil.  Topsoil is placed in a disturbed area to a depth of 6 in. or greater depending upon 

the underlying soil conditions. 
 
2. Planting of Grass.  Each area disturbed by construction, except exposed rock surfaces and 

areas to be sodded, should be seeded, fertilized, and mulched. 
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3. Sodding.  Where developed properties or areas of intensive mowing abut the project, each 
areas disturbed by construction should be sodded and watered sufficiently to establish 
growth. 

 
The INDOT Standard Specifications and Chapter 17 provide additional details on turf 
establishment. 
 
51-8.04(04)  Wildlife-Habitat Replacement 
 
To some extent, existing wildlife habitat will be disturbed due to project work.  Wildlife habitats 
may include woodlands, overgrown fields, and pastures and wetlands.  The Department’s policy is 
to replace any disturbed wetland.  This will often require the purchase of additional right of way.  
To determine the project’s effect on plants and animals, the designer should review the Design and 
Location Study Report or, where provided, the Environmental Impact Statement or Environmental 
Assessment.  These reports may also provide recommendations on the type and quantities of habitat 
to be replaced. 
 
The designer is responsible for incorporating the mitigation of the wildlife habitat into the plans.  
This may include revegetation with special grasses and woody species, wetlands grading, seed 
mixtures, etc.  However, wetland revegetation with aquatic and woody species is usually 
administered in a separate contract once the plans have been completed.  The Office of 
Environmental Services will assist in coordinating habitat types and quantities.  The Services and 
Cultural Resources Team will assist in the development of plans and specifications. 
 
 
51-9.0  SOUND BARRIER 
 
A sound barrier is designed and erected to reduce the sound level of traffic adjacent to existing 
properties to an acceptable level as determined by Federal guidelines.  A barrier is considered the 
most practical option to reduce sound when compared to other mitigating options (e.g., wider buffer 
zone, reducing speed, eliminating or restricting traffic or vehicular types).  The Office of 
Environmental Services is responsible for determining the longitudinal limits of the barrier, the 
lateral location from the roadway, and the required height.  The designer is responsible for the type 
selection, design of the sound barrier, and evaluating the impacts of the sound barrier on the 
highway design and complying with the project intent of the Office of Environmental Services. 
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51-9.01  Types 
 
An absorptive or reflective sound barrier is effective in reducing the environmental impact of noise 
from the highway.  The sound-barrier types that may be used are as follows. 
 
1. Earth Berm.  An earth berm is a graded mound of soil which redirects the highway sound 

from nearby sensitive areas. 
 
2. Masonry Wall.  A masonry wall is constructed from concrete blocks or bricks.  Very 

pleasing architectural designs can be developed with this type of wall. 
 
3. Concrete Wall.  A concrete wall may be poured in place or precast.  The advantage of s 

concrete wall is that decorative designs can be added to the face of the wall. 
 
4. Wood Wall.  A wood wall is less costly than a masonry or concrete wall and is often 

preferred by local residents.  However, its life expectancy is typically less than that of a 
masonry or concrete wall. 

 
5. Metal Wall.  A metal wall is constructed using galvanized or treated steel panels. Concerns 

relative to cost and corrosion have generally limited the use of steel walls. 
 
6. Other Materials.  New sound barrier materials are continuously being developed, such as 

recycled plastic, fiberglass, composites, etc.  Prior to their use, they should be reviewed by 
the New Products Evaluation Committee to ensure that each will meet INDOT criteria. 

 
7. Combination Wall.  This type uses a combination of an earth berm and one of the other 

material types.  A combination wall is used to reduce the height of another wall type and for 
aesthetic purposes. 

 
51-9.02  Design 
 
1. Line of Sight.  Noise waves travel in a straight line.  A barrier which breaks the line of sight 

between the source and receiver will provide some attenuation.  For roadway sources, the 
line of sight is drawn perpendicular to the roadway.  The sound source for cars and medium-
sized trucks is assumed to be the roadway surface and, for large trucks, it is 8 ft high.  For 
the receiver, the line of sight is terminated at the expected ear height of the receiver (e.g., 8 
ft).  The designer must also consider that the receiver may be in a multi-storied building. 
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2. Structural Design.  A sound barrier should either be in accordance with the AASHTO 
Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges or the AASHTO Guide Specifications for 
Structural Design of Sound Barriers.  See Chapter 73. 

 
3. Length.  To block the roadway noise from the sides, the ends of the barrier should exceed 

the receiver by four times the distance from the barrier to the receiver; see Figure 51-9A, 
Sound-Barrier Placement , detail (a). 

 
4. Location.  Moving the barrier closer to the receiver or source will increase the effectiveness 

of the barrier. 
 
5. Gap.  A gap in the barrier for pedestrian access, cross-streets, or maintenance purposes can 

compromise the barrier performance.  Where practical, the effects of a gap should be 
minimized by providing tight-fitting access doors, curving the ends of the barrier to shield 
nearby receivers, or overlapping sections of barrier.  Figure 51-9A detail (b) illustrates the 
minimum distance required to maintain the acoustical effectiveness of the wall for 
overlapping barriers. 

 
6. Right of Way.  Additional right of way may be required for the installation and maintenance 

of the sound barrier. 
 
7. Roadside Safety. 
 
 a. Clear Zone.  Section 49-2.0 provides the Department’s design criteria for clear zone. 

If practical, a sound barrier should be placed outside of the clear zone.  If the barrier 
is within the clear zone, an integral concrete barrier shape or a metal barrier rail 
should be considered to shield a run-off-the-road vehicle from the barrier. 

 
 b. Terminal.  A sound barrier should be terminated outside the clear zone.  However, if 

the end of the barrier is within the clear zone, the designer should consider 
protecting the end with guardrail or an appropriate impact attenuator.  Section 49-6.0 
discusses the design of impact attenuators. 

 
 c. Traversability.  If the sound barrier is an earth berm, the toe of the barrier should be 

traversable by a run-off-the-road vehicle (see Section 49-3.02). 
 

d. Protrusion.  A protrusion may become a safety hazard if it are struck or is dislodged 
by a vehicle.  Figure 51-9B, Sound-Barrier Protrusions, illustrates the preferred 
practice for placing barrier protrusions and decorative facing. 
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8. Emergency Access.  Where sound barriers are placed relatively close to the roadway (e.g., at 
the edge of shoulder), sufficient escape routes must be provided in the wall to allow 
individuals to quickly leave the roadway in an emergency.  These escape routes may be 
provided by inserting doors or overlapping walls.  Item 5 above discusses the preferred 
methods for providing gaps in the barrier design.  Where provided, access to fire hydrants 
should also be incorporated into the wall design. 

 
9. Sight Distance. 
 
 a. At-Grade Intersection.  A sound barrier should not be located in the triangle required 

for intersection sight distance.  Section 46-10.0 provides the criteria to determine the 
required sight-distance triangle. 

 
 b. Entrance Ramp.  A sound barrier should not block the line of sight between the 

vehicle on a ramp and an approaching vehicle on the major roadway.  Therefore, a 
sound barrier should not be located in the gore area between an entrance ramp and 
freeway mainline. 

 
 c. Horizontal Sight Distance.  A sound barrier can also restrict sight distance along the 

inside of a horizontal curve.  Section 43-4.0 provides the criteria to determine the 
middle ordinate value which will yield the necessary sight distance.  The location of 
the sound barrier should be outside this sight line. 

 
10. Interference with Roadside Appurtenances.  The proposed location of a sound barrier can 

interfere with proposed or existing roadside features, including signs, sign supports, utilities, 
or lighting facilities.  The designer must determine if these features are in conflict with the 
sound barrier. 

 
11. Sound Considerations.  The noise reduction provided by a barrier depends upon the 

diffraction of sound over the top and flanking around the sides of the barrier, the 
transmission of sound through the barrier, and the multiple reflection caused by double 
barriers.  Some barrier types can absorb some of the sound energy.  The contribution of this 
absorption depends on the barrier surface, shape, and material type.  A hard, smooth surface 
will generally reflect the noise off the wall.  If barriers are to be placed on both sides of the 
roadway, the designer also should consider the impact of the reflected noise on the receiver. 

 
12. Drainage.  Drainage may be accomplished by leaving a gap on the bottom and backfilling 

with gravel, by providing a hinged flap, by providing a closed drainage system, etc.  The 
barrier’s acoustical design should be maintained (i.e., no open holes in the wall). 
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13. Landscaping.  Consideration should be given to providing landscaping treatments that will 
enhance the aesthetics and design of a sound barrier.  Plantings should be provided, where 
practical, both in front of and behind the barrier.  Low-maintenance plantings should be used 
behind the wall. 

 
14. Aesthetics.  Appearance plays a critical role in the acceptance of the sound barrier.  The 

barrier should either be blended into the background or made aesthetically pleasing.  
Various types of materials, texture, and color should be considered.  Smooth surfaces are not 
recommended. 

 
 Due to the size of a sound barrier, the designer should strive to reduce the tunnel effect by 

using variations of form, wall types, and surface treatments. 
 
 From both a visual and safety standpoint, a sound barrier should not begin or end abruptly.  

It should be transitioned from the ground line to its full height.  This can be accomplished by 
using earth berms, curving the wall back, sloping the wall downward, or stepping the wall 
down. 

 
15. Public Involvement.  Early community participation in the selection of various sound barrier 

options is encouraged to ensure community acceptance of the wall. 
 
16. Maintenance Considerations.  The location and design of a sound barrier should reflect the 

following maintenance factors. 
 
 a. The sound barrier must be located so maintenance crews can easily access the wall 

for routine repairs. 
 
 b. The sound barrier should be constructed of materials that discourage vandalism (e.g., 

graffiti) and allow for easy cleaning.  The maintenance of barrier materials is less 
costly if unpainted surfaces such as weathering steel, concrete, pressure-treated 
wood, or naturally weathered cedar or redwood are used. 

 
 c. The sound barrier should be designed so that damage can be easily repaired.  The 

barrier materials should be commercially available to reduce the need for keeping 
large stocks of material on hand. 

 
 d. The sound barrier should be located so that other maintenance operations can be 

reasonably performed (e.g., mowing, light-bulb replacement, sign cleaning, 
spraying).  If the barrier is located near the shoulder, access for maintenance behind 
the wall should be provided from local streets or through overlapping gaps. 
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 e. The sound barrier should be located so that it will not impact snow removal 
operations.  A barrier located at the edge of the shoulder will require manual 
removal of snow from the roadway. 

 
 
51-10.0  HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
 
Hazardous-waste sites can impact all phases of highway activities, including project development, 
design, right of way, construction, and maintenance.  These impacts can increase costs and delay a 
highway project.  Ownership of a site from which there has been a release, or threat of a release of a 
hazardous substance, may indicate liability whether the contamination is the result of the agency’s 
actions or those of others. 
 
51-10.01  Responsibility 
 
The Office of Environmental Services is responsible for ensuring that the initial site assessment is 
performed during the environmental stage.  If the initial site assessment and coordination with other 
agencies identifies the need for additional work, a consultant will be used to conduct a preliminary 
site assessment.  The Production Management Division and Office of Real Estate will be provided 
with summaries or copies of the information gathered on hazardous waste by the Office of 
Environmental Services, typically at the time of environmental-document approval. 
 
If high levels of contamination have been detected, the Office of Environmental Services will 
forward the initial site assessment and the preliminary site investigation to the appropriate section of 
the Indiana Department of Environmental Management (IDEM), and it will request that they 
become involved with the property owner to characterize the site and develop a remedial plan to 
clean the site.  This will be concurrent with the development of the preliminary plans.  The Office 
of Environmental Services will monitor the progress of IDEM. 
 
At the time of the preliminary field check, the Office of Environmental Services should be able to 
inform both the Production Management Division and Office of Real Estate on the status of the 
efforts of IDEM.  At this stage, decisions can be made for the site.  This may include redesigning 
the project to avoid the site, considering various land-acquisition strategies, or delaying or dropping 
the project from further development due to significant hazardous-waste considerations. 
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51-10.02  Location 
 
Hazardous materials can emerge from almost anywhere.  Common possible locations include 
abandoned or active storage tanks, oil lines, illegal dumping sites, abandoned chemical plants, 
service stations, paint companies, machine shops, metal processing plants, electronic facilities, dry 
cleaning establishments, old railroad yards, auto junkyards, landfills, or bridges with lead base 
paints.  Early indicators of contamination include groundwater contamination of nearby wells, 
discarded barrels, soil discolorations, liquid discharges, odors, abnormalities in vegetation, and 
extensive filling and regrading.  If there is a chance that a site may contain hazardous materials, the 
Office of Environmental Services should be contacted to determine if detailed testing of the site is 
warranted.  If hazardous materials are suspected on a property, no attempt should be made to enter 
the property until the site has been cleared by IDEM. 
 
51-10.03  Cleanup 
 
Once the hazardous-material location is known, its location must be shown on the plans.  The type 
of contamination, if known, must also be provided.  The specifications or special provisions should 
include detailed instructions on the procedure for removing the material and properly disposing of 
the wastes.  For example, on a bridge with lead-based paint, waste materials from sandblasting will 
not be permitted into the air or onto the ground, but instead must be collected and properly disposed. 
 
Certain cleanup sites and materials may require a specialist contractor to determine the location and 
size of the contaminated site and to provide for the proper removal and disposal of the contaminated 
materials.  The specialist contractor will be required to complete the cleanup prior to construction. 
 
 
51-11.0  MAILBOXES 
 
A mailbox or newspaper tube that is serviced by a carrier in a vehicle may constitute a safety 
hazard, depending upon its placement.  Therefore, the designer should make every reasonable effort 
to replace all each non-conforming mailbox with one that is in accordance with the INDOT 
Standard Drawings series 611-MBAS and the AASHTO A Guide for Erecting Mailboxes on 
Highways.  Removal and replacement of a mailbox can be a sensitive issue and should be reviewed 
with the postage patron prior to its removal or replacement. 
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51-11.01  Location 
 
A mailbox should be placed for maximum convenience to its patron, consistent with safety 
considerations for highway traffic, the carrier, and the patron.  Consideration should be given to the 
minimum walking distance in advance of the mailbox site and possible restrictions to intersection 
sight distance at an intersection or drive entrance.  A new installation should, where feasible, be 
located on the far right side of an intersection with a public road or drive entrance. 
 
A box should be placed only on the right-hand side of the highway in the direction of travel of the 
carrier, except on a one-way street where it may be placed on the left-hand side.  It is undesirable to 
require pedestrian travel along the shoulder.  However, this may be the preferred solution for a 
distance of up to 200 ft when compared to constructing a turnout in a deep cut, placing a mailbox 
just beyond a sharp crest vertical curve with poor sight distance, or constructing two or more 
closely-spaced turnouts. 
 
Placing a mailbox along a high-speed, high-volume highway should be avoided if other practical 
locations are available.  A mailbox should not be located where access is from a freeway or where 
access, stopping, or parking is otherwise prohibited by law or regulation.  A mailbox should not be 
at a location that would require a patron to cross the lanes of a divided highway to deposit or 
retrieve mail. 
 
Placing a mail stop near an intersection will have an effect on the operation of the intersection.  The 
nature and magnitude of this impact depends on traffic speed and volume on each of the intersecting 
roadways, the number of mailboxes at the stop, type of traffic control, how the stop is located 
relative to the traffic control, and the distance the stop is from the intersection.  The INDOT 
Standard Drawings series 610-MBAP show the possible location of a mail stop at a rural 
intersection. 
 
A mailbox should be located such that a vehicle stopped adjacent to it is clear of the adjacent 
traveled way.  This need not apply to a low-volume, low-speed street or road.  However, a vehicle 
stopped at a mailbox should be clear of the travelway.  The higher the traffic volume or speed, the 
greater the clearance should be.  Figure 51-11A provides guidelines for the lateral placement of a 
mailbox. 
 
A mailbox approach should be provided if a useable shoulder of 10 ft or wider is unavailable.  The 
INDOT Standard Drawings series 610-MBAP provide additional details for the design of an 
approach for a mail stop. 
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51-11.02  Design 
 
The INDOT Standard Drawings provide the design criteria for the proper placement of a mailbox.  
The designer should also consider the following. 
 
1. Height.  A mailbox is located such that the bottom of the box is 3 ft to 4 ft above the mail-

stop surface. 
 
2. Multiple Mailboxes.  To reduce the possibility of ramping, multiple mailboxes should be 

separated by a distance of at least three-fourths of their height above the ground. 
 
4. Neighborhood Delivery and Collection Box Unit.  This consists of a cluster of 8 to 16 

locked boxes mounted on a pedestal or within a framework.  One cluster can weigh from 
100 lbs to 200 lbs and may be a roadside hazard.  It should be located outside the clear zone 
or only on a low-speed curbed facility.  It is located in a trailer park, apartment complex, or 
new residential subdivision. 

 
 
51-12.0  ROUNDABOUTS [Rev. APR. 2013] 
 
51-12.01  Introduction 
 
This Section is intended to assist the designer in the study, design, and construction of a modern 
roundabout.  The principles and direction identified herein should be used for each roundabout 
being planned, designed, or constructed on an INDOT-maintained route.  This Section is a 
supplement to FHWA RD-00-067, Roundabouts: An Informational Guide, which is available 
from http://www.tfhrc.gov/safety/00068.htm.  Throughout this Section, such document is 
identified as FHWA Roundabout Guide, and is cited.  Other supplemental information is 
provided where relevant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.tfhrc.gov/safety/00068.htm
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This Section is not intended to serve as a comprehensive and rigid set of design standards.  
Rather, it is intended to provide general guidance and identify considerations related to some 
roundabout-design issues.  The designer should recognize that roundabout design does not entail 
a strict pre-defined process with repeated application of the same rules at each intersection 
considered.  Instead, it requires the judicious application of roundabout design principles that 
help to reach the optimal geometric design at each individual location.  This process often 
involves trade-offs between competing objectives to reach the best solution.  Roundabout design 
requires the use of engineering judgment and thought on the part of the designer.  The use of 
sound engineering principles and common sense are also vital to successful roundabout design.  
The use of this Section does not relieve the designer of his or her personal responsibility to 
produce a design for a roundabout that functions safely and efficiently within the context of a 
given location.  This Section does not address all of the specific situations which can arise during 
the course of roundabout design.  If a unique situation arises, the designer should see the FHWA 
Roundabout Guide and contact experienced roundabout designers. 
 
This Section includes information regarding roundabout planning, safety, geometric design, 
pavement markings, lighting, landscaping, signage, public involvement, and other design or 
operational considerations.  For each topic or issue, guidance is provided regarding goals and 
objectives, the location of relevant available standards, and related factors that should be 
considered.  Rather than repeat information that is included elsewhere, e.g., the FHWA 
Roundabout Guide, the MUTCD, AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and 
Streets, etc., references are provided so that information can be obtained from each source. 
 
51-12.02  Definitions 
 
The following definitions will apply. 
 
1. Approach Design Speed.  The design speed of the roadway leading into the roundabout. 
 
2. Bicycle Treatment.  This provides a bicyclist the option of traveling through the roundabout 
 either as a vehicle operator or by using a shared-use path around the exterior of the 
 intersection. 
 
3. Bypass Lane.  A lane that separates right-turn movements from the roundabout-circulating 

traffic (see Figure 51-12P). 
 
4. Central Island.  The area of the roundabout inside the circulatory roadway including the 

truck apron. 
 
5. Central-Island Diameter.  The diameter of the central island, including the truck apron (see 

Figure 51-12A). 
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6. Circulatory Lane.  A lane used by vehicles circulating in the roundabout. 
 
7. Circulatory Roadway.  The travel lanes adjacent to the central island and outside the truck 

apron, including the entire circumference of the circle. 
 
8. Circulatory-Roadway Width.  The width between the outer edge of the inscribed diameter at 

the curb face of this roadway and the central island curb face.  It is typically 1 to 1.2 times 
the width of the widest entry width.  It does not include the width of a traversable apron, 
which is defined to be part of the central island.  The circulatory roadway width defines the 
roadway width, curb face to curb face, for vehicle circulation around the central island (see 
Figure 51-12A). 

 
9. Conflict Point.  A point where traffic streams cross, merge, or diverge. 
 
10. Deflection.  The change in the path of a vehicle imposed by the geometric features of a 

roundabout, resulting in a slowing of vehicles (see Figure 51-12JJ). 
 
11. Entry Angle.  The angle between the entry roadway and the circulating roadway, measured 

at the yield line.  See Ourston Roundabout Engineering. 
 
12. Entry Lane.  The lane or set of lanes for traffic approaching the roundabout (see Figure 

51-12A). 
 
13. Entry Radius.  The radius of curvature of the outside curb face at the exit. 
 
14. Entry Width.  The width of the roadway where it enters the roundabout.  It is measured 

perpendicularly from the outside curb face to the inside curb face at the splitter-island point 
nearest the inscribed circle. 

 
 
15. Exit Lane.  The lane or set of lanes for traffic leaving the roundabout (see Figure 51-12A). 
 
16. Exit Radius.  The radius of curvature of the outside curb at the exit. 
 
17. Exit Width.  This defines the width of the exit where it meets the inscribed circle.  It is 

measured perpendicularly from the right curb-face edge of the exit to the intersection 
point of the left curb-face edge and the inscribed circle (see Figure 51-12A). 

 
18. Fastest Path.  The shortest possible route that a single vehicle can travel through a 

roundabout in the absence of other traffic, and ignoring all lane markings.  The fastest path 
determines the fastest possible entering, exiting, and circulating speeds within a roundabout. 
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19. Flare Length.  The distance over which the approach roadway widens to the entry width, if 
such flaring is present. 

 
20. Half Width, V.  The width of the existing approach roadway before it starts to widen, if 

flaring is present. 
 
21. Inscribed Circle.  The outer edge of the circulatory roadway. 
 
22. Inscribed-Circle Diameter, ICD.  The outside diameter of the inscribed circle measured from 

face of curb to face of curb (see Figure 51-12A). 
 
23. Landscaping Buffer.  Often provided to separate vehicular and pedestrian traffic and to 

encourage pedestrians to cross only at the designated crossing locations.  A landscaping 
buffer can also improve the aesthetics of the intersection. 

 
24. Natural Vehicle Path.  The path that a driver will navigate a vehicle given the layout of the 

intersection and the ultimate destination. 
 
25. Path Overlap.  This occurs where the natural path of a vehicle traveling through a 

roundabout overlaps the path of an adjacent vehicle.  See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, 
Section 6.4.2. 

 
26. Pedestrian Crossing.  This is typically located about 10 ft before the yield line and is usually 

a painted crosswalk.  A pedestrian crossing allows a pedestrian to cross in one direction of 
vehicle travel at a time and provides median refuge in the splitter island. 

 
27. Roundabout.  A circular at-grade intersection with yield control of all entering traffic, 

channelized approaches with raised splitter islands, counterclockwise circulation, and 
appropriate geometric curvature. 

 
28. Splitter Island.  The raised island at each two-way leg between entering and exiting vehicles, 

designed primarily to control entry and exit speeds by providing deflection.  It also prevents 
wrong-way movements and provides pedestrian refuge. 

 
29. Truck Apron.  The paved portion of the central island located adjacent to the circulating 

roadway.  It is defined by a sloping curb on the outside and helps accommodate large trucks. 
 
30. Yield-at-Entry.  The requirement that vehicles on all entry lanes must yield to vehicles 

within the circulatory roadway. 
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31. Yield Line.  A pavement marking used to mark the point of entry from an approach into 
the circulatory roadway and is marked along the inscribed circle. 

 
51-12.03  Roundabout Types 
 
51-12.03(01)  Mini-Roundabout 
 
A mini-roundabout is a small roundabout used in an urban environment, with speeds of 30 mph 
or lower.  Figure 51-12B provides an example of a typical mini-roundabout.  It can be useful 
where conventional roundabout design is precluded due to right-of-way constraints.  In a retrofit 
application, a mini-roundabout is relatively inexpensive because it typically requires minimal 
additional pavement at the intersecting roads, such as minor widening at the corner curbs.  It 
should be used where there is insufficient right of way for an urban compact roundabout. 
 
Because it is small, it is perceived as pedestrian-friendly with short crossing distances and low 
vehicle speeds on approaches and exits.  The mini-roundabout is designed to accommodate 
passenger cars without requiring them to be driven over the central island consisting of a dome 
of asphalt painted white.  To maintain its perceived compactness and low-speed characteristics, 
the yield lines are positioned just outside the swept path of the largest expected vehicle.  
However, the central island is mountable, and larger vehicles can cross over the central island, 
but not to the left of it.  Speed control around the mountable central island should be provided by 
means of horizontal deflection.  Capacity for this type of roundabout is expected to be similar to 
that of the urban compact roundabout.  For design assistance, see Mini-Roundabouts, A 
Definitive Guide by Clive Sawers. 
 
51-12.03(02)  Urban Compact Roundabout 
 
Like a mini-roundabout, this roundabout type is intended to be pedestrian- and bicyclist-friendly 
because its perpendicular approach legs require low vehicle speed to make a distinct right turn 
into and out of the circulatory roadway.  All legs have single-lane entries.  However, the urban 
compact treatment satisfies all of the design requirements of an effective roundabout. 
 
The geometric design includes raised splitter islands that incorporate at-grade pedestrian storage 
areas, and a non-mountable central island.  There is an apron surrounding the non-mountable part 
of the compact central island to accommodate larger vehicles.  Figure 51-12C provides an 
example of a typical urban compact roundabout. 
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51-12.03(03)  Single-Lane Roundabout 
 
A single-lane roundabout has single-lane entries at all legs and one circulating lane.  It has non-
mountable raised splitter islands, a mountable truck apron, and a non-mountable central island 
(see Figure 51-12D).  Right-turn bypass/slip lanes can be added as required. 
 
51-12.03(04)  Multilane Roundabout 
 
A multilane roundabout has at least one entry or exit with two or more lanes and more than one 
circulatory lane (see Figures 51-12E and 51-12F).  To balance the needs of passenger cars and 
trucks and to provide safety, trucks should encroach on adjacent lanes within the circulating 
roadway.  However, the district or local public agency’s preference should be sought prior to 
assuming truck encroachment on adjacent lanes for design purposes. 
 
51-12.03(05)  Teardrop Roundabout 
 
A teardrop roundabout is used at an interchange.  See Figure 51-12G for possible configurations 
of such a roundabout. 
 
51-12.04  Planning 
 
51-12.04(01)  Introduction 
 
A roundabout should be considered as one potential intersection option within an INDOT-
sponsored or -funded planning study or project since it offers improved safety, cost savings, and 
enhanced traffic operations.  This includes a proposed freeway interchange where an at-grade 
intersection currently exists or will be created at the ramp terminals.  A comparison of roundabout 
practicality or feasibility versus other intersection types should be conducted, considering safety, 
traffic operations, capacity, right-of-way impacts, and cost.  Other factors as described below can 
also be included in the evaluation if desired and deemed appropriate.  In conducting such 
comparisons, a roundabout is not always the optimal solution, but it can often offer significant 
benefits. 
 
51-12.04(02)  Planning Process 
 
The typical planning process includes consideration of the following: 
 
1. data collection including recent adverse-accident history and types of crashes; 
2. development of 20-year traffic projections; 
3. capacity analysis to analyze traffic operations and geometry; 
4. preparation of a roundabout-concept design; 
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5. public involvement; 
6. comparison to other intersection types including the do-nothing alternative; 
7. documentation via a report or memorandum; 
8. selection of preferred option; and 
9. analysis of causes of a large number of crashes or potential for them. 
 
The goal of the planning process is to make a sound decision regarding whether a roundabout is 
feasible, whether it is a better solution than other intersection types, and whether it should be 
advanced into the preliminary design phase.  Early and ongoing coordination with the Production 
Management Division’s Office of Roadway Services, the Planning Division’s Safety Team, or the 
applicable local public agency should be carried out throughout the duration of the project at key 
milestones.  The FHWA Roundabout Guide, Chapters 2 and 3, provide additional information 
regarding planning for a roundabout. 
 
51-12.04(03)  Required Data 
 
Data that is typically required in order to evaluate a roundabout includes the following: 
 
1. existing morning and afternoon peak-hour turning-movement counts; 
2, major traffic generators, if present, with shift changes that occur during off-peak hours; 
3. INDOT-approved design-year morning and afternoon peak-hour turning-movement 

projections; 
4. design vehicle to be accommodated; 
5. base mapping, either aerial photograph, aerial mapping, or survey; 
6. right-of-way mapping; 
7. crash data for the most recent three-year period available, though 5 years is preferred; 
8. location of nearby intersections and signal timing information, if applicable; 
9. location of major constraints near the intersection, i.e., right of way, major utilities, 

structures, railroad crossings, bodies of water; 
10. existing and future planned bicycle and pedestrian facilities; 
11, truck percentages; and 
12. accommodation of disabled persons. 
 
Data that is desirable to obtain, though not necessarily required for each situation, includes the 
following: 
 
1. existing pedestrian counts; 
2. previously prepared construction plans or as-built plans showing the existing intersection; 

and 
3. utilities information. 
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51-12.04(04)  Evaluation Criteria 
 
In assessing the desirability of a roundabout relative to other intersection types, evaluation criteria 
should include the following: 
 
1. safety; 
2. capacity; 
3. traffic operations; 
4. cost; 
5. design life of 20 years; less than this is undesirable; 
6. right-of-way impacts; 
7. safe accommodation of pedestrians and bicyclists; 
8. aesthetics; 
9. proximity to other intersections; 
10. drive accommodation and access-management opportunities; 
11. public input; 
12. constructability; 
13. traffic maintenance; or 
14. social, economic, noise, and environmental impacts. 
 
51-12.04(05)  Capacity Limitations 
 
As discussed further in Section 51-12.05, a roundabout’s capacity is determined based on its 
geometry and peak-hour traffic volume and turning patterns.  Because geometry and peak-hour 
traffic volume can vary considerably within a single-lane, two-lane, or three-lane roundabout, it is 
not possible to develop a precise capacity that applies to each category.  However, Figures 51-12H 
and 51-12 I provide approximate maximum daily and hourly service-volume capacities, 
respectively, for each category.  The capacities provided in Figures 51-12H and 51-12 I are only a 
general guide.  There is no substitute for an intersection-specific capacity analysis. 
 
51-12.04(06)  Beneficial Location and Applications 
 
Implementation of a roundabout can be beneficial to the traveling public in a number of situations.  
The following identifies some of the most common locations or applications where installation of a 
roundabout can be advantageous.  However, the designer or other decision-maker should recognize 
that this list is general and will not apply to every situation.  There are useful applications of a 
roundabout that are not included below.  The applications shown below may not always be 
appropriate.  Site-specific analysis of roundabout feasibility should be conducted at each individual 
location, as follows. 
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1. High-Speed Rural Intersection.  Studies and experience show that a roundabout is an 
exceptional safety countermeasure at this type of location.  Other states that have 
installed roundabouts at such locations have reported reductions in total crashes, injury 
crashes, and fatal crashes.  This is consistent with the experiences of other countries. 

 
2. Intersection with Crash History.  Studies and experience show that a roundabout can 

provide reductions in injury crashes and fatal crashes.  The specific types of crashes 
which can be reduced include left-turn head-on and angled crashes. 

 
3. Intersection with Traffic-Operational Problems.  A properly designed roundabout can be 

effective in eliminating congestion and delays. 
 
4. Closely-Spaced Intersections.  A roundabout can eliminate traffic queuing from one 

intersection into another.  It can also eliminate problems related to coordination of traffic-
signal timing between closely-spaced intersections. 

 
5. Intersection Near a Structure.  A roundabout most often does not require as many 

approach lanes as a signalized intersection for vehicle storage.  Where a bridge structure 
is located near an intersection, installing a roundabout can allow the use of a shorter or 
narrower bridge structure, resulting in significant cost savings.  The most common 
situation is at a freeway interchange. 

 
6. Freeway Interchange.  A roundabout can be beneficial at the ramp terminals of a freeway 

interchange.  Random spacing of vehicles exiting a roundabout can be beneficial as they 
merge from an on-ramp into the stream of traffic of a freeway mainline.  This is similar to 
the effect achieved through ramp metering in a congested urban area. 

 
7. As a Part of an Access-Management Program.  Since a roundabout can accommodate U-

turns, it can be implemented as a part of an overall access management plan, especially at 
an intersection that displays other characteristics that make a roundabout desirable, such 
as crash problems or traffic-operational problems.  For this situation, a roundabout can 
function as a median turnaround. 

 
8. Intersection with Unusual Geometry.  Since roundabout geometry is relatively flexible, 
 an intersection with unusual geometrics can be improved with the installation of a 
 roundabout. 
 
9. Intersection at a Gateway or Entry Point to a Campus, Neighborhood, Commercial 
 development, or Urban Area. 
 
10. Intersection where Community Enhancement May Be Desirable. 
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11. Intersection Near a School. 
 
51-12.04(07)  Non-Beneficial Locations and Applications 
 
There are locations or applications where a roundabout may not be beneficial. The listing 
provided below is general and will not apply to each situation.  A roundabout may still be a 
beneficial solution though the location includes some of the characteristics listed below.  Each 
situation should be independently analyzed.  Some of the circumstances listed below cause 
potential concerns at a traffic-signalized intersection. 
 
1. Intersection Within a System of Coordinated Traffic Signals.  If a corridor includes 

multiple traffic signals with a functioning progression, a roundabout may not be the best 
overall solution.  For this situation, a roundabout can result in the disruption of traffic 
platoons. 

 
2. Intersection with Steep Grade.  It is undesirable to construct a roundabout where the 

grade through the intersection is steeper than 5%.  Potential concerns include the ability 
for a driver to stop where the road is snow-covered or icy, or the potential for a truck to 
tip over.  This applies a roundabout and an intersection with traffic signals.  A 
roundabout can be constructed where the approach grades are steeper than 5% if the 
approaches’ grades within about 100 ft of their intersection with the roundabout are 5% 
or flatter. 

 
3. Intersection Where Stopping Sight Distance Cannot Be Achieved.  A driver should be 

able to identify an intersection as such, and have adequate time to stop if necessary.  This 
concern is due to either a vertical or horizontal curve, with or without superelevation. 

 
4. Intersection Near Railroad Crossing.  If a roundabout is being considered near a railroad 

crossing, it should be designed to ensure that traffic will not queue from the roundabout 
onto the railroad tracks or vice versa.  Traffic queuing from a railroad crossing into the 
circulatory roadway of a roundabout can result in gridlock with the result being that 
motorists cannot enter or exit the roundabout from any direction. 

 
5. Closely-Spaced Intersections.  A roundabout should be designed to ensure that traffic in 

adjacent intersections will not back up into a roundabout.  This should be considered 
where a roundabout is installed to mitigate an existing congested intersection.  In this 
situation, the roundabout can usually process traffic more efficiently than the previous 
intersection, with the result being that traffic in downstream intersections can back up 
into the roundabout. 
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51-12.04(08)  Comparison of Roundabout Categories 
 
Figures 51-12J and 51-12K summarize and compare the fundamental design and operational 
elements for each roundabout category.  The following provides a qualitative discussion of each 
category. 
 
51-12.05  Roundabout Operation 
 
51-12.05(01)  Introduction 
 
A roundabout brings together conflicting traffic streams and allows the streams to safely cross 
paths, traverse the roundabout, and exit to their desired directions at reduced speeds.  A modern 
roundabout does not have merging or weaving between conflicting traffic streams.  Compactness 
of circle size and geometric speed control make it possible to establish priority to circulating 
traffic.  The geometric elements of the roundabout reinforce the rule of circulating traffic priority 
and provide guidance to drivers approaching, entering, and traveling through a roundabout. 
 
Drivers approaching a roundabout must slow to a speed that will allow them to safely interact 
with other users and negotiate the roundabout.  The width of the approach roadway, the 
curvature of the roadway, and the volume of traffic present on the approach govern this speed.  
As drivers approach the yield point, they must first yield to pedestrians and then to conflicting 
vehicles already in the circulatory roadway.  The widths of the approach roadway and entry 
determine the number of vehicle streams that can form side-by-side at the yield point and 
influence the rate at which vehicles can enter the circulatory roadway.  The size of the inscribed 
circle affects the radius of the driver’s path, which in turn determines the speed at which the 
driver travels in the roundabout.  The width of the circulatory roadway determines the number of 
vehicles that can travel side-by-side in the roundabout. 
 
A capacity analysis is required prior to concept design.  To determine the required geometry and 
corresponding queues and delays for a roundabout, a capacity analysis should be conducted.  
INDOT does not mandate use of a particular software for capacity analysis.  There are a number of 
roundabout-capacity-analysis softwares available such as RODEL, SIDRA, ARCADY, VISSIM, 
PARAMICS, etc.  The designer has the discretion to utilize the most appropriate software for 
analysis based on his or her own research and knowledge.  Unless otherwise directed, INDOT-
approved 20-year traffic projections for morning and afternoon peak hours should be used for the 
capacity analysis. 
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In conducting a capacity analysis, geometric parameters may require adjustment through an iterative 
process, i.e., numerous adjustments, to achieve the desired delays and LOS in each peak hour.  
During this optimization process, site constraints should be considered, such as major issues with 
regard to right of way, nearby bridges, utilities, etc., and other roundabout-design principles related 
to speed control. 
 
51-12.05(02)  Operational-Analysis Tools 
 
A roundabout-intersection analysis model can be empirical or analytical.  An empirical model relies 
on field data to develop relationships between geometric design features and performance measures 
such as capacity and delay.  An analytical model is based on the concept of gap-acceptance theory.  
Extensive research by TRL conducted in England supports the empirical-formula method over the 
gap-acceptance method.  RODEL is a software program that is based on this research and the 
empirical-formula method.  RODEL permits expedient testing of what-if scenarios, thus allowing 
optimization of design rather than the one that satisfies minimum criteria.  Small changes in 
roundabout geometry such as entry width or flare length may increase the probability that the 
roundabout will perform well at a high v/c ratio.  ARCADY is another empirical software.  
Softwares such as VISSIM and SIDRA are based on gap-acceptance techniques. 
 
51-12.05(03)  Single-Lane Roundabout Entry Capacity 
 
Roundabout capacity is site-specific, since it is related to the geometric features of each site.  For 
planning purposes, a single-lane roundabout can be expected to handle an AADT of up to 
approximately 25,000 and peak-hour flow between 2,000 vph and 2,500 vph.  These are the total 
entering volumes from all entries combined. 
 
RODEL assumes that an entry as wide as 18 to 20 ft to accommodate trucks can represent two 
narrow lanes instead of one wide lane.  Where only one entering and one circulatory lane are 
present with such a width, this can result in overprediction of capacity and underprediction of 
delays and queues.  Therefore, a single-lane entry, if modeled using RODEL, should be 
evaluated for a width of 15 ft or less, with 13 to 14 ft being more conservative.  This capacity 
analysis procedure is reasonably conservative and should be used if the actual entry geometry is 
designed to be wider to accommodate trucks. 
 
51-12.05(04)  Single-Lane Exit Capacity 
 
It is difficult to achieve an exit flow on a single lane with a DHV of higher than 1,400 vph, under 
operating conditions for vehicles which include tangential alignment, and no pedestrians or 
bicyclists.  Under normal urban conditions, the exit-lane capacity will be in the range of 1,200 
vph to 1,300 vph.  Therefore, exit flow exceeding 1,200 vph can indicate a lower LOS or the 
need for a multilane exit. 
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51-12.05(05)  Multilane-Roundabout Capacity 
 
For planning purposes, a multilane roundabout can be expected to handle an AADT of 25,000 to 
55,000 and a peak-hour flow of 2,500 vph to 5,500 vph.  However, peak-hour traffic for each 
individual location should be evaluated before final conclusions are reached.  The expected 
capacity can be higher with the implementation of bypass lanes. 
 
51-12.05(06)  Pedestrian and Truck Effects on Entry and Exit Capacity 
 
A pedestrian crossing at a marked crosswalk that has priority over entering motor vehicles can 
have an effect on the entry capacity.  Where pedestrian volume is relatively high, the effect on 
capacity is assessed by using the pedestrian-capacity reduction factors shown in the FHWA 
Roundabout Guide, Exhibits 4-7 and 4-8.  These factors should be considered in the capacity 
analysis.  For example, these can be entered into the capacity factor field in using RODEL for 
each leg of the roundabout.  A similar concern can occur at the roundabout exit where 
pedestrians cross that cannot be modeled in RODEL.  The use of microsimulation models should 
be considered where high pedestrian volume is anticipated.  Microsimulation models are further 
discussed in Section 51-12.05(14). 
 
High truck volume can also reduce roundabout capacity and should be considered in the analysis. 
 In using RODEL, truck percentage should be represented by modifying the Passenger Car Units 
(PCU) field. 
 
51-12.05(07)  Key Roundabout Parameters Affecting Operating Capacity 
 
The key roundabout-design parameters are shown in Figure 51-12L and defined in Figure 51-
12M. 
 
Figure 51-12N shows typical relationships between the six geometric design parameters and 
roundabout capacity.  Figure 51-12 O shows that the inscribed-circle diameter has less impact on 
roundabout capacity than other geometric parameters.  These figures are shown for reference 
only and are based on the capacity results using RODEL software.  Other softwares may depict 
different results. 
 
Research indicates that approach width, entry width, effective flare length, and entry angle have 
the most significant effect on entry capacity.  Where circulating flow is high, increasing the 
inscribed-circle diameter (ICD) will also substantially increase capacity.  Figure 51-12 O shows 
that the capacity on one leg of the roundabout is increased by 401 vph if the ICD is increased 
from 130 to 195 ft.  This increased capacity can occur on more than one leg. 
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The entry radius has little effect on capacity provided that it is 65 ft or longer.  Using an entry 
radius shorter than 45 ft reduces capacity with increasing severity.  A small entry radius tends to 
produce a large entry angle and vice versa.  A perpendicular entry of 70 deg or greater, and an 
entry radius of less than 50 ft will reduce capacity.  Thus, the geometric elements of a 
roundabout, together with the volume of traffic desiring to use a roundabout at a given time, 
determine the efficiency of the roundabout’s operation. 
 
51-12.05(08)  Lane Balance 
 
Lane balance and utilization is tested at a multilane roundabout for both peak hours after the 
geometry has initially been identified.  Incorrect lane assignments, i.e., right, through, left, will 
sometimes affect lane utilization enough to result in significant unbalanced lane use, long delays, 
and long queues.  Therefore, once roundabout geometry is identified at a multilane roundabout, lane 
usage should be analyzed in performing the capacity analysis.  For example, this can be done by 
manipulating the capacity factor function in the RODEL software.  This will result in identification 
of proper lane assignments and should be reflected in the concept design. 
 
In using RODEL software, the user should toggle from the flow factor to the capacity factor to 
test lane balance and identify lane assignments.  Once the capacity factor has been enabled, this 
value should be changed from the default 1.00 to 0.50 for a two-lane entry, or 0.33 for a three-
lane entry, for the leg to be analyzed.  This allows the capacity of one lane to be tested with the 
peak-hour traffic volume for a specific turning movement, i.e., right, through, left.  The 
movement to be analyzed should be isolated by zeroing out the other two movements.  If the 
predicted queues and delays for the movement are acceptable using one lane, the lane can either 
assigned only for that movement, e.g., left only, right only, etc., or as a combined use which 
includes that movement, e.g., left or through, etc.  More than one lane may be needed for the 
movement, e.g., double left, etc., if queues and delays are not acceptable.  This process can be 
repeated for each movement and each leg to determine lane assignments for the intersection.  
Based on these results, the geometry and pavement markings can be adjusted.  Other software 
can also include the provision to evaluate the lane balance and lane assignments, which is 
recommended for multilane-roundabout analysis. 
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51-12.05(09)  Bypass Lane 
 
A bypass lane allows vehicles to circumvent a roundabout, providing additional capacity.  It is used 
where a high percentage of turning movements are right turns.  A bypass lane should be used only if 
other geometric layouts fail to provide acceptable traffic operations.  The decision to use a bypass 
lane should consider pedestrian and right-of-way constraints.  A bypass lane can provide significant 
benefits.  The types of bypass lanes are a free-flow lane which allows vehicles to bypass the 
roundabout and then merge into the exiting stream of traffic, or a semi-bypass lane which requires 
approaching vehicles to yield to traffic leaving the adjacent exit.  For more information, see Section 
51-12.09(14) and Figure 51-12P. 
 
51-12.05(10)  Peak-Hour Factor 
 
A peak-hour factor, or flow ratio in the RODEL software, should be considered for capacity 
analysis and for calculating queues and delays.  This factor represents the rise and fall of traffic 
during a peak hour, which can impact the roundabout’s capacity and operations. 
 
51-12.05(11)  Diameter 
 
The ICD used for the capacity analysis must satisfy speed-control criteria, as further discussed 
below. 
 
51-12.05(12)  Effective Width 
 
The geometry used for capacity analysis should be measured curb face to curb face, or effective 
width. 
 
51-12.05(13)  Simulation Tools 
 
A number of simulation tools are available to visualize the operation of a roundabout that are 
helpful for a complex situation.  The purpose of performing a microsimulation is for 
visualization and to provide the ability to visualize multiple intersection operations along an 
arterial with integrated signalized, stop-controlled, and roundabout intersections.  Simulation 
tools can be effective for showing general roundabout traffic operations to the public. 
 
51-12.05(14)  Entry Width 
 
The range of design values for roundabout geometrics are shown in Figure 51-12J.  These values 
are intended for general guidance only, as each roundabout design is unique with respect to 
location, design criteria, traffic flow, and other site specifics. 
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1. Roundabout Performance Measures.  The measures that are used to estimate the 
performance of a roundabout design are delay and queue length.  Each measure provides 
a unique perspective on the quality of service of a roundabout under a given set of traffic 
and geometric conditions. 

 
Delay is a standard parameter used to measure the performance of an intersection or 
approach.  The Highway Capacity Manual identifies delay as the primary measure of 
effectiveness for both signalized and un-signalized intersections, with level of service 
determined from the delay estimate. 

 
Queue length is used in assessing the adequacy of the geometric design of the roundabout 
approaches.  The approach roadway should have adequate storage capacity so that the 
queue does not obstruct driveway access or another intersection.  Depending on location, 
a queue of 10 vehicles may be unacceptable at one site while a queue of 50 vehicles at 
another site may be acceptable. 

 
2. Volume Diagram and Lane Configuration Sketch.  Use Figure 51-12Q to determine 

traffic volume; existing peak-hour turning volume for the morning, afternoon, or 
weekend; and design-year peak-hour turning volume.  Compare the design-year flow 
with existing flow and check for anomalies.  The design-year flow should not exceed the 
capacity of the surrounding network.  Figure 51-12Q provides a format for a 3 or 4-leg 
intersection, or interchange ramp with a roundabout.  Place the existing or projected 
peak-hour traffic volume, by movement, where indicated on the spreadsheet and it will 
calculate the circulating-traffic volume in the circulatory roadway adjacent to each 
splitter island, the exit volume, and entrance volume. Circulating flow will be shown in 
the boxes in the center of the diagram.  These are used in the initial analysis of the 
roundabout.  The spreadsheet will also provide the correct input placement and values for 
performing the capacity analysis. 

 
U-turn traffic will be 1% of the entering traffic volume and can be much greater where 
there is no median opening between roundabouts.  The U-turn volume should be included 
in the traffic analysis. 

 
A lane configuration for each entry should accompany the volume diagram to facilitate 
the selection of the number of lanes and the lane assignments.  This step precedes the 
roundabout capacity analysis and the layout process since it affects the geometry.  In 
Figure 51-12R, the assessment of lane assignments for Leg 1 can include three different 
options. 
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Depending on the option, a spiral marking treatment to spiral out the westbound left turn 
may be required.  Spiral markings are discussed in Section 51-12.10(02) item 3.  The 
southbound exit may need to become a single lane.  Option 1 is the preferred and 
simplified lane configuration that works for both peak and off-peak periods.  Figure 51-
12S shows an example of the final roundabout layout. 

 
51-12.05(15)  Operations and Entry-Lane Pavement Markings 
 
A multilane roundabout should include entry-lane markings.  These markings have the potential 
to slightly increase capacity and decrease delays or queues.  However, these variations in 
capacity are relatively minor and are not quantifiable.  For this reason, the geometry should not 
be changed based on this assumed increase in capacity.  The correct use of lane arrows can be 
beneficial to help approaching traffic achieve a desirable distribution of traffic between lanes.  
Inappropriate use of lane arrows can also reduce capacity, if placed incorrectly. 
 
The reduction in capacity arising from the incorrect use of lane arrows can be severe if a high 
proportion of the approach volume uses one exit.  For example, assume an approach on a 4-leg 
roundabout has three lanes, with arrows pointing left, straight, and right.  If 60% of the approach 
flow is straight ahead, it is constrained to the middle lane, which only has one third of the 
approach capacity.  The resulting queues can quickly expand beyond the beginning of the flare 
preventing access to the left and right turn lanes, further reducing capacity. 
 
The use of appropriate lane arrows should encourage balanced lane use, thus improving capacity. 
 Traffic often has a bias towards the right-most lane.  Lane arrows can either encourage this bias, 
or can encourage lane balance.  Figure 51-12S shows an alternative pavement marking.  The best 
approach markings will depend on the turning volume.  The markings that produce the most 
balanced lane utilization are preferred.  The configuration shown in Figure 51-12T diagram (a) 
should be utilized for frequent right-turn and through movements.  The configuration shown in 
Figure 51-12T diagram (b) should be utilized for frequent left-turn and through movements.  
Lane arrows can produce subtle problems that can reduce capacity and cause accidents.  The 
design of pavement markings is further discussed in Section 51-12.10(02). 
 
51-12.06  Roundabout Safety 
 
51-12.06(01)  Introduction 
 
Section 51-12.09 provides information regarding geometric design including information regarding 
sight distance, grades, cross slopes, etc.  Following the guidance provided therein ensures the safest 
possible geometric design.  The FHWA Roundabout Guide, Chapters 5 and 6, provides additional 
information regarding roundabout safety. 
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The principles regarding geometry that will maximize roundabout safety are as follows. 
 
1. Minimize entry and circulatory-roadway widths, inscribed-circle diameter (ICD), and 

number of lanes. 
 
2, Keep entry and exit radii within the appropriate range.  Therefore, avoid very small exit 

and entry radii and very large entry radii. 
 
3, Vehicle speeds should be within an acceptable range based on roundabout type along the 

fastest path prior to the yield line.  This is further discussed in Section 51-12.09 and the 
FHWA Roundabout Guide, Chapter 6. 

 
4. Keep the entry angle for each entrance between 20 deg and 30 deg. 
 
5. Where practical, increase capacity by using a longer flare length as opposed to a wider 

entry. 
 
6. Maximize the angle between adjacent legs of the intersection.  This is different than the 

entry angle. 
 
7. Avoid entry and exit path overlap at a multilane roundabout. 
 
These principles should most-often apply, but there are exceptions and circumstances where they 
will not apply.  For additional information regarding these principles and their application, see 
TRL Laboratory Report 1120, Accidents at 4-Arm Roundabouts, 1984. 
 
51-12.06(02)  Evaluation Process 
 
Evaluating a roundabout as a potential safety countermeasure can be accomplished by means of a 
cost/benefit (C/B) ratio, or examination of existing crashes versus anticipated reductions based on 
roundabout-safety studies.  The potential safety benefits of a roundabout can also be evaluated by 
means of identifying the crash frequencies and types presently occurring at an intersection and 
determining whether these will likely be eliminated or reduced by use of a roundabout, assuming 
that average crash reductions will be realized.  The crash types that are of the most concern at an 
intersection are those that result in serious injuries and fatalities.  Left turn head-on crashes and 
angled crashes are the most dangerous types.  The potential for both of these crash types is 
essentially eliminated through the installation of a roundabout. 
 
Traffic at an intersection with approach speeds higher than 45 mph is likely to experience a 
significant safety benefit since crash severity is often high at such an intersection.  Roundabouts in 
other states have been shown to be an effective safety countermeasure at such an intersection.  
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However, implementation of a roundabout should not be limited only to an intersection that 
experiences head-on and angled crashes, since other types of crashes are also reduced or eliminated 
where a roundabout is installed.  In evaluating the feasibility of a roundabout, at least three years of 
crash data should be collected and analyzed, with five years’ worth as preferable, if available.  
Crash frequencies, patterns, types, and severity should be identified.  Once this information is 
analyzed, it can be determined whether a placement of a roundabout is likely to reduce crashes. 
 
If another type of intersection control, i.e., traffic signal, four-way stop, two-way stop, is being 
considered and compared to a roundabout, typical crash frequencies, severities, and rates can be 
estimated based on the performance of the same intersection-control type at other existing 
intersections in the area.  Throughout the evaluation process, variables other than intersection type 
that are not substantially contributing to crashes should be considered. 
 
51-12.06(03)  Follow-Up Monitoring 
 
Once a roundabout is constructed, follow-up monitoring should be conducted periodically to 
determine safety performance after implementation.  Data for the first three to 12 months of 
operation should be excluded from consideration, as it should be expected that motorists are 
adjusting to the new intersection during this time frame.  Adjustments to pavement markings and 
signing may be warranted based on crash patterns after implementation.  The district Office of 
Traffic or the local public agency is responsible for monitoring the operations at a roundabout 
located within its service area.  The procedure for conducting a before-and-after safety-benefits 
evaluation is included in NCHRP Report 572. 
 
51-12.07  Multimodal Considerations 
 
51-12.07(01)  Introduction 
 
Accommodating non-motorized users is a Department priority.  Therefore, consideration should 
be given to non-motorized use as follows: 
 
1. pedestrian volume is high; 
2. there is a presence of young, elderly, or visually impaired citizens wanting to cross the 

road; and 
3. pedestrians are experiencing particular difficulty in crossing and are being excessively 

delayed. 
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The adjacent land uses near a proposed roundabout location should be considered.  Land use 
such as a school, playground, hospital, or residential neighborhood can warrant additional 
treatments as described below.  If it is determined that bicyclist or pedestrian concerns will be a 
factor in the design of the roundabout, the Production Management Division’s Office of 
Roadway Services should be contacted for input. 
 
51-12.07(02)  Pedestrians 
 
Research shown in the FHWA Roundabout Guide indicates that fewer pedestrian accidents with 
less severity are occurring at roundabout intersections when compared to signalized or 
unsignalized intersections with comparable volume.  Relatively low-speed entries and exits 
should be provided to maximize pedestrian safety.  Due to relatively low operating speeds of 15 
to 20 mph, pedestrian safety is improved in a roundabout than in other intersection types.  Figure 
51-12U lists advantages and disadvantages of a roundabout as related to pedestrians. 
 
The pedestrian crossing should be located approximately 25 ft upstream from the yield point.  
This helps to reduce decision-making problems for drivers.  For pedestrian safety, the crossing 
should not be located too far from the yield line such that entering vehicle speeds are not yet 
sufficiently reduced or exiting vehicles are accelerating.  It may be appropriate to design the 
pedestrian crossing at 50 to 75 ft from the yield point at a multi-lane entry.  The crossing should 
be placed perpendicular to the direction of traffic in entrances and exits to minimize pedestrian 
travel and exposure time. 
 
At a roundabout with high traffic volume or high pedestrian volume, the pedestrian crossing can 
be enhanced with features such as crosswalk pavement markings, colored concrete with 
patterned borders, lighted bollards at entries and exits, and activated push-button or automatic-
detection warning signals.  Where pedestrian volume is very high, consider accommodating 
pedestrians with an overpass or underpass.  Contact the district Office of Traffic or the local 
public agency in determining the appropriate pedestrian treatment. 
 
Pedestrians are faced with the continual movement of motor traffic, and their possible inability to 
judge gaps in an oncoming travel stream.  This is true of children, the elderly, the disabled, or the 
visually impaired.  These pedestrians often prefer larger gaps in the traffic stream, and walk at 
slower speeds than other pedestrians.  A pedestrian crossing should be designed in accordance 
with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).  See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 
5.3.3, and the MUTCD. 
 
The pedestrian hybrid signal should be considered where there is an identified or demonstrated 
need to accommodate the visually impaired.  This signal is currently experimental, therefore it 
requires a formal request from FHWA for installation. 
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51-12.07(03)  Bicyclists 
 
The operation of a bicycle through a roundabout can be a challenge to a bicyclist similar to that 
of a signalized intersection, especially for turning movements.  As with a pedestrian, one of the 
difficulties in accommodating a bicyclist is the wide range of skills and comfort levels in mixing 
with vehicular traffic.  The complexity of vehicle interactions within a roundabout can leave a 
cyclist vulnerable.  Designated bicycle-lane markings within the circulatory roadway should not 
be used.  A design that constrains motor vehicles to speeds more compatible with bicycle speeds 
is preferred. 
 
Features such as proper entry curvature and entry widths to slow traffic entering the roundabout 
should be integrated into the roundabout design.  The addition of a ramp from a bicycle lane to a 
shared-use path prior to the intersection as shown in Figure 51-12V allows a bicyclist to exit the 
roadway and proceed around the intersection safely through the use of crosswalks if the bicyclist 
is uncomfortable with mixing with motor vehicles.  For additional information on bicycle-ramp 
design, see Section 51-12.09(21). 
 
Bicyclists are often less visible and more vulnerable when merging into and diverging from a 
multilane roundabout.  A wider, shared-use pedestrian-bicycle path should be provided separate 
from the circulatory roadway where significant bicycle volume is expected.  While this will 
likely be more comfortable for the casual bicyclist, the experienced bicyclist will be slowed 
down by having to cross at the crosswalk and may choose to traverse a multilane roundabout in 
the same manner as a motor vehicle. 
 
The following guidance is intended for a shared-use path at a roundabout. 
 
1. Construct a widened sidewalk, or separate shared-use path around the outside of a 

roundabout to accommodate bicyclists who prefer not to travel through the roundabout. 
 
2. Begin and end the shared-use path 50 to 150 ft upstream of the yield point to allow the 

bicyclist an opportunity to transition onto the path.  More space may be needed if a flared 
entrance is provided. 

 
3. Right-turn bypass lanes for motor vehicles may be problematic for bicyclists.  The use of 

bypass lanes should be avoided in a high-bicycle-volume area if possible. 
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4. Provide a ramp or other suitable connection between the sidewalk or path and the bicycle 
lane, shoulders, or roadway surface on the approaching and departing roadway.  The 
bicycle exit ramp should have a 25- to 35-deg departure angle away from the roadway.  A 
bicycle entrance ramp should have a 25- to 35-deg angle range toward the roadway.  See 
Figure 51-12W. The bicycle-ramp entrance should be relatively flat such that bicyclists 
are not directed into the travel lane for motorized vehicles, but parallel to the bicycle 
lane. 

 
A grade-separation overpass or underpass for bicyclists should be considered for a high-motor-
vehicle-volume roundabout also with high bicyclist volume.  For information on a permanent 
public trail crossing a rural public road, see Section 51-7.08. 
 
51-12.08  Principle-Based Design Guidance 
 
51-12.08(01)  Introduction 
 
Roundabout design, due to the dynamic balancing of competing objectives and the effect that 
manipulation of geometric elements can have on roundabout performance tends to be iterative by 
its nature.  Roundabout design can require numerous iterations to achieve the desired balance 
between geometric, operational, and safety factors.  Though a design process is provided herein, 
the designer should understand that accordance with design principles and understanding of the 
inherent design tradeoffs are the central points of design regardless of the design procedure 
followed. 
 
The FHWA Roundabout Guide foreword states the following: 
 
Roundabout operation and safety performance are particularly sensitive to geometric design 
elements.  Uncertainty regarding evaluation procedures can result in over-design and less 
safety.  The ‘design problem’ is essentially one of determining a design that will accommodate 
the traffic demand while minimizing some combination of delay, crashes, and cost to all users, 
including motor vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists.  Evaluation procedures are suggested, or 
information is provided, to quantify cost and how well a design achieves each of these aims.  
Since there is absolutely no optimum design, this guide is not intended as an inflexible ‘rule 
book,’ but rather attempts to explain some principles of good design and indicate potential 
tradeoffs.  In this respect, the ‘design space’ consists of performance evaluation models and 
design principles such as those provided in this guide, combined with the expert heuristic 
knowledge of a design.  Adherence to these principles still does not ensure good design, which 
remains the responsibility of the designer. 
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Moreso than for a conventional intersection or other design form, the geometric design of a 
roundabout intersection dictates its capacity and operational performance.  The geometric and 
operational analyses, considered as distinct disciplinary pieces of project design and often 
performed separately for each project, are inseparable in roundabout design.  Therefore, much of 
the information included herein invokes traffic-engineering terms and subject matter that centers 
on achieving operational goals while balancing them with safety and other considerations. 
 
51-12.08(02)  Roundabout-Design Process 
 
As discussed previously, the general nature of the roundabout-design process is an iterative one.  
It is also a process in which minor adjustments in geometric attributes can have effects on the 
performance of the design.  In the execution of this process, there must be an awareness of this 
iterative nature as well as an understanding that the designer may need to revert back to an 
earlier step for adjustment. 
 
Due to the iterative process and the fact that the optimal position of the roundabout may not be 
finally determined until preliminary geometrics can be investigated, initial layout options should 
be prepared as rough concept drawings.  This method allows an investigation of feasibility and 
compatibility of individual components before significant effort is invested in determining 
design elements. 
 
Designing a roundabout can range from easy to complex.  There is no easy process for the 
intersection design.  A roundabout is not homogeneous in nature and cannot be standardized.  
There are many different types of roundabouts, such as single-lane, two-lanes, three-lanes, 
circles, ellipses, bypass lanes, snagged bypass lanes, double roundabouts, spirals, etc, in which a 
number of combinations or multiple combinations of the above can appear in one roundabout.  
Each roundabout is unique, with each potential type applied in different situations in which site-
specific problems require distinct solutions.  The major differences in design techniques and 
complexity appear between a single-lane roundabout and a multi-lane roundabout where 
different principles apply. 
 
Roundabout design is fundamentally holistic.  The whole is more important than the parts.  How 
the intersection functions as a single traffic-control device is more important than the actual 
values of the specific design components, e.g., a radius.  However, how the parts interact with 
each other is also important.  Although individual geometric values are not as important as the 
intersection operation as a whole, the values should be within ranges that succeed.  Figure 51-
12X provides an example of a holistic flowchart that guides a designer through the entire 
roundabout-design process. 
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51-12.08(03)  General Design Steps 
 
The following will most often apply.  However, each roundabout requires a different design and 
thought process that is dependent on the unique design constraints, traffic volume, roadway 
speeds, topography, and alignments of the roadways.  Not all aspects of design or the design 
process are included herein.  However, the general design steps provided should be sufficient. 
 
1. Review of Existing Conditions.  Review the most recent site plans and roadway 

alignment information in an electronic format.  Review existing roadways with respect to 
surrounding topography, centerlines, curb faces, edge of pavement, roadway lane 
markings, existing or proposed bicycle lanes, nearby crosswalks, environmental 
constraints, buildings, drainage structures, adjacent access points, multi-use paths, 
railroad crossings, school zones, and right-of-way constraints.  This should include 
design constraints such as specific properties that may not be encroached upon or desired 
lane widths.  Review available traffic studies, which should include projected design-year 
volume and assumptions for the proposed intersection or corridor project. 

 
These should provide adequate background regarding traffic conditions as well as the 
level of detail, design parameters, right-of-way constraints, and location for the proposed 
roundabout. 

 
2. Review of Future Conditions.  The future-intersection traffic operations and flows should 

be reviewed and discussed with the lead jurisdiction for the project.  Possible issues 
including excessive delays should be considered in the design process and geometric 
criteria.  Relevant future site plans, access points, and roadway cross-sections that can 
affect the roundabout design should be provided, reviewed, and incorporated into the 
analysis and design. 

 
Depending on the area, review the future projected morning, afternoon, off-peak, or mid-
day peak-hour turning-movement volumes at the intersection.  Use Figure 51-12Q, 
Traffic-Flow Worksheet, and a schematic diagram consisting of the future peak-hour 
turning-movement volumes at the intersection.  To accurately identify the roundabout 
geometric and capacity needs, the information to be acquired prior to starting the capacity 
analysis or roundabout design is as follows: 

 
a. future morning, afternoon, off-peak, or mid-day peak-hour turning-movement 

volumes, as deemed appropriate for the study area; 
 b. future percent trucks by approach for each peak hour; 

c design-vehicle type by turning movement, i.e., WB-50, WB-65, or special design 
vehicle; 

 d. vertical-alignment constraints; 
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 e. right-of-way constraints; 
 f. base map, either aerial photo/mapping or topographic survey; 
 g. pedestrian volume, if significantly high; and 
 h. need for bicycle lanes or sidewalks. 
 
3. Understanding of Specific Design Concerns.  Prior to commencing a design, the designer 

must first understand the design concerns listed above and incorporate the needs into the 
roundabout design.  After evaluating the traffic volumes, the designer should have an 
understanding of the number of lanes that will initially be required. 

 
An approximate roundabout diameter can be determined based on the traffic needs, 
proximity to constraints, design vehicle, and the relative speeds of the roadways entering 
the intersection. 

 
4. Performance of Capacity Analysis.  After all of the pertinent information regarding the 

roadways, site, and traffic volumes have been obtained and an approximate roundabout 
diameter has been identified, a geometric analysis of the proposed roundabout should be 
performed using a roundabout capacity analysis software.  See Figure 51-12Q, Traffic-
Flow Worksheet, for assistance in inputting the traffic-volume data. 

 
This will set the design requirements for the conceptual roundabout design.  The morning 
and afternoon traffic volumes, or possibly a weekend peak depending on the study area, 
should be analyzed for the intersection.  This will maximize the likelihood that the 
roundabout operates appropriately under all peak-hour traffic conditions.  The final 
results of this analysis will produce key information to include in the roundabout design, 
as follows: 

 
 a. initial estimated roundabout diameter; 
 b. entry-lane configurations at each approach; 
 c. future capacity for each approach; 
 d. minimum approach widths and entry radii; 
 e. delay in each approach and the overall delay for the intersection; 
 f. queue length for each approach; and 
 g. future level of service. 
 
5. Lane Configuration and Roundabout Placement.  Once the minimum design requirements 

have been established, a roundabout can be sketched by initially identifying the flow of 
traffic, lane configuration, approach-lane assignment requirements, the circulatory 
roadway width, and the exit lanes.  This includes the placement of the roundabout’s circle 
to roughly determine the lane configuration and location of the proposed roundabout.  A 
skewed intersection angle or right-of way constraints should be considered. 
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6. Planning Initial Layout.  Once the capacity requirements have been identified, the initial 
conceptual layout should be refined further to satisfy the site’s specific design 
constraints. The concept should then be refined iteratively to develop a final concept 
drawing, without the use of exact values such as radii.  Visual inspection of the concept 
can then further identify fastest path, right of way, deflection, leg angles, and other 
issues.  The ability for the design vehicle to maneuver the roundabout should be checked. 
 The roundabout geometry should be adjusted accordingly at this stage of the design 
process. 

 
7. Formalization of Roundabout Geometrics.  Once the general location and roundabout 

configuration have been preliminarily developed and all of the design issues have been 
resolved, a conceptual roundabout design can be completed.  A roundabout design should 
be completed with respect to the face of curb for the intersection.  For a multi-lane 
roundabout, the lane striping is as critical as the face-of-curb location to minimize entry- 
and exit-path overlap, provide proper lane widths and widening, and communicate the 
lane markings and possible spiral markings. 

 
The horizontal geometry should be in accordance with relevant safety and capacity 
parameters.  The design should incorporate the geometric roundabout parameters of 
entry-width, E; average effective flare length, L’; V; entry angle, φ; entry radius, R; and 
inscribed-circular diameter, ICD.  The values of E, L’, φ, R, and ICD all directly relate to 
the capacity and safety of a modern roundabout. 

 
8. Design-Vehicle Check and Modifications.  Verify that the specific design vehicle is 

accommodated within the roundabout design.  A software program such as AutoTurn 
should be used to verify proper truck turning radii through the roundabout for each 
movement.  The truck-apron size, or width, should be identified.  See Section 51-
12.09(06) for assistance in sizing the truck apron.  The information provided therein 
should be used for guidance purposes only, and should not be considered as a standard 
sizing chart.  Each truck movement should provide a buffer space of 2 ft between the 
swept path of the truck and the face of curb. 

 
9. Safety and Fastest-Path Review.  Fastest-path design speed and other safety factors and 

design features such as φ should be checked.  The specific fastest-path design should be 
developed and reviewed as adequate and reasonable, based on speed and deflection.  If 
deficiencies or deviations in the design features and safety factors appear, the roundabout 
should be reanalyzed and redesigned either with small changes or by completely shifting 
alignments and geometry or the placement of the circle with an entire redesign effort, as 
an iterative process.  See Section 51-12.09(03) for assistance in determining the fastest 
path. 
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10. Accessorizing the Design.  Once a preliminary design with respect to the face of curb, 
and striping, if a multi-lane roundabout, has been completed, additional amenities should 
be considered at this stage.  These include crosswalks, detached sidewalks, bicycle paths, 
and curb ramps. 

 
At this stage of the design process, a form of approval or review consultation should be 
performed if desired.  Once a roundabout has been properly designed with respect to horizontal 
geometry, other geometric and non-geometric design components must be completed for a 
roundabout to function as it was designed.  These design components are key to the public 
driving the roundabout as it was intended without further safety or operational issues.  These 
other elements include vertical profiles, signage, pavement marking, landscaping, lighting, and 
materials. 
 
51-12.08(04)  Design Principles 
 
Provision should be made for an operationally-adequate facility with desirable safety 
performance.  In the geometric design, these are often competing goals, as geometric elements 
that promote higher traffic flow often allow higher speeds into and through the roundabout.  
Issues relating to overall speed and speed consistency, between different traffic streams or 
between successive elements within the same traffic stream, are the most prevalent cause of 
safety problems. 
 
The speed, capacity, and safety relationship should be in balance.  The design process can 
require considerable iteration among geometric design, operational analysis, and safety 
evaluation.  Minor adjustments in geometry can result in significant changes in safety or 
operational performance.  Thus, the initial design will likely require revision and refinement to 
enhance the roundabout’s capacity and safety. 
 
Since roundabout design is an iterative process, the initial concept drawings should be sketched.  
The individual components should be compatible with each other so that the roundabout will 
satisfy its overall performance objectives.  Before the geometric details are finalized, the 
fundamental elements to be determined in the Scoping and Feasibility stage are as follows: 
 
1. optimal size; 
2. optimal position; and 
3. optimal alignment and arrangement of the approach legs. 
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The following should also be incorporated into the roundabout design. 
 
1. Fastest-Speed Path.  This restricts operating speed by deflecting the paths of entering and 

circulating vehicles.  See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Chapter 6 and Exhibit 6-12, for 
additional information on vehicle-path curvature. 

 
2. Circulatory-Roadway Width.  This is the width between the outer edge of the inscribed 

diameter at the curb face of the roadway and the central-island-curb face.  It is 1.0 to 1.2 
times the widest entry width.  It does not include the width of a traversable apron, which 
is defined to be part of the central island.  The circulatory-roadway width defines the 
roadway width, curb face to curb face, for vehicle circulation around the central island. 

 
3. Exit Radius.  This is the radius of curvature of the outside curb face at the exit. 
 
4. Exit Width.  This defines the width of the exit where it meets the inscribed circle.  It is 

measured perpendicularly from the right curb-face edge of the exit to the intersection 
point of the left curb-face edge and the inscribed circle. 

 
51-12.08(05)  Design Composition 
 
Design composition consists of the selection and arrangement of geometric design elements and 
their relationships to one another.  In composing a design, the tradeoffs of safety, capacity, and 
cost should be recognized and assessed throughout the design process.  The effect of adding to 
one component of design often impacts another.  Figure 51-12Y identifies such tradeoffs. 
 
51-12.09  Geometric Design 
 
See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Chapter 6, for fundamental design principles as guidance.  
This Section provides guidelines and details for geometric design which do not appear in the 
Guide.  This Section also provides information specific to a two-lane roundabout’s entries. 
 
51-12.09(01)  Design Speed 
 
See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.2.1.2. 
 
51-12.09(02)  Vehicle Path 
 
Determine the smoothest, fastest path, using a spline, possible for a single passenger car, in the 
absence of other traffic, without regard to lane pavement markings, traversing through the entry, 
around the central island, and out the exit.  The critical fastest path is most often the through 
movement, but can be a right-turn movement. 
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Use the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Exhibits 6-5 and 6-7, for a single-lane design with low 
pedestrian activity.  Use Exhibit 6-5 to determine the radius values for the R1, R2, and R3 
fastest-speed paths.  Use Exhibit 6-7 to determine the radius value for R5 fastest-speed path.  Do 
not use Exhibit 6-6, as the lane lines should not be considered in a multi-lane roundabout for 
fastest-speed analysis.  See Section 51-12.09(03) for evaluating fastest-speed paths for a 
multilane roundabout.  The R4 value does not control the fastest-speed path but should be 
checked to determine speed consistency.  The vehicle-path offset of 5 ft as shown in Exhibits 6-5 
and 6-7 is measured from the concrete curb face, and not the edge of the pavement line.  If the 
approach to the roundabout has a centerline pavement marking on the left side and no curb face, 
the offset should be 3 ft from the centerline pavement marking.  Figures 51-12Z and 51-12AA 
describe the vehicle-path radii.  The entry-path curvature is measured on a curved path near the 
yield point over which the tightest radius occurs. 
 
See Figure 51-12LL for determination of the entry-path curvature. 
 
51-12.09(03)  Creating a Fastest-Speed Path, or Spline Curve 
 
1. Curb Offsets.  Use the curb offsets shown in Figure 51-12CC.  To determine the speed, 

the fastest path allowed by the geometry should be as shown in Figure 51-12CC.  This is 
the smoothest, flattest path possible for a single vehicle, in the absence of other traffic 
and without regard to lane markings, traversing through the entry, around the central 
island and out the exit. 

 
2. Draw the Spline Curve. 
 

See Figure 51-12DD, Spline Curve Through Movement, for the locations of the points 
described below. 

 
a. Choose points A through C on the first 5-ft curb offset from the splitter island.  

Choose three points that are approximately 5 ft apart that will approximate the 
path of an approaching vehicle. Choose a point outside the 165-ft line, and 
another inside the 165-ft line. 

 
b. Choose point D on the 5-ft curb offset from the entry curve. 

 
c. Choose point E on the 5-ft curb offset from the central island. 

 
d. Choose point F on the 5-ft curb offset from exit curve. 
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e. Choose points G through I, or G1 through I1, on the 5-ft offset from the right side 
exit curb.  It can be appropriate to check the left side instead of the right side.  The 
side is dependent on the anticipated driving path of the vehicle and the roadway 
alignment.  Choose three points that are approximately 5 ft apart that will 
approximate the path of an exiting vehicle.  Choose a point outside the 165-ft line, 
and another inside the 165-ft line. 

 
f. Establish a point just upstream from the start of the spline at point J.  The 

beginning of the spline will be tangent to the 5-ft curb offset. 
 

g. Establish a point just downstream from the end of the spline at point K.  The end 
of the spline will be tangent to the 5-ft curb offset. 

 
3. Modify the Spline Curve.  Check the spline created in item 2 above to determine if it 

violates the 5-ft curb offsets.  Measure the distance between the face of curb and the 
spline curve at points A through I, or visually inspect whether the spline curve violates 
the curb offsets. 

 
The spline will likely slightly violate the 5-ft curb offset.  Use engineering judgment to 
determine if the spline should be modified. 

 
If the spline is between the curb offset and the curb or outside of the curb offset, as 
shown in Figure 51-12FF, it should be modified. 

 
Evaluate the spline as a whole to determine if it appears to be a path that a vehicle will 
use.  The beginning or end of the spline should likely be pulled farther away from the 
roundabout itself. 

 
4. Measure R Values. 
 

a. Once an acceptable spline is created, fit arcs to the spline to measure the R values. 
 

b. Fit an arc onto the spline at a point that appears to be the tightest portion of the 
spline.  This should occur prior to the yield line and not more than 165 ft from the 
yield line. 

 
c. Check the arc length.  If the arc length is not 65 to 80 ft, recreate it to try to obtain 

an arc length within this range. 
 

d. Measure the radius of the arc. 
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e. Repeat to find values for R1, R2, and R3. 
 

f. To find R4, measure the radius of the 5-ft curb offset from the central island. 
 

g. To find R5, create a spline that is tangent to the three curb offsets.  These are the 
5-ft splitter-island offset on the entry, the 5-ft offset on the inside of the right turn, 
and the 5-ft splitter-island offset on the exit that define the R5 path, as illustrated 
in Figure 51-12 I I.  Check that the arc does not cross the curb offsets. 

 
51-12.09(04)  Speed Consistency 
 
In addition to achieving the appropriate design speed for the fastest movements, the relative 
difference in speeds between consecutive geometric elements should be minimized.  The relative 
difference in the speeds between conflicting traffic streams should also be minimized.  The 
maximum speed differential between movements should be not more than 12 mph as shown in 
the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.2.1.5.  The R2 values for radius and speed are lower 
than the R1 values for a single-lane entry.  However, this is seldom achievable for a multi-lane 
entry.  For either a single- or multi-lane entry, the R2 values should be lower than the R3 values. 
 
The R1 and R2 values should be used to control exit speed.  For the through path, R1 should be 
greater than R2.  R2 should be less than R3, but R3 should not be less than R1.  For the left-
turning path, R1 should be greater than R4. 
  
The R1 to R4 relationship will most often be the most restrictive for speed differential at each 
entry.  However, the R1, R2, and R3 relationship should also be reviewed, to ensure that the exit 
design is not overly restrictive in regard to speed.  Design criteria in the past advocated relatively 
tight exit radii to minimize exit speeds.  The current best practice suggests a more relaxed exit 
radius for improved drivability.  Speeds at roundabout exits are still low due to R2 speeds and 
the short distance between R2 and the exit leg, rendering R3 practically irrelevant as a speed 
control. 
 
For calculation of the exit speed at R3, NCHRP Report 572, Equation 5-4A should be used. 
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51-12.09(05)  Design Vehicle 
 
The standard design vehicle is the WB-65.  Community-sensitive design considerations can 
suggest that larger or smaller vehicle accommodations are warranted.  The appropriate 
jurisdiction should be consulted for selecting a design vehicle.  Use of the facility by 
unconventional vehicles, e.g., farm vehicles, oversized loads, should be researched.  The design 
should be modified accordingly so that such vehicles can be accommodated.  The design vehicle 
can have an impact on the truck-apron width.  The inscribed-circle diameter, the width of the 
circulatory roadway, and the central-island diameter are interdependent.  Once two of these are 
established, the remaining measurement can be determined.  However, the circulatory-roadway 
width, entry and exit widths, entry and exit radii, and entry and exit angles should also be 
considered in accommodating the design vehicle and providing deflection. 
 
To ensure that smaller vehicles encounter sufficient entry deflection at a normal roundabout, a 
truck apron, or a raised low-profile area around the central island, is usually necessary.  It should 
be capable of being mounted by a large truck’s trailer, but should be uncomfortable for a car or 
SUV to traverse.  The roundabout should be designed such that select vehicles, usually a school 
or transit bus, will not require use of the truck apron.  However, to keep entering and circulating 
speeds to a minimum, a vehicle larger than the select vehicle type may have to track onto the 
truck apron. 
 
The width of the circulatory roadway should be determined from the width of the entries and the 
turning requirements of the proposed design vehicle.  It should always be at least as wide as the 
maximum entry width, and can be up to 1.2 times the maximum entry width. 
 
A multilane roundabout can be designed to accommodate large trucks.  The most common 
method is to assume that a truck will use two lanes, by tracking into the adjacent lane, to enter, 
circulate, and exit the roundabout.  Alternatively, a roundabout can be designed so that a truck 
can remain in one lane as it traverses the intersection.  This approach is less commonly used, 
since the roundabout must be larger, possibly resulting in increased right-of-way needs, higher 
cost, and a potential for increases in certain types of crashes.  It can be applicable where truck 
volume represents a high percentage of the overall traffic. 
 
As with a single-lane roundabout, the left- or U-turn movements will determine the width of the 
truck apron.  In determining the apron width, a worst-case scenario should be assumed, where a 
truck’s cab and front tires stay completely within the inside circulatory lane.  Vehicle turning-
path templates or turning-path softwares can be used. 
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51-12.09(06)  Considerations for Large Vehicles 
 
Field observations have shown that most semi-trucks entering a multi-lane roundabout take up 
two lanes at the entry, therefore not allowing another vehicle to travel beside the truck on a two-
lane circulatory roadway.  Depending on the angle of entry and the size of the roundabout, a 
truck can travel completely in the outside lane with sufficient space for another vehicle to travel 
next to the truck.  Where truck volume is high, it may be necessary to post a warning sign.  No 
other vehicles should drive next to or pass a truck in a roundabout, unless the roundabout has 
been designed to specifically allow for trucks to travel side-by-side with another vehicle.  Field 
observations have shown that where a car and truck enter a roundabout side-by-side, the smaller 
vehicle tends to accelerate ahead of the truck or slows to avoid driving beside the larger vehicle. 
 
A secondary consideration associated with a large truck in a roundabout is the potential for 
overturning or shifting loads.  There is no simple solution in relation to geometry to completely 
prevent load shifting or rollover.  Load shifting or load shedding can lead to property damage, 
congestion, and delay.  A vehicle whose load has shifted or has been shed is expensive to clear, 
especially if it occurs at a roundabout with high traffic volume.  Where such problems persist, 
combinations of geometric features often exist, as follows: 
 
1. long, straight high-speed approach; 
 
2. inadequate entry deflection or too much entry deflection; 
 
3. low circulating flow combined with excessive visibility to the right; 
 
4. significant reduction of the turning radius on the circulatory roadway, due to spirals with 

arcs that are too short or elliptical geometries with too large a difference in the major and 
minor axes; 

 
5. cross-slope changes on the circulatory roadway or the exit; and 
 
6. outward sloping cross-slope on the inside lane of the circulatory roadway. 
 
A problem for some vehicles can occur if speeds are low due to a combination of grades, 
geometry, sight distance, and driver responsiveness.  An articulated large-load vehicle with a 
center of gravity at 8 ft above the ground can overturn in a 65-ft-radius curve at a speed as low as 
15 mph.  See TRL Report LR788. 
 
A layout designed to mitigate the characteristics describe above will be less prone to load 
shifting or load shedding.  Abrupt changes in the cross-slope should be avoided.  Pavement-
surface tolerances should be complied with. 
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51-12.09(07)  Non-Motorized Vehicles 
 
The splitter island’s desirable width from face of curb to face of curb is 8 ft, and the minimum 
width is 6 ft, within the pedestrian-refuge area.  The desirable crosswalk width in the splitter 
island, from outside to outside of white edge lines, is 10 ft, and the minimum width is 7 ft.  See 
the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Exhibit 6-26, for more information. 
 
51-12.09(08)  Alignment of Approaches and Entries 
 
A key factor is deflection at entry, which is independent of roadway centerlines.  Entry 
deflection should not be generated by sharply curving the approach road to the left close to the 
roundabout, then sharply to the right at entry. 
 
The FHWA Roundabout Guide Exhibit 6-18 and accompanying text do not represent current 
policy for roundabout design.  The centerline of roadway should not pass through the center of 
the inscribed circle.  An offset should be provided in a multi-lane roundabout to the left of the 
center of the central island.  An offset of 40 to 60 ft can be provided between opposing entries, or 
the distance shown in Figure 51-12JJ can be provided to achieve proper deflection and 
appropriate fastest-path R1 speeds. 
 
51-12.09(09)  Entry Width 
 
Entry width is measured perpendicularly from the outside curb face to the inside curb face at the 
splitter-island point nearest to the inscribed circle. 
 
A narrow entry tends to promote safety.  However, a WB-65 design vehicle will require an 18- to 
22-ft width entry path for a single-lane approach, depending on skew angle, to be able to make a 
right turn.  A wide entry can cause confusion about whether the entry should be marked as multi-
lane or single-lane.  Increasing the effective flare length or entry width will increase capacity, or 
increasing both can produce a dramatic increase in capacity.  Effective flare length of an 
approach can be as short as 15 ft or as long as 330 ft.  Where the effective flare length exceeds 
330 ft, its impact on capacity can become minimal.  Therefore, a full approach should be added. 
 
51-12.09(10)  Circulatory-Roadway Width 
 
The circulatory-roadway width need not need remain constant.  A variable circulatory-roadway 
width should be used where a multi-lane entry is appropriate for the major road, but only single 
lane approaches are necessary on the minor road. 
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51-12.09(11)  Central Island 
 
The central island is always a raised, non-traversable area encircled by the circulatory roadway.  
This area should also include a traversable truck apron, if necessary.  The island should be raised 
and can be landscaped to enhance driver recognition of the roundabout upon approach and to 
limit the ability of the approaching driver to see through to the other side of the roundabout.  The 
inability to see through the roundabout also reduces or can eliminate headlight glare at night and 
driver distraction caused by other vehicles in the circulatory roadway. 
 
The center or highest portion of the central island’s ground-surface should be raised.  The ground 
slope in the central island should not be steeper than 6:1.  Concrete, stone, wood, or other 
material used to make a wall within the central island may be prohibited in certain speed zones.  
Use of such treatments should be discussed with the Office of Traffic Safety or the local 
municipality prior to design.  Landscaping in the central island is further addressed in the FHWA 
Roundabout Guide, Section 7.5. 
 
The outside 6 ft of the central island, excluding the truck apron, should be a low-cut grass 
surface or other low-maintenance surface to maintain visibility to the left upon entry, and 
forward and circulatory visibility within the circulatory roadway. 
 
51-12.09(12)  Inscribed-Circle Diameter 
 
For the recommended inscribed-circle-diameter range, see Section 51-12.04(08), and Figures 51-
12K and 51-12J.  Also see the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.3.1. 
 
51-12.09(13)  Splitter Island 
 
The maximum overall height of a splitter island’s landscaping or hardscaping above the top of 
the curb should be approximately 1.5 ft.  See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.3.8. 
 
See Figure 51-12KK for details for a typical splitter island. 
 
51-12.09(14)  Entry Radius, Right-Turn Bypass Lane, Path Overlap, and Deflection 
 
The minimum entry radius should be as shown on Figure 51-12LL.  Capacity will increase with 
increased entry radius, but entry speed will also increase. 
 
Entry radius is not the same as R1.  R1 should be greater than R2, and not less than R2 as stated 
in the FHWA Roundabout Guide. 
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A bypass lane allows vehicles to circumvent a roundabout, providing additional capacity.  A 
bypass lane should be used only if other geometric layouts fail to provide acceptable traffic 
operations.  The decision to use a bypass lane should consider pedestrian and right-of-way 
constraints.  A bypass lane can provide significant benefits to a roundabout’s function.  Provision 
for a large amount of right-turn demand can be made by means of a free-flow bypass lane, which 
allows vehicles to bypass the roundabout and merge into the exiting stream of traffic.  It can also 
be made by means of a semi-bypass or partial bypass lane, which can or cannot include a vane 
island, which requires approaching vehicles to yield to traffic leaving the adjacent exit. 
 
Choosing the proper alternative is determined from the volume of right turns and the available 
space.  Capacity analysis with or without the right-turn flows will confirm the best choice.  If 
there is high pedestrian volume, the use of a full-bypass lane should be avoided. 
 
The FHWA Roundabout Guide’s Figures 6-42 and 6-43 illustrate two types of layouts for a 
bypass lane.  The layout shown in Figure 6-43 is not recommended because right-turning drivers 
must look to the left at an angle of greater than 90 deg.  The layout shown in Figure 6-42 is 
preferred for a full-bypass because the right-turning traffic has an exclusive exit without conflicts 
between other exiting traffic if the merge distance is sufficient where the auxiliary lane must be 
dropped downstream. 
 
An alternative that can be superior to that shown in Guide Figure 6-43 is a partial right turn that 
still keeps the right-turning vehicle from making a through movement while preserving adequate 
sight to the left for circulating or exiting traffic.  A vane island or pavement markings can be 
used depending on space, alignment, entry angle, and the need to improve the vehicle-retention 
effect of the geometry.  Figure 51-12P shows the addition of a partial or vehicle-retaining bypass 
lane at the upper leg of a roundabout.  There are other features that can accompany this 
treatment.  Two such features are shown in the figure.  One is the narrowing of the downstream 
circulatory roadway by having the adjacent splitter island protrude into the circulatory roadway.  
The other is to pull the far right-hand curb on the north approach off the inscribed circle to aid 
the separation between entering or circulating traffic and right-turning traffic. 
 
The addition of conflicts with multiple traffic streams entering, circulating, and exiting the 
roundabout in adjacent lanes, should be considered in designing a multi-lane roundabout. 
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The natural path of a vehicle is the path a driver will take based on the speed and orientation 
imposed by the roundabout’s geometry.  While the fastest path assumes that a vehicle 
intentionally cuts across lane markings to maximize speed, the natural path assumes that there 
are other vehicles present, and all drivers will attempt to stay within their proper lanes.  The 
natural path should be determined by assuming that a vehicle will stay within its lane to the yield 
point.  At the yield point, the vehicle will maintain its natural trajectory into the circulatory 
roadway, continue into the circulatory roadway, and exit with no sudden changes in curvature or 
speed.  Roundabout geometry that tends to lead a vehicle into the wrong lane can result in 
operational or safety deficiencies. 
 
Path overlap occurs where the natural paths of vehicles in adjacent lanes overlap or cross one 
another.  It most commonly occurs at an entry where geometry of the right-hand entry lane tends 
to lead vehicles into the left-hand circulatory lane.  However, vehicle-path overlap can also occur 
at an exit where exit geometry or striping tends to lead vehicles from the left-hand circulatory 
lane into the right-hand exit lane.  Figure 51-12MM illustrates an example of entry-path overlap 
at a multi-lane roundabout.  The left-lane geometry directs the approach vehicle into the central 
island, and the right-lane geometry directs the approach vehicle toward the inside circulatory 
lane, creating entry-path overlap. 
 
Figure 51-12NN provides a method for checking entry- and exit-path overlap at a multi-lane 
roundabout.  To avoid path overlap, the desirable tangent length is 40 to 50 ft for the entry-path 
tangent and at least 40 ft for the exit-path tangent.  The minimum tangent length to avoid entry- 
and exit-path overlap is 26 ft.  Path overlap can be avoided if approximately 5 ft of space is 
provided between the face of the central-island curb and the extension of the face of curb on the 
splitter island. 
 
Figure 51-12 OO shows the preferred method of avoiding path overlap.  This method is 
consistent with the FHWA Roundabout Guide Exhibit 6-46, and is the preferred design for a 
multi-lane entry.  An inner entry curve should first be drawn such that once the edge of the 
splitter-island curve is extended across the circulatory roadway, the line is tangent to the central 
island as shown.  Once the innermost-lane geometry has been designed, and it has been 
determined that there will be no path overlap, the adjacent lane can be designed.  The radius of 
the smaller entry curve will vary depending upon the approach geometry and the fastest-speed 
path, but will range from 65 to 110 ft.  A curve with a radius of greater than 150 ft, or a tangent 
section, is then fitted between the entry curve and the outside edge of the circulatory roadway. 
 
Another method is to start with a larger, sweeping inner curve and then provide a smaller-radius 
curve near the approach that is tangent to the central island.  This method is also described in the 
FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.4.3.1. 
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The objective of this design technique is to place the entry curve at the optimal location so that 
the extension of the inside entry lane at the yield point forms a line tangent to the central island.  
This concept should be used for a multi-lane entry design, and is also recommended for a single-
lane entry.  Figure 51-12PP illustrates the result of proper entry design. 
 
If the entry curve is located too close to the circulatory roadway, it can result in path overlap.  If 
it is located too far away from the circulatory roadway, it can result in inadequate deflection, i.e., 
entry speed which is too fast.  A multi-lane roundabout without path overlap can have adequate 
deflection to control entry speed.  Improved path overlap can result in increased fastest-path 
speed.  A technique for reducing the entry speed without creating path overlap is to increase the 
inscribed-circle diameter of the roundabout.  The inscribed circle of a double-lane roundabout 
should be of at least 140 to 200 ft diameter (see Figure 51-12J), to achieve a satisfactory entry 
design.  However, increasing the diameter will result in a slightly faster circulatory-roadway 
speed.  The entry speed and circulatory-roadway speed should be in balance.  This can require 
iteration of design, speed checks, and path-overlap checks. 
 
The technique of offsetting the approach alignment to the left of the roundabout center is 
effective at increasing entry deflection (see Figure 51-12JJ).  However, this also decreases the 
entry angle, which can create unsafe entry conditions, deficient line of sight, and unbalanced lane 
utilization if offset too far to the left.  It also reduces the deflection of the exit on the same leg, 
which will increase the fastest-path speed at the entry.  Therefore, the distance from the approach 
offset to the roundabout center should be kept to a minimum to maximize its effectiveness in 
design and safety for pedestrians.  A typical offset is 20 to 30 ft from the center of the inscribed 
circle. 
 
51-12.09(15)  Lane-Drop Taper and Exit Design 
 
At a multi-lane roundabout, it is common to drop one travel lane downstream of an exit.  A vehicle 
leaving a roundabout is typically traveling between 15 and 25 mph and is accelerating away from 
the intersection.  The taper should not start until after the exit radius is complete.  There should also 
be a short parallel section before beginning the taper, if practical.  An exit taper should be designed 
assuming a 35-mph design speed using the appropriate formula for a lane drop at lower than 40 
mph.  If a different design speed is determined to be applicable, contact the Production Management 
Division’s Roadway Standards Team. 
 
The right, or outside, lane should be dropped.  The likely traffic volume exiting the roundabout on 
each individual exit lane should be evaluated.  If there is a substantially higher traffic volume that 
will be using the outside lane, it is beneficial to drop the left, or inside, lane instead. 
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The exit lane should be designed to promote a smooth natural drive path for a right-turning 
vehicle.  The exit curve should start at the central island where the entry curve to the left ends, 
and extends past the pedestrian refuge to delineate the edge of the splitter island (see Figure 51-
12KK).  The lane will narrow from the circulating roadway width past the pedestrian refuge to 
match with the departing lane.  The radius of the exit curve is larger than the entry curve to 
improve the ease of exit.  A design that reduces the probability of a vehicle braking in the 
circulating lane or at the exit will minimize the likelihood of a crash at the exit.  This larger 
radius does not translate into a faster speed where the exit speed is controlled by the circulating 
speed, R4, plus acceleration to the exit crosswalk. 
 
Where a free-flow right-turn bypass lane is utilized, the design of the merge should consider the 
relative speeds of the two conflicting streams of traffic, and provide the necessary lengths for the 
parallel section and merge section. 
 
51-12.09(16)  Vertical-Alignment Considerations 
 
See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.3.11. 
 
51-12.09(17)  Clear Zone 
 
Clear-zone guidance for a roundabout installation requires consideration of the approach speed, 
fastest-path speed, adjacent side slopes leading into and through the roundabout, and AADT.  
Guidance for determination of the clear-zone width is provided in Section 49-2.0 and the 
AASHTO Roadside Design Guide.  The speed of a vehicle approaching an intersection and the 
speed allowed through an intersection, along with the AADT and side slopes, will determine the 
required clear-zone width. 
 
A stop-controlled intersection located in a high-speed rural area will require less clear-zone 
width than a traffic-signal-controlled intersection, as drivers are required to slow down to stop.  
As an approaching vehicle reduces speed, it can be appropriate and desirable to reduce the 
corresponding clear-zone width.  The need for a clear zone and right-of-way acquisition should 
be balanced.  The yield condition for a roundabout is similar to that for the stop-controlled 
intersection.  The horizontal geometry of the roundabout requires a driver to slow down on the 
approach and through the roundabout. 
 
The approaching speed transition distance is determined from the posted speed limit and the 
deceleration needed to enter the roundabout in accordance with the fastest-speed path 
calculation, R1 value.  Section 51-12.09(18) and Figure 51-12QQ describe how to determine the 
roundabout’s approach layout for a high-speed highway. 
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The design speed used to determine the clear-zone width around the perimeter of the roundabout 
is the average of the entry speed, measured at R1, and the circulatory-roadway speed, measured 
at R2.  The average fastest-path speed, (R1 + R2)/2, of 25 to 30 mph, will produce a clear-zone 
width of 7 to 18 ft, depending on AADT.  The exit ramps of an interchange are also considered 
to be low speed in close proximity of the approach to the roundabout.  In an urban area, lateral 
clearance is used rather than clear-zone width to determine the minimum distance to a fixed 
object such as a utility pole, fire hydrant, tree, etc.  In a rural area, the clear-zone width is used, 
based on the design speed, AADT, and sideslopes. 
 
The sideslopes adjacent to a roundabout are relatively flat to accommodate a small terrace and a 
multi-use path around the perimeter.  If the multi-use path is not installed at the same time as the 
roundabout, the area can be graded so that a path can be installed in the future with minimal 
regrading.  On an approach where vehicle speeds are 40 mph or lower, and on the perimeter of 
the roundabout beyond the multi-use path, the sideslopes should be 4:1 or flatter.  They may be 
steeper if clear-zone requirements can be satisfied, or local impacts preclude the use of such 
gentle slopes. 
 
Central-island clear-zone width is considered to be within a low-speed environment, and 
therefore should be in accordance with the lateral-clearance requirements for an urban street, 2 ft 
back from the face of curb.  Certain landscaping materials and treatments which are dependent 
upon the approach speed should be considered in the central-island landscaping design.  See the 
FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 7.5, for additional guidance on central-island landscaping. 
 
51-12.09(18)  Approach Curbs 
 
A low-speed approach requires vertical-face curbs of 6 in. height in the area of the splitter island 
on both sides of the roadway and on the splitter island.  The purpose of the vertical-face curbs is 
to control the fastest-speed paths at the roundabout entrances and exits. 
  
A high-speed approach is used with a rural cross section.  A rural cross section for an undivided 
highway has shoulders without curbs on the outside.  On a divided highway, the cross section has 
shoulders without curbs on both the inside and outside leading up to the roundabout.  A high-
speed approach requires a transition section to the roundabout, where the shoulders will narrow 
and vertical curbs will be introduced.  See Figure 51-12QQ for an example of the high-speed 
approach layout.  The figure shows the layout of the gore area for the beginning of the splitter 
island and the curb-and-gutter layout as the driver approaches the yield line.  The painted gore 
area transitions into a raised concrete center curb type C followed by a sloping curb and gutter of 
4 in. height for a short distance as shown.  The curb transitions both horizontally and vertically 
as it approaches the roundabout.  At the nose where the curb and gutter begins, the curb face is 4 
to 6 ft from the driving lane, or has a shoulder of 4 to 6 ft width on the left side of the approach. 
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In a rural area, the painted gore and the curbs serve to alert a driver approaching a roundabout of 
changing roadway conditions, and that travel speed should be reduced.  Driver awareness that 
conditions are changing is accomplished through the use of roadway curvature, channelization, 
lighting, landscaping, or signage.  Total curb length starting from the yield line should be the 
deceleration distance required to reduce from the approach speed to the fastest-path design speed 
measured at R1. 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
Example 51-12.1.  The posted speed limit is 55 mph, and deceleration to approximately 25 mph 
produces a desirable total raised-curb length distance of approximately 400 ft for the splitter-
island side of the roadway.  Approximately 230 ft of the 400 ft should include a sloping curb of 4 
in. height.  The remaining 170 ft should include a vertical curb of 6 in. height.  If the posted 
speed limit instead is 40 mph, deceleration to 25 mph will produce a desirable total raised-curb 
length of approximately 185 ft, all of which should be vertical curb of 6 in. height.  Deceleration-
distance is provided in the AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, 
Exhibit 10-73.  In using this exhibit, the approach speed limit should be used as the design speed. 
 Differing approach conditions can produce different deceleration distances. 
 
On the roundabout approach, the minimum length of vertical curb on the right side of the 
travelway should be the greater of 25 ft prior to the bicycle-path ramp or 100 ft prior to the yield 
line.  The vertical-curb installation will enforce the fastest-speed path geometry.  On the exit, the 
curb on the right-hand side also should be long enough to control exit speed and minimally 
should be the greater of 25 ft past the bicycle-path ramp or 100 ft past the exit measured from the 
ICD. 
 
Drainage should be considered in the area of the curb and gutter by providing curb turnouts or 
inlet structures. 
 

* * * * * * * * 
 
51-12.09(19)  Sight Distance 
 
Stopping sight distance should be provided so that a motorist can recognize the need to slow 
down and stop, if necessary.  The FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.3.9, should be followed 
in calculating stopping sight distances for the approaches, circulatory roadway, and crosswalks. 
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Regarding intersection sight distance, the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 6.3.10, provides 
one method for calculating required visibility to the left as a vehicle approaches a roundabout.  
However, the section recommends that an approaching driver should be able to see a 
considerable distance up the preceding approach, based on a conservative methodology for 
calculating sight distance, which can sometimes be undesirable. 
 
An alternative method for calculating sight distance to the left requires that a driver approaching 
a roundabout should be able to see only to the yield line of the entry to the left once the driver 
approximately 50 ft ahead of the yield line.  Either of these two methods is acceptable for 
calculating sight distance to the left. 
 
Restricting visibility to the left until a driver is approximately 50 ft ahead of the yield line on an 
approach reduces the possibility of a crash.  Restricting vision in this manner does not interfere 
with intersection stopping sight distance.  There are benefits to making the central island more 
visible and reducing sight lines through the central island to the opposite side of the roundabout.  
See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 7.5, for landscaping within the central island and 
approaches.  Where practical, visibility should be restricted through the central island so that the 
roadway on the opposite side of the island will not be visible to a motorist approaching the 
roundabout. 
 
Signs should be located such that they will not block clear-sight areas.  However, chevron signs 
located in the central island will likely be located within a sight area. 
 
In calculating the sight lines, adequate sight distance should be provided for snow of up to 1 ft 
depth in the central island.  If the roundabout is within or near a horizontal curve, adequate sight 
distance should also be provided. 
 
51-12.09(20)  Landscaping Considerations 
 
See the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Section 7.5. 
 
51-12.09(21)  Bicycle Provisions 
 
The minimum bicycle-ramp width should be 4 ft between the roadway and the multi-use path, 
such that they angle 25 to 35 deg toward the path where the bicyclist exits the roadway, as shown 
in Figure 51-12W.  Where a bicyclist re-enters the roadway, the ramp should likewise angle 25 
to 35 deg toward the roadway.  For applications pertinent to a multi-use path, see Section 51-7.0 
and 51-12.07(03). 
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A perpendicular ramp should not be provided between the multi-use path and the roadway that 
will require a bicyclist to stop or nearly stop forward motion to enter one facility or the other.  
Each roundabout location should include a bicycle ramp between the roadway and a shared-use 
path. Where the shared-use path is not installed with the initial construction, the designer should 
determine whether or not the perimeter of the roundabout should be graded for future path 
installation. 
 
51-12.10  Traffic-Control Design 
 
51-12.10(01)  Signage 
 
The overall concept for roundabout signage is similar to that for other intersection types’ 
signage.  Proper regulatory control, advance warning, and directional guidance are required to 
provide positive guidance to the roadway user.  Signs should be located where roadway users can 
easily see them when they need the information in advance of the condition.  Signs should not 
obscure pedestrians, motorcyclists, or bicyclists.  Urban and rural applications require different 
signs or sign spacing.  For the connecting highways, sign selection should be coordinated with 
the district Office of Traffic and the local public agency to maintain consistency on the facility. 
 
The MUTCD governs the design and placement of signs.  Also see the FHWA Standard 
Highway Signs manual and the INDOT Sign Design Guide for more information. 
 
1. Regulatory Signs.  The appropriate regulatory signs shown Figure 51-12RR are described 

below. 
 

a. “Yield” Sign, R-2A.  This should be placed both in the splitter island, and on the 
right side of each approach.  If sight distance is limited, a “One Way” sign, R6-
2R, should be placed under the splitter-island side’s “Yield” sign on each 
approach to establish the direction of traffic flow within the roundabout.  A “To 
Traffic From Left” sign, may be placed under the right-side “Yield” sign on each 
approach to reinforce that the circulating traffic has the right of way. 

 
b. “One Way” Sign, R6-1R.  This should be placed in the central island opposite 

each entrance and mounted above the chevron sign to emphasize the direction of 
travel within the circulatory roadway.  A single sign along with four chevrons is 
recommended. 

 
c. “Keep Right” sign, R4-7.  This should be placed at the nose of each raised-curb 

splitter island. 
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A lane-use sign, such as R3-8, should not be used for a single-lane entry.  For a multi-
lane entry, operational requirements will dictate where the R3-8 sign should be used. 

 
The preferred R3-8 sign is modified to show a fishhook symbol to better identify 
roundabout-lane designations.  This sign incorporates the placement of a dot under the 
left-pointing arrow, if present, which graphically depicts the presence of the central 
island.  A dot under or beside the arrow should be used only for the left-most lane. 

 
2. Warning Signs.  The appropriate warning signs shown Figure 51-12SS are described 

below.  The amount of warning a motorist needs is related to site-specific intersection 
conditions and the vehicular speeds on the approach roadways. 

 
a. Circular Intersection Sign, W2-6.  This should be placed on each approach in 

advance of the roundabout.  An optional “Ahead” educational plate, W16-9p, 
should be placed below the W2-6 sign.  Below the W16-9p plate, if placed, but 
below theW2-6 sign if not, an advisory-speed plate, W13-1, should be placed.  
The speed shown on the advisory-speed plate should not be higher than the design 
speed of the circulatory roadway.  For closely spaced roundabouts, these signs 
may be omitted.  See item 4 below for guidance as to where these signs may be 
omitted. 

 
b. “Yield Ahead” sign, W3-2.  This should be placed on each approach.  For closely-

spaced roundabouts, this sign may be omitted.  See item 4 below for guidance as 
to where these signs should be omitted. 

 
c. “Pedestrian Crossing” Sign.  Use of this sign should be coordinated with the 

district Office of Traffic or the local public agency.  If there is a school crossing at 
the roundabout, the school advance-warning sign assembly with arrow, S1-1 and 
W16-7p, is required at the crosswalk location, and in advance of the school 
crosswalk.  If there is no school crossing at the roundabout, the pedestrian-
crossing sign assembly, W11-2 and W16-7p, or the school-crossing sign assembly 
should be placed in front of the crosswalk on the approach and on the exit.  A 
rural roundabout will not have pedestrian accommodations, and will not require 
pedestrian-sign assemblies.  However, if pedestrians are anticipated, the 
pedestrian-sign assemblies described above are required.  If the crosswalk is not 
considered to be part of the intersection because of its distance from the 
circulatory roadway, pedestrian-crossing accommodations and their design should 
be in accordance with the MUTCD and the Americans with Disabilities Act 
guidelines for a mid-block crossing. 
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Pedestrian-crossing signs should be located so as to not obstruct an approaching 
driver’s view of the “Yield” sign or pedestrians standing at the crosswalk. 

 
d. Bicycle Sign Assembly, D11-1 and M7-4.  This may be required to designate the 

exit to the bicycle path. 
 

Flashing beacons may be used with some warning signs as a long-term awareness 
technique for an area with approach speeds of 45 mph or higher, or for an area with 
limited sight distance where an emphasis on advance warning is deemed necessary. 

 
3. Guide Signs.  These provide drivers with needed navigational information.  They are 

particularly needed at roundabouts to reduce driver confusion.  Overhead guide signs can 
be considered at a high-capacity multi-lane roundabout approach to guide motorists into 
the proper travel lane to navigate the roundabout properly and help avoid lane changing 
within the roundabout.  The appropriate guide signs are described below. 

 
a. Intersection Destination and Direction Sign.  This should be placed at each 

approach in a rural location.  It should be considered in an urban or suburban 
location where space allows, and its use is not determined to be inappropriate.  
The decision to install this sign is based on available right of way, agency 
preference, roadway speed, and type.  This sign should be used only where 
necessary, and where it does not cause sign clutter.  This sign may not be 
necessary at a local-street roundabout or in an urban setting where there are no 
significant destinations and the majority of users are familiar with the site. 

 
The diagrammatic style is preferred over the text style, since the diagrammatic 
style reinforces the form and shape of the approaching intersection, and clarifies 
to the driver how to navigate the intersection.  Examples of both styles are shown 
in Figure 51-12TT.  If space is limited, or sign spacing becomes an issue, a text-
style sign or overhead diagrammatic guide sign may be used. 

 
b. Overhead Lane-Use Sign.  This should be used at high-traffic-capacity location on 

a National Highway System route, or at an interchange location with multiple 
approach lanes.  By providing destination guidance to the driver in advance, the 
vehicle will more likely be in the correct lane at the roundabout approach.  The 
driver will be discouraged from making a lane change within the roundabout. 
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Qualifying criteria include two or more approach lanes, higher AADT, lane splits 
approaching the roundabout, dual turn lanes, a major route that turns instead of 
continuing straight through the roundabout, closely-spaced roundabouts, 
unfamiliarity of drivers, and documented crash patterns related to improper lane 
usage.  All arrows should point up.  Each individual sign is placed over each 
travel lane.  See the urban roundabout layout example in Figure 51-12UU.  The 
arrow is placed over the center of the lane.  Sign placement should be coordinated 
with the district Office of Operations, the Production Management Division’s 
Traffic Review team, and the local public agency.  If overhead lane-use signs are 
used on an approach, the diagrammatic-style sign is not required.  The 
diagrammatic-style sign shows destinations and directions, but it does not depict 
proper lane assignments.  See the MUTCD for the appropriate font style, vertical 
clearance, letter sizing, and other design and placement elements. 

 
See the AASHTO Standard Specifications for Structural Support for Highway 
Signs, Luminaires and Traffic Signals for overhead-sign support design guidance. 

 
c. Exit Guide Sign in Splitter Island.  This reduces the potential for driver confusion. 

 It is used to designate the destination of each exit from the roundabout.  It is a 
conventional-intersection direction sign.  An exit guide sign with a route-number 
sign should include the cardinal direction and arrow.  The arrow should point to 
the right at 45 deg.  For a freeway ramp, the route continuation should be shown 
on the exit guide sign, as shown in Figure 51-12VV. 

 
d. Route Confirmation Sign.  For an intersection of one or more numbered routes, a 

route-sign assembly should be placed after the roundabout exit to reassure drivers 
that they have selected the correct exit at the roundabout.  A confirmation 
assembly should be placed not more than 500 ft beyond the intersection.  The 
assembly should be placed close enough to the intersection so that it can be seen 
by a driver in the circulatory roadway. 

 
A junction assembly consisting of a “Jct”, M2-1, auxiliary sign should be 

 considered with the appropriate route-number sign in advance of the roundabout.  
 See the MUTCD for additional guidance. 
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4. Urban Signage Considerations.  An urban intersection tends to exhibit lower speeds.  
Consequently, fewer and smaller signs can be placed than in a rural setting.  However, 
some indication of street names in the form of exit guide signs or street-name signs 
should be included.  The proposed signage layout should be reviewed to ensure that sign 
clutter will not reduce its effectiveness.  Sign clutter can be avoided by prioritizing 
signage and eliminating or relocating lower-priority signs.  A sample signage plan for an 
urban application is shown in the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Exhibit 7-15. 

 
5. Rural and Suburban Signage Considerations.  Route guidance emphasizes destinations 

and numbered routes rather than street names.  The exit guide sign should be visible but 
discrete from within the roundabout.  A sample signage plan for a rural application is 
shown in the FHWA Roundabout Guide, Exhibit 7-16. 

 
6. Closely-Spaced Roundabouts.  Roundabouts can be installed less than 1/8 mile apart.  

This situation can cause signage challenges due to longitudinal space constraints between 
the roundabouts.  As a result, some signs may be eliminated between the roundabouts.  
Visibility distance is based on stopping sight distance.  The roundabout warning 
assembly signs W2-6, W2-6p, and W13-1, and “Yield Ahead”, W3-2, may be eliminated 
between roundabouts if the visibility distance between the roundabouts exceeds the 
minimum visibility distance shown in Figure 51-12WW.  Other signs may be eliminated 
after review with the district Office of Operations and the local public agency.  The 
warning assembly signs and “Yield Ahead” sign should be placed at the approaches to 
the first roundabout in the series. 

 
7. Roundabout in Close Proximity to Railroad Crossing.  This can present signage 

challenges due to safety concerns and the installation of additional signs where a number 
of signs are already required.  Since each railroad-crossing situation is unique, the 
Production Management Division’s Railroads Team, the district Office of Operations, 
and the local public agency should be contacted for approval of the signage and marking 
layout if the railroad crossing is 750 ft or less from the roundabout. 

 
8. Short-Term Awareness Techniques.  Once a roundabout is first installed, there can be a 

need to raise driver awareness of geometric features or signs.  There can be a need to 
mitigate a certain situation, such as a driver failing to yield on a certain approach, after a 
roundabout has been in operation.  The district traffic engineer should be contacted for 
guidance.  Traffic-control devices are not expected to accomplish what the geometric 
design cannot.  Available mitigation measures to increase driver awareness include 
providing portable changeable-message signs or installing orange flags on top of the 
“Yield” signs during the first six months of operation. 
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9. Illuminated Bollard.  An illuminated bollard, as shown in Figure 51-12XX, has proven 
beneficial to roundabout safety.  Its use has thus far been limited as it is not shown in the 
MUTCD as a traffic-control device in the form shown in Figure 51-12XX.  It is installed 
at the nose of the splitter island, or the end of the island farthest away from the 
circulatory road, aiding drivers during periods of low visibility.  The use of an 
illuminated bollard which displays a traffic-control message is considered experimental 
and requires the necessary approvals for each project.  An illuminated bollard without a 
sign displayed on it is permitted. 

 
51-12.10(02)  Pavement Markings 
 
Pavement markings for a single-lane roundabout are discussed in FHWA Roundabout Guide, 
Section 7.2, and the MUTCD. 
 
The FHWA Roundabout Guide and the MUTCD do not address pavement markings for a multi-lane 
roundabout, therefore, guidance is provided below.  Figures 51-12E and 51-12F show the 
terminology that is used for such pavement markings. 
 
1. Markings for a Multi-Lane Roundabout.  The objective of using such markings is to 

provide direction to motorists so that they can traverse a roundabout without changing 
lanes.  This improves safety and traffic operations, and educates drivers about proper lane 
use.  They can be critical to the successful functioning of a roundabout.  This is true 
where unusual peak hour turning patterns, i.e., double right turn, double left turn, occur.  
Pavement markings can also be used as a low-cost option to retrofit an older roundabout 
or traffic circle with problematic geometry. 

 
Pavement-marking principles include the following. 

 
a. Turning patterns or volumes should be accommodated without inconsistencies.  

The marking scheme should accommodate all of the individual movements 
without requiring drivers to change lanes inside the roundabout during different 
peak hours.  This can be accomplished by tracking each movement through the 
intersection for both peak hours.  If conflicts within the same peak hour or 
between different peak hours cannot be resolved after trying different pavement-
marking schemes, the designer should consider either of the following: 

 
(1) partial spiral markings that accommodate the major traffic streams as long 

as they do not create conflicts; or 
(2) markings not placed in the circulatory roadway. 
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b. Lane-use control arrows should designate and reinforce correct lane usage.  The 
lane-designation pavement markings should match the lane designation signs used 
at the approaches.  The fishhook sign style and pavement marking should be used. 

 
c. Lane changing within the circulatory roadway should be discouraged.  

Discouragement is achieved by directing drivers into the correct lane before they 
reach the yield line and maintaining lane consistency throughout the intersection.  
Providing relatively long approach lanes facilitates this objective by allowing 
drivers more time to get into the correct lane as they approach the yield line.  
Lane-use control arrows can be repeated on the approaches, with two or three sets 
of arrows being desirable. 

 
d. Approach arrows should be oriented relative to and should define the exit road 

that can be accessed from each specific approach lane, and should be consistent 
with lane-use signs.  Approach arrows or stripes should be consistent with 
circulatory-roadway arrows, stripes, and signs.  Unbalanced lane use, i.e., most 
vehicles using one lane instead of balancing out evenly on two or three lanes, 
should be discouraged by means of the selection of proper lane designations 
which achieve the most-even distribution of traffic possible. 

 
e. For a flared approach, where one or more lanes are added, lane stripes should 

extend back from the yield line as far as reasonably possible. 
 

f. Line types should convey the correct message.  A 2:1 ratio of 4-in.-width line to 
gap should be used with a 12-ft line and 6-ft gap for lane lines on the approaches, 
circulatory roadway, and exits.  The approach and circulatory-roadway marking 
may be a solid white line instead to discourage lane-change behavior. 

 
g. The yield line should be broken white, with a width of 12 to 24 in., with 2 ft of 

line and 2 ft of gap. 
 

h. Pavement markings and signs should be an integral part of the geometric design 
and should be developed concurrently with a concept’s design. 

 
i. Concentric-circles markings should not be used in the circulatory road.  These 

markings cause indecision, lane-use imbalance, decreased capacity, and the 
potential for exit crashes. 
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j. Markings at closely-spaced roundabouts should function as one integrated system. 
 This provides guidance for drivers to select the lane they must use for their 
ultimate destination before entering the system and to be able to traverse multiple 
intersections without changing lanes.  Extra lanes that are not needed solely for 
capacity purposes may be added for lane continuity. 

 
k. Guide dots should be used to direct motorists from the yield line into the proper 

circulating lane.  A dotted white line of 6 in. width should be used, with a 1-ft line 
and a 10- to 15-ft gap. 

 
l. The triangles markings or the word “Yield” placed at each approach can be 

integrated into the pavement-marking layout to enhance the safety and visibility 
of the yield on entry.  These should be placed perpendicular to the lane at the 
yield line. 

 
2. NCUTCD Guidelines.  The National Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices 

(NCUTCD) has approved draft guidelines regarding pavement markings at a roundabout. 
While this information has not yet been formally adopted for use, it can be used if it does 
not conflict with the principles defined above or in the FHWA Roundabout Guide.  
Otherwise, there is no pavement-marking guidance regarding a multi-lane roundabout.  
The circulatory-road markings of a combination of a solid line and a short dashed line 
shown in the NCUTCD draft should not be used.  Instead, a 12-ft line with a 6-ft gap 
should be used for the circulatory road.  Adoption of the NCUTCD draft is subject to 
FHWA approval prior to implementation.  The designer should verify with INDOT or the 
local public agency prior to implementation. 

 
3. Spiral Hatching.  Where one lane of the circulatory road is to be spiraled out away from 

the central island, a spiral hatching near the central island should be used.  However, 
drivers often ignore these markings, drive over them, and do not transition into the 
desired lane.  Therefore, an irregularly-shaped central island with the curbed island at the 
same location should be placed instead of the spiral hatching.  If an irregularly-shaped 
central island is used, the design vehicle should still be able to circulate adjacent to the 
central island without overrunning the innermost curb. 

 
4. Curb Faces.  These may be painted with reflective paint.  This is used to aid drivers in 

identifying curb locations at night. 
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51-12.10(03)  Lighting 
 
1. Introduction.  A driver should be able to perceive the general layout and operation of an 

intersection in time to make appropriate maneuvers.  If a facility is designed for use by a 
high volume of motor vehicles, pedestrians and bicycles, or mopeds, it should be 
illuminated.  Additional illumination guidance is available in Section 502-4.0, and the 
IESNA Publication DG-19-08, Design Guide for Roundabout Lighting. 

 
2. Need for Illumination.  The need varies depending on the location of the roundabout. 
 

a. Urban Area.  An urban roundabout should be illuminated if all or most of its 
approaches are illuminated as necessary to improve the visibility of pedestrians 
and bicyclists, or if the facility is intended for use as a transition speed zone. 

 
b. Suburban Area.  Illumination should be considered for safe traffic flow if the 

conditions are present as follows: 
 

(1) one or more approaches is illuminated; 
 

(2) competing non-roadway illumination in the vicinity can distract a driver's 
attention, e.g., parking lot, car-dealership lot, or filling station; 

 
(3) high nighttime traffic volume is anticipated; or 

 
(4) pedestrian traffic is anticipated, or approaches have sidewalks. 

 
A continuity of illumination level should be provided between the approaches and 
the roundabout to avoid distracting drivers and to minimize the need for drivers’ 
eyes to adjust to changing lighting levels. 

 
c. Rural Area.  A rural roundabout should be illuminated.  Retroreflective pavement 

markings and signs should be placed whether or not illumination is provided. 
 
3. General Recommendations.  Illumination enables drivers to see and navigate the 

geometric features of the roundabout at night.  Lighting also facilitates mutual visibility 
among the users. 

 
Illumination should be provided on the approach nose of each splitter island, at all 
conflict areas where traffic is entering the circulating stream, and where the traffic 
streams separate to exit the roundabout. 
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The roundabout should be illuminated from the outside in toward the center to improve 
the visibility of the central island and the visibility of circulating vehicles to vehicles 
approaching the roundabout.  Illumination from the central island outward should not be 
used, since vehicles become shadows against the light, and thus, less visible.  If it is 
desired to illuminate specific objects in the central island, ground-level lighting should be 
used within the central island that shines upward toward objects and away from the 
nearest roadway.  Accent lighting and roadway lighting should be placed on separate 
electrical disconnects for the purpose of blackout protection. 

 
Pedestrian crossings should be illuminated.  Illumination of bicycle merging areas should 
be considered. 

 
4. Light-Pole Placement.  The placement of a light pole relative to the curb should be 

determined from the speed environment in which the roundabout is located and the 
potential speed of an errant vehicle that can be expected.  The lateral placement of a light 
pole should be in accordance with the AASHTO Roadside Design Guide requirements 
for clearance, clear zone, or obstruction-free zone. 

 
The crosswalks should be illuminated so that pedestrians are in positive contrast.  A light 
pole should be placed 10 to 30 ft ahead of the crosswalk.  A pole should be offset 10 ft 
from the roadway to allow adequate spacing for large vehicles such as trucks and farm 
equipment to safely maneuver the roundabout. 

 
Where pedestrian facilities do not exist, a layout that assumes a future multi-use path 
should be considered.  The layout should consider longitudinal light-pole placement as 
described above, and lateral offset to avoid major facility relocations where pedestrian or 
bicycle paths are provided in the future. 

 
Light supports or other poles or hazards should not be placed within a splitter island, or 
on the right-hand perimeter immediately downstream of an exit point. 

 
51-12.10(04)  Work-Zone Traffic Control 
 
Traffic maintenance can be accomplished by means of partial-width construction or intersection 
closure. 
 
If partial-width construction is used, traffic should be routed through the roundabout in a 
counterclockwise direction to train drivers as to the proper direction of travel at the intersection, 
especially during the final stages of construction prior to opening the intersection. 
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51-12.11  Public Involvement 
 
51-12.11(01)  Introduction 
 
Although it is not always possible to achieve, the goal regarding public involvement should be to 
build consensus and support for the road improvements under consideration.  This Section provides 
information about educating the public and obtaining public input regarding a roundabout.  Figure 
51-12ZZ includes example materials that can be used in the public-involvement process.  See the 
Public Involvement Manual for more information.  The designer should coordinate with the local 
public agency. 
 
51-12.11(02) Educating the Public 
 
Public acceptance of a roundabout is required where it appears to be an acceptable technical 
solution.  Misconceptions still exist due to unfamiliarity and failure to distinguish a roundabout 
from an old-style traffic circle.  Therefore, public involvement and roundabout education should be 
the first steps in leading the public toward acceptance of a roundabout.  Public resistance has been 
common prior to construction of a roundabout.  Once the roundabout has been constructed and is 
operating, public opinion has most often been favorable.  Due to public misunderstandings about 
roundabouts, a public-involvement campaign should include roundabout education for elected 
officials, staff members, and the general public.  These types of public-involvement processes allow 
local governments to partner with INDOT. 
 
In educating the public, topics for consideration are as follows: 
 
1. basic roundabout concepts and terminology; 
2. differentiation between a modern roundabout and a traffic circle (see Figure 51-12YY); 
3. data showing the increased safety benefits of a roundabout in comparison to other 

intersection types; 
4. existing accepted locations within the State; 
5. use at a high-speed intersection; 
6. cost and right-of-way impacts compared to other options; 
7. older or inexperienced drivers; 
8. how to maneuver a roundabout, or the understanding of how a roundabout operates; 
9. efficiency compared to other intersection types; 
10. trucks; 
11. snow removal; 
12. proximate drives; 
13. safe accommodation of pedestrians while in accordance with ADA requirements; and 
14. bicycles. 
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51-12.11(03)  Public-Involvement Techniques 
 
These are similar to those utilized for another type of road project.  Input should be sought after 
initial investigations have been conducted, and a roundabout has been determined feasible by 
INDOT, but before design commences. 
 
Before design, consideration of public input should consider the degree to which public education 
has occurred.  Public-involvement processes should be adapted to each individual project based on 
coordination with local officials, the project manager, and the Public Information Division. 
 
A public-information meeting can be used to educate the public about a roundabout and to hear their 
feedback.  Such a meeting provides the opportunity to dispel roundabout myths, and it permits the 
public to be involved in the planning process and have its questions and concerns addressed.  
Informational materials at a public meeting can include the following: 
 
1. exhibits mounted on foamcore boards; 
2. brochures; 
3. video photography from before and after; 
4. still photography from before and after; 
5. project-specific materials; or 
6. public-comment forms. 
 
Websites can also be used to provide the public with roundabout information. 
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CURB RAMP COMPONENTS, DESIGN ELEMENTS, AND DESIGN CRITERIA

Ramp Length

and Gutter Line
Curb Flush With Pavement

Surface

Detectable Warning

Break
Grade



 Perpendicular Curb 
Ramp

Parallel Curb 
Ramp

Blended Transition 
Curb Ramp

Depressed Corner 
Curb Ramp

Diagonal 
Curb Ramp

Ramp Required Required n/a Required Required
Blended Transition n/a n/a Required n/a n/a

Turning Space Top of Ramp (1) Bottom of Ramp n/a Bottom of Ramp Top of Ramp
Clear Space Required Required (2) Required Required (2) Required

Detectable Warning 
Surface

Required Required Required Required Required

Flared Side Required (3) n/a Required (3) Required (3) Required (3)
Return Curb Required (4) n/a Required (4) Required (4) Required (4)

Crosswalk Markings Preferred Preferred Required Preferred Required

Figure 51-1C 
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(4) A return curb is acceptable where the curb ramp is adjacent a non-walkable surface or walkable surface with street furniture or 
other features that make the area non-walkable.  Not acceptable where curb ramp is adjacent a walkable surface.

(3) A flared side is required where the curb ramp is adjacent a walkable surface and acceptable where curb ramp is adjacent a non-
walkable surface.

Component
Curb Ramp Type

(1) A turning space is not required for a one-way directional curb ramp where there is no change of direction at the top of the 
ramp.
(2) The clear space is coincident with turning space.

CURB RAMP COMPONENTS, DESIGN ELEMENTS, AND DESIGN CRITERIA



Width 4 ft min
Running Slope 8.00% preferred ( 8.33% max)
Cross Slope 1.50% preferred (2.00% max) (1)

Length 15 ft max
Width 4 ft min

Running Slope 1.50% preferred ( 2.00% max) (2)
Cross Slope 1.50% preferred (2.00% max) (1)

Clear Dimension 4 ft x 4 ft min (3)
Running Slope 1.50% preferred (2.00% max)
Cross Slope 1.50% preferred (2.00% max) (1)

Clear Dimension 4 ft x 4 ft (4) (5)
Counter Slope 5.00% max (6)

Width full ramp, blended transition, or turning space width (7)
Depth 2 ft  in direction of pedestrian travel

Location back of curb  (8) (9)
Slope 10.00% max

Location (10)
Return Curb Location (11)

(11)  A return curb is acceptable where the curb ramp is adjacent a non-walkable surface or walkable surface with street furniture or other features that make the area non-
walkable.  Not acceptable where curb ramp is adjacent a walkable surface.

CURB RAMP COMPONENTS, DESIGN ELEMENTS, AND DESIGN CRITERIA

Figure 51-1C 
(page 3 of 3)

(3) Where the turning space is constrained at the back of sidewalk the minimum clear dimension is 4 ft x 5 ft.  The 5-ft dimension is in the direction of the ramp running 
slope. 

(7) The detectable warning surface is placed the entire width of the ramp, blended transition, or turning space.

(5) The clear space is coincident with the turning space for parallel curb ramps and depressed corner curb ramps.

(4) The clear space is provided within the pedestrian street crossing and wholly outside the parallel vehicle travel lane for perpendicular curb ramps, blended transition curb 
ramps and diagonal curb ramps.

(6) Where the algebraic difference between the ramp running slope and counter slope is greater than 11.00%, a 2 ft  minimum level strip should be provided at the bottom 
of the ramp.  See Figure 51-1E, Change of Grade.

(8) The detectable warning surface location and orientation depends on the distance from the bottom ramp grade break to the back of curb.
(9) Where the median width is less than 6 ft, a detectable warning surface should not be placed. 
(10) A flared side is required where a curb ramp is adjacent a walkable surface.  A flared side is acceptable where a curb ramp is adjacent a non-walkable surface.

(2) Where a 4 ft sidewalk is provided at the back of the blended transition the maximum allowable running slope is 5.00% (4.50% preferred).

Detectable Warning Surface

Clear Space

(1) The cross slope may exceed 2.00% where it is acceptable for the pedestrian street crossing cross slope to exceed 2.00% in accordance with Section 51-1.05.

Design ElementComponent Design Criteria

Flared Side

Ramp

Turning Space

Blended Transition



Alteration Maintenance 

Open-Graded Surface Course Crack Sealing and Filling 

Mill and Fill, Mill and Overlay Surface Sealing 

Hot-in-Place Recycling Chip Seal 

Microsurfacing, Thin-Lift Overlay Slurry Seal 

Addition of New Layer of Asphalt Fog Seal 
Asphalt and Concrete 
Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Scrub Seal 

New Construction Joint-Crack Seal 

 Joint Repair 

 Dowel Bar Retrofit 

 Spot High – Friction Treatment 

 Diamond Grinding 

 Pavement Patch 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ALTERATIONS VS. MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
 

Figure 51-1D 
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DEPRESSED CORNER CURB RAMP
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Total No. of Marked or Metered  
Parking Spaces on Block Perimeter 

Minimum Required Number of 
Accessible Parking Spaces 

1 through 25 1 

26 through 50 2 

51 through 75 3 

76 through 100 4 

101 through 125 5 

151 through 200 6 

201 and over 4 % of total 
 
  
Notes: 
1.  The IMUTCD contains provisions for marking on-street parking spaces 

2.  Metered parking includes parking metered by parking pay stations. 

3.  Where parking on part of the block perimeter is altered, the minimum number of 
accessible parking spaces required is based on the total number of marked or metered 
parking spaces on the block perimeter. 
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PUSHBUTTON CLEAR SPACE

1 The minimum required clear dimensions of a pushbutton clear space are 4 ft by 4 ft.

Crosswalk        Running Slope
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Design Element Factor Cars 
Cars/ 

Trailers 
Trucks Total 

Mainline Traffic Data   
20 Year ADT (A)      
20 Year ADT, Directional (B)  A x 0.60     
DHV, Directional (DHV) B x 0.135 (1)     
Traffic Composition  
(20-year projected) 
    Cars (D1) ……………  1-(D2+D3) 
    Cars/Trailers (D2)………..….. 5% 
    Trucks (D3)…………...………. % 

(D1)       Cars 
 
(D2)       Cars/Trailers 
 
(D3)       Trucks 

C1=DHV x D1 C2=DHV x D2 

 
C3=DHV x D3 C=C1+C2 + C3 

Vehicles Per Hour @ Rest Area (VPH)   
Cars Stopping (E1) 
    Normal Routes……...……     .09 
    Tourist Routes…………..…  .13 
    Information & 
    Welcome Centers ……..….   .15 
Cars/Trailers (E2) 
    Normal Stopping ……..….    .15 
 Trucks (E3) 
    Normal Stopping ……..….    .15 

 
(E1)        Cars 
 
 
(E2)        Cars/Trailers 
 
(E3)        Trucks 
 

VPH1=E1 x C1 VPH2=E2 x C2 VPH3=E3 x C3 VHP=VHP1+
VHP2 + VHP3 

Parking Spaces   
Cars (T1) –  
Average Stop ……...   .25 to .33 hr. 
     @ info. centers …   .33 to .50 hr. 
Cars/Trailers (T2)…..   .50 hr. 
Trucks (T3) (2)……..   .50 hr. 

(T1)        Cars 
 
(T2)        Cars/Trailers 
 
(T3)        Trucks 

P1=VPH1 x T1 P2=VPH2 x T2 P3=VPH3 x T3 P=P1+P2 + P3 

Rest Room Requirements 
Persons/Hour (PH) VPH x 3.0 occupancy x .75 use 
Number of Comfort Facilities – 
Men’s Room (M)  PH x 0.5 

Number of Comfort Facilities – 
Women’s  Room (W)  PH x 0.5 

 
(1)        Assume 13.5% or the 20-year projected DHV, whichever is greater. 
(2)  Maximum of 80 truck and recreational vehicle parking spaces. 
 
 

DESIGN GUIDE FOR FREEWAY REST-AREA FACILITIES 
 

Figure 51-2A 





Number of Facilities – Men’s Room (2) (M) 
Persons/Hour 

Using Rest Room 
During Design Hours (1) Urinals 

(3) 
Toilets 

(3) 

Wash 
Basins 

(3) 

Hand Air 
Dryers 

(3) 
0-105 

106-225 
226-315 
316-375 
376-435 
436-500 

2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 

2 
4 
6 
6 
6 
8 

2 
4 
6 
6 
8 
10 

2 
4 
6 
6 
8 
10 

Number of Facilities – Women’s Room (2) (W) 
Persons/Hour 

Using Rest Room 
During Design Hours (1) 

Toilets 
(3) 

Wash 
Basins 

(3) 

Hand Air 
Dryers 

(3) 
0-105 

106-225 
226-315 
316-375 
376-435 
436-500 

6 
10 
14 
18 
20 
24 

4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 

4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 

 
Notes: 
 
(1) See Figure 51-2A to determine the number of persons/hours. 
 
(2) Dual men’s/women’s facilities (minimum of 2 each) should be provided.  The number of 

fixtures should be divided equally among the rest rooms. 
 
(3) At least one fixture should be handicapped accessible in each rest room provided.  For 

additional criteria, see ADA Guidelines. 
 
 

GUIDELINES FOR COMFORT FACILITIES 
 

Figure 51-2C 
 





Parking Angle 
Dimension Diagram 

Location 45˚ 60˚ 75˚ 90˚ 
Stall width, parallel to aisle A 12.5 10.5 9.2 9 
Stall length of line B 27.6 23.6 21.0 18 
Stall depth to wall C 19.4 20.3 20.0 18 
Aisle width between stall lines D 12.1 12.8 23.0 19 
Stall depth, interior E 16.4 18.0 19.0 18 
Module, wall to interior F 47.9 55.1 62.0 63 
Module, interior G 44.9 53.1 61.0 63 
Module, interior to curb face H 45.9 52.5 59.4 60 
Bumper overhang (typical) I 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.5 
Offset J 6.6 2.5 0.7 0 
Setback K 13.1 9.2 4.9 0 
Cross aisle, one-way L 14.1 14.1 14.1 14.1 
Cross aisle, two-way --- 24.0 24.0 24.0 24 

 











 

Area Road Circulation Road Primary Access Road 
Design Element Manual 

Section 1 Lane (1a) 2 Lanes (1b) 2 Lanes (1b) 2 Lanes (1b) 
Design-Year Traffic (Current AADT) 40-2.0 < 100 ≥ 100 ≥ 100 ≥ 100 

Design Forecast Year 40-2.0 Current 
Design Speed (mph)  40-3.0 10-20 10-20 25-35 30-45 
Access Control 40-5.0 None (2) 

Design 
Controls 

Level of Service 40-2.0 Desirable: B;  Minimum: D 

Width 12 to 14 ft 9 to 12 ft 10 or 11 ft 11 or 12 ft Travel Lane 
Typical Surface Type 

51-6.02(05), 
45-1.0 HMA / Aggregate HMA HMA 

Width (4) 1 ft 2 ft 2 to 4 ft 2 to 4 ft 
Shoulder 

Typical Surface Type 
51-6.02(05), 

45-1.0 Aggregate / Earth 
Travel Lane 2% if HMA; 6% if Aggregate 

Cross Slopes 
Shoulder 

45-1.0 
6% if Aggregate; 8% if Earth 

Lane Width Desirable: 10 ft 
Auxiliary Lane 

Shoulder Width 
51-6.02(05), 

45-1.0 Desirable: 2 ft;  Minimum: 1 ft 
Obstruction-Free Zone (5) 51-6.02(06) Desirable: 3 ft Desirable: 6.5 ft Desirable: 10 ft 

Foreslope Desirable: 4.1;  Maximum: 1½:1 

Ditch Width Minimum: 0 ft (V-Ditch) Cut 

Backslope Desirable: 4:1;  Maximum: 1½:1 
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Side Slopes 

Fill 

51-6.02(05), 
45-3.0 

Desirable: 4:1;  Maximum: 1½:1 

Structural Capacity 60-3.02 HS-20 New or Reconstructed 
Bridge Clear-Roadway Width 45-4.0 Travelway + 5 ft Travelway + Shoulders

Structural Capacity 60-3.02 HS-15 Existing Bridge to 
Remain in Place Clear-Roadway Width 45-4.0 Minimum:  Travelway 

New or Replaced 
Overpassing Bridge 15 ft Vertical Clearance 

(Recreational  Road 
Under) Existing Overpassing Bridge 

44-4.0 
14.5 ft 

Bridge 

Vertical Clearance (Recreational Road Over Railroad) (6) Ch. 69 23 ft 

 
GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RECREATIONAL ROAD 

 
Figure 51-6B 



 

 

Design Element Manual 
Section 15 mph 20 mph 25 mph 30 mph 40 mph 50 mph 

2-Lane (1b) 80 ft 115 ft 155 ft 200 ft 250 ft 305 ft 
Stopping Sight Distance 

1-Lane (1a) 

51-6.02(02), 
42-1.0 160 ft 230 ft n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Passing Sight Distance 42-3.0 n/a n/a n/a 1090 ft 1470 ft 1835 ft 

Intersection Sight Distance 46-10.0 170 ft 225 ft 280 ft 335 ft 445 ft 555 ft 

Minimum Radius (e=4%) 51-6.02(04), 
43-2.0 

70 ft 125 ft 205 ft 300 ft 565 ft 930 ft 

Superelevation Rate 51-6.02(04), 
43-3.0 

n/a emax = 4% 

Horizontal Sight Distance 51-6.02(04), 
43-4.0 

(7) 

2-Lane (1b) 3 7 12 9 16 25 
Crest 

1-Lane (1a) 12 25 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

2-Lane (1b) 10 17 26 37 49 64 

Vertical 
Curvature 
(K-value) 

Sag 
1-Lane (1a) 

44-3.0 

27 44 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Level 8% 8% 7% 7% 7% 7% 
Maximum Grade 

Rolling 
44-1.02 

12% 11% 10% 10% 9% 8.5% 

Alignment 
Elements 

Minimum Grade 44-1.03 Desirable: 0.5%;  Minimum: 0.0% 

 
 
 GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RECREATIONAL ROAD 
 

Figure 51-6B (Continued) 
 



 

GEOMETRIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RECREATIONAL ROAD 
Footnotes to Figure 51-6B 

 
1. 1 Lane or 2 Lanes.  For Section 51-6.0 only, the following will apply: 
 
 a. The criteria for one lane refer to two-directional traffic on a one-lane road. 
 b. The criteria for two lanes refer to a two-lane roadway or a one-way roadway with either one or two lanes. 
 
2. Access Control.  Access to private individuals is not provided within the recreational area.  However, access may be provided on the primary 

access road. 
 
3. Travel-Lane Width.  A total roadway width greater than 14 ft is not recommended for a one-lane road.  For a one-lane road, the travel lane 

width is predicated upon the type of vehicle expected to use the facility. 
 
4. Shoulder Width.  Where a barrier is used, the graded width of shoulder should desirably be increased by 2 ft. 
 
5. Obstruction-Free Zone.  The minimum obstruction-free zone will be the shoulder width. 
 
6. Vertical Clearance (Recreational Road Over Railroad).  See Chapter Sixty-nine for additional information on railroad clearance under a 

highway. 
 
7. Horizontal Sight Distance.  For a given design speed, the necessary middle ordinate will be determined by the minimum radius and the 

stopping sight distance which applies at the site. 



User Type 
Average 

Width (ft)
Average 

Length (ft)
Average Eye 
Height (ft) 

Average 
Speed (mph) 

Bicycle 2.0 5.5 5.15 11 
Bicycle with Trailer 3.7 9.5 5.25 11 
Hand Cycle 2.1 6.0 3.15 9 
Inline Skates 1.7 1.3 5.51 10 
Kick Scooter 1.3 2.2 4.82 8 
Manual Wheelchair 2.0 3.3 3.97 4 
Power Scooter 1.9 3.7 4.33 6 
Power Wheelchair 2.1 4.0 4.07 6 
Power wheelchair & dog 4.3 3.9 3.84 4 
Recumbent Bicycle 2.0 6.2 4.13 14 
Segway5 2.1 1.8 6.17 9 
Skateboard 0.8 2.5 5.09 8 
Stroller 1.7 4.1 4.36 3 

 
 

USER-TYPE DIMENSIONS AND SPEEDS 
 

Figure 51-7A 
 
 







 
Roadway Speed 

Limit (mph) 
Separation, b * (ft)

≤ 45 
20, desirable 
10, minimum 

≥ 50 24 to 35 
 

* or roadway clear-zone width, whichever is greater 
 
 

SHARED-USE-PATH SEPARATION WIDTH 
FROM ROADWAY WITH NO CURB 

 
Figure 51-7D 

 
 





 
Roadway Speed 

Limit (mph) 
Separation, b * (ft) 

≤ 30 
5, minimum 

3, minimum if 
parking permitted 

35 or 40 5, minimum 
≥ 45 10, minimum 

 
* or roadway clear-zone width, whichever is greater 

 
 

SHARED-USE-PATH SEPARATION WIDTH 
FROM ROADWAY WITH CURB 

 
Figure 51-7F 

 
 



Bicycle and Pedestrian Traffic Composition 
Recommended 

Pavement Width 
Bicycle use with low-volume pedestrian use 
Bicycle use with high-volume pedestrian use, 
segment length ≤ 300 ft where right-of-way is 
restricted 

10 ft 

Bicycle use where pedestrian use is likely to be 
infrequent 
Bicycle use with low-volume pedestrian use, 
segment length ≤ 300 ft where right-of-way is 
restricted 

8 ft 

Bicycle use with high-volume pedestrian use 
High-volume bicycle use with low-volume 
pedestrian use 

12 ft 

High-volume bicycle and pedestrian use 
Path segment where queuing occurs, such as a 
road crossing 

≥ 14 ft 

 
 

PATH PAVEMENT WIDTH BASED ON 
PATH-USE TRAVEL COMPOSITION 

 
Figure 51-7G 

 
 



Grade, G (%) 
Maximum Length 

of Segment (ft) 
5 ≤ G < 7 800 
7 ≤ G < 8 400 
8 ≤ G < 9 300 

≥ 9 200 
 
 

GRADE RESTRICTION 
FOR PAVED SHARED-USE PATH 

 
Figure 51-7H 

 
 



Design 
Speed (mph) 

Radius 
(ft) 

12 36 
15 56 
20 100 
25 156 
30 260 * 

 
 * radius is based on a lean angle of 20 deg 
 
 

DESIRABLE MINIMUM RADIUS OF HORIZONTAL CURVATURE 
FOR PAVED SHARED-USE PATH 

BASED ON LEAN ANGLE OF 15 DEG 
 

Figure 51-7 I 
 





Stopping Sight Distance, S (ft) R 
(ft) 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300
25 2.0 7.6 15.9 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
50 1.0 3.9 8.7 15.2 23.0 31.9 41.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
75 0.7 2.7 5.9 10.4 16.1 22.8 30.4 38.8 47.8 57.4 67.2 -- -- -- -- 
95 0.5 2.1 4.7 8.3 12.9 18.3 24.7 31.8 39.5 48.0 56.9 66.3 75.9 85.8 -- 
125 0.4 1.6 3.6 6.3 9.9 14.1 19.1 24.7 31.0 37.9 45.4 53.3 61.7 70.6 79.7
155 0.3 1.3 2.9 5.1 8.0 11.5 15.5 20.2 25.4 31.2 37.4 44.2 51.4 59.1 67.1
175 0.3 1.1 2.6 4.6 7.1 10.2 13.8 18.0 22.6 27.8 33.5 39.6 46.1 53.1 60.5
200 0.3 1.0 2.2 4.0 6.2 8.9 12.1 15.8 19.9 24.5 29.5 34.9 40.8 47.0 53.7
225 0.2 0.9 2.0 3.5 5.5 8.0 10.8 14.1 17.8 21.9 26.4 31.3 36.5 42.2 48.2
250 0.2 0.8 1.8 3.2 5.0 7.2 9.7 12.7 16.0 19.7 23.8 28.3 33.1 38.2 43.7
275 0.2 0.7 1.6 2.9 4.5 6.5 8.9 11.6 14.6 18.0 21.7 25.8 30.2 34.9 39.9
300 0.2 0.7 1.5 2.7 4.2 6.0 8.1 10.6 13.4 16.5 19.9 23.7 27.7 32.1 36.7
350 0.1 0.6 1.3 2.3 3.6 5.1 7.0 9.1 11.5 14.2 17.1 20.4 23.9 27.6 31.7
390 0.1 0.5 1.2 2.1 3.2 4.6 6.3 8.2 10.3 12.8 15.4 18.3 21.5 24.9 28.5
500 0.1 0.4 0.9 1.6 2.5 3.6 4.9 6.4 8.1 10.0 12.1 14.3 16.8 19.5 22.3
565 -- 0.4 0.8 1.4 2.2 3.2 4.3 5.7 7.2 8.8 10.7 12.7 14.9 17.3 19.8
600 -- 0.3 0.8 1.3 2.1 3.0 4.1 5.3 6.7 8.3 10.1 12.0 14.0 16.3 18.7
700 -- 0.3 0.6 1.1 1.8 2.6 3.5 4.6 5.8 7.1 8.6 10.3 12.0 14.0 16.0
800 -- 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.6 2.2 3.1 4.0 5.1 6.2 7.6 9.0 10.5 12.2 14.0
900 -- 0.2 0.5 0.9 1.4 2.0 2.7 3.6 4.5 5.6 6.7 8.0 9.4 10.9 12.5
1000 -- 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.3 1.8 2.4 3.2 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.2 8.4 9.8 11.2

 
 

MINIMUM LATERAL CLEARANCE, M (ft), 
FOR HORIZONTAL CURVE 

 
Figure 51-7 K 

 
 





 

If S > L, 
A

SL 9002 −=  

 If S < L, 
900

2ASL =  

 where A = Algebraic Grade Difference (%). 
 
The shaded area represents S = L. 
Height of cyclist’s eye = 4.5 ft.  Height of object = 0 ft. 
 
 

MINIMUM LENGTH OF CREST VERTICAL CURVE, L, 
BASED ON STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCE 

 
Figure 51-7M 

 

S = Stopping Sight Distance (ft) A 
(%) 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 
2            30 70 110 150 
3        20 60 100 140 180 220 260 300 
4      15 55 95 135 175 215 256 300 348 400 
5     20 60 100 140 180 222 269 320 376 436 500 
6    10 50 90 130 171 216 267 323 384 451 523 600 
7    31 71 111 152 199 252 311 376 448 526 610 700 
8   8 48 88 128 174 228 288 356 430 512 601 697 800 
8   20 60 100 144 196 256 324 400 484 576 676 784 900 

10   30 70 111 160 218 284 360 444 538 640 751 871 1000
11   38 78 122 176 240 313 396 489 592 704 826 958 1100
12  5 45 85 133 192 261 341 432 533 645 768 901 1045 1200
13  11 51 92 144 208 283 370 468 578 699 832 976 1132 1300
14  16 56 100 156 224 305 398 504 622 753 896 1052 1220 1400
15  20 60 107 167 240 327 427 540 667 807 960 1127 1307 1500
16  24 64 114 178 256 348 455 576 711 860 1024 1202 1394 1600
17  27 68 121 189 272 370 484 612 756 914 1088 1277 1481 1700
18  30 72 128 200 288 392 512 648 800 968 1152 1352 1568 1800
19  33 76 135 211 304 414 540 684 844 1022 1216 1427 1655 1900
20  35 80 142 222 320 436 569 720 889 1076 1280 1502 1742 2000
21  37 84 149 233 336 457 597 756 933 1129 1344 1577 1829 2100
22  39 88 156 244 352 479 626 792 978 1183 1408 1652 1916 2200
23  41 92 164 256 368 501 654 828 1022 1237 1472 1728 2004 2300
24 3 43 96 171 267 384 523 683 864 1067 1291 1536 1803 2091 2400
25 4 44 100 177 278 400 544 711 900 1111 1344 1600 1878 2178 2500



Stopping Sight Distance, ft Design 
Speed, mph 0% Grade 5% Grade 10% Grade 

10 50 53 59 
12 63 68 76
15 85 93 105 
20 127 140 162
25 175 196 231 
30 230 260 310

STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCE FOR DOWNGRADE 

Figure 51-7N 



Speed 

Limit 
Roadway Type ADT 

Proposed Treatments 

Levels 

≤ 30 mph 

2 Lanes 
<12,000 1 or 2 

≥12,000 2 + (3 or 4) 

3 Lanes 
<12,000 1 or 2 

≥12,000 2 + (3 or 4) 

≥ 4 Lanes with Raised 

Median 

<12,000 1 or 2 

12,000 ≤ ADT < 15,000 2 + (3 or 4) 

≥15,000 [2 + (3 or 4)] or 5 

≥ 4 Lanes without 

Raised Median 

< 9,000 1 or 2 

9,000 ≤ ADT < 12,000 2 + (3 or 4) 

≥12,000 [2 + (3 or 4)] or 5 

35 mph or 

40 mph 

2 Lanes 
<12,000 2 

≥12,000 2 + (3 or 4) 

3 Lanes 

<9,000 2 

9,000 ≤ ADT < 15,000 2 + (3 or 4) 

≥15,000 [2 + (3 or 4)] or 5 

≥ 4 Lanes with Raised 

Median 

<9,000 2 

9,000 ≤ ADT < 15,000 2 + (3 or 4) 

≥15,000 [2 + (3 or 4)] or 5 

≥ 4 Lanes without 

Raised Median 

<12,000 2 + (3 or 4) 

≥12,000 [2 + (3 or 4)] or 5 

≥ 45 mph 

2 Lanes 
<12,000 2 + (3 or 4) 

≥12,000 [2 + (3 or 4)] or 5 

3 Lanes 
<12,000 2 + (3 or 4) 

≥12,000 [2 + (3 or 4)] or 5 

≥ 4 Lanes with Raised 

Median 

<15,000 2 + (3 or 4) 

≥15,000 5 

≥ 4 Lanes without 

Raised Median 

<12,000 [2 + (3 or 4)] or 5 

≥12,000 5 

 
 

 
 

RECOMMENDED TREATMENT OF SHARED USE PATH 
AND ROADWAY INTERSECTION 

 
Figure 51-7 O (Pg. 1 of 2) 



Level 1  Basic Crosswalk Treatment 
Standard crosswalk (two transverse lines) 
 

Level 2  Enhanced Crosswalk Treatment 
1) Longitudinal crosswalk markings (“Piano Key” or “Continental” pattern) 
2)  Raised midblock crosswalk (crossing elevated to match top of curb across entire 

width and length of crosswalk, formed with concrete or HMA, a plan detail is 
required.) This treatment may be considered only for local roadway functional 
classifications with a design speed of 25 mph or less.   

3) For local projects, other high visibility crosswalk marking patterns such as 
diagonal crosswalk markings (“Zebra” pattern) may be used or textured 
pavement crosswalks with white retroreflective markings. 
 

Level 3  Refuge Islands and Bulbouts 
1)  Median refuge islands 
2) Split pedestrian crossover (SPXO – median refuge island with longitudinal offset 

between crosswalks) 
3) Intersections bulbouts* 
4) Midblock bulbouts* 

 *A bulbout is an extension of the sidewalk/curb area at a pedestrian or shared 
use path crossing and is designed to reduce the crossing length.  A plan detail is 
required.  

 
Level 4  Flashing Beacons and Flashing LED Signs 

1)  Ground-mounted flashing beacons 
2) Overhead signs and flashing beacons 
3) Pedestrian-activated flashing LED signs  
4)  Rectangular rapid flashing beacons (RRFBs).  The device is subject to interim 

approval. INDOT is responsible for maintaining an inventory of all RRFB locations 
in Indiana; therefore, the Traffic Administration Office should be notified of all 
proposed RRFB installations at Final Plans/Stage 3 submittal. 

 
Level 5  Traffic Signals and Grade Separation 

1)  Pedestrian hybrid beacon (“HAWK Signal”) 
2) Pedestrian-actuated traffic signal 
3) Grade-separated crossing 
 

RECOMMENDED TREATMENT OF SHARED USE PATH 
AND ROADWAY INTERSECTION 

 
Figure 51-7 O (Pg. 2 of 2) 















 
Pavement 

Classification 
R1 R2 or R3 R4 

Eh (ft-cd) 1.4 2.0 1.8 
 

Notes: 
 R1 = portland-cement concrete 
 R2 = asphalt, aggregate consists of minimum 60% gravel passing 3/8-in. sieve 
 R3 = asphalt, rough texture (typical highway) 
 R4 = asphalt, smooth texture 
 
 The maximum uniformity ratio is 3:1. 
 
 Source: AASHTO Roadway Lighting Design Guide, October 2005 
 
 

MINIMUM AVERAGE MAINTAINED ILLUMINATION, Eh, 
BASED ON PAVEMENT CLASSIFICATION 

 
Figure 51-7V 

 







Width, W, of All-Weather 
Surface of Turnout or 
Available Shoulder at 

Mailbox (ft) 

Distance Roadside Face of Mailbox 
is to be Offset Behind Edge of 

Turnout or Usable 
Shoulder (in.) 

Highway Type 
and 

Traffic Conditions 

Preferred Minimum Preferred Minimum 

Rural highway 
AADT >10,000 > 12 12 

Rural highway 
1,500 < AADT ≤ 10,000 12 10 

Rural highway 
400 < AADT ≤ 1500 10 8 

Rural road 
AADT ≤ 400 8 6 

0 

Residential street without 
curb or all-weather shoulder 6 0 

8 to 12 

8 * 

Curbed residential 
street Not Applicable 

8 to 12 
Behind Traffic 

Face 
of Curb 

6 
Behind Traffic 

Face 
of Curb 

 
AADT = Average Annual Daily Traffic  vpd = vehicles per day 
 
* If a turnout is provided, this may be reduced to zero. 
 
 

SUGGESTED GUIDELINES FOR LATERAL PLACEMENT OF MAILBOXES 
 

Figure 51-11A 

















Number of Lanes Design-Year AADT 
Single < 25,000 
Two 40,000 < AADT < 45,000 
Three < 60,000 

 
 

DAILY SERVICE VOLUME 
FOR 4-LEG ROUNDABOUT 

 
Figure 51-12H 

 



Number of Lanes 
Combined Vehicles per Hour 

For All Approaches 
Single ≤ 2,000 
Two ≤ 4,000 
Three ≤ 7,000 

 
 

HOURLY SERVICE VOLUME 
FOR 4-LEG ROUNDABOUT 

 
Figure 51-12 I 

 
 



Geometric 
Parameter 

Single-Lane 
Entry 

Two-Lane 
Entry 

Three-Lane 
Entry 

Entry Width, E (ft) 18 to 22 24 to 28 34 to 40 
Effective Flare 
Length, L’ (ft) 

15 to 300, if required for capacity 

Half Width, V (ft) 
Travel-lane width approaching roundabout prior to 

flared section, or width between lane markings 
Entry Radius, R (ft) 55 to 90 55 to 100 65 to 100 
Entry Angle, φ (deg) 16 to 30 
Circulatory- 
Roadway Width 

1.0 to 1.2 times the width of the widest roundabout entry 

Exit Radius (ft) 
200 to 1000.  Exit-curve radius should be longer than entry- 

curve radius.  R3 speed should be higher than R2 speed. 
 
 

DESIGN-VALUES RANGES 
 

Figure 51-12J 
 



Design 
Element 

Mini- 
Roundabout 

Urban Area Rural Area 
Compact Single-Lane Two-Lane Three-Lane Single-Lane Two-Lane Three-Lane 

ICD, ft 45 to 110 80 to 110 100 to 140 140 to 180 215 to 275 115 to 190 140 to 200 215 to 300 
Splitter- 
Island 
Treatment 

Raised if poss., 
crosswalk cut 

if raised 
Raised, with crosswalk cut Raised and extended, with crosswalk cut 

 
 

BASIC DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 
 

Figure 51-12K 
 





Parameter Description 
Half Width, V (ft) Width of the roadway used by approaching traffic 

upstream of changes in width associated with the 
roundabout.  It is not more than half of the total 
roadway width.  If the facility has a marked 
bicycle lane, this width is to the white line.  If there 
is no marked bicycle lane, this width is from the 
right-side curb face to the splitter-island curb face 
or marked centerline on the left side. 

Entry Width, E (ft) Width where it meets the inscribed circle.  It is 
measured perpendicularly from the outside-curb 
face to the inside-curb face at the splitter island’s 
nearest point to the yield line. 

Effective Flare 
Length, L’ (ft) 

Half the total distance between V and E.  At L’ the 
approach-roadway width equals the average of V 
and E.  The flare should be developed uniformly, 
without a sharp break where it starts.  Full flare 
length equals 2L’. 

Entry Radius, R (ft) The outside curbs’ minimum radius of curvature at 
the entry. 

Entry Angle, φ, (deg) Used in the empirical formula. 
Inscribed-Circle 
Diameter, ICD (ft) 

The basic parameter used to define a roundabout’s 
size.  It is measured between the outer edges of the 
circulatory roadway. 

 
 

KEY ROUNDABOUT-DESIGN PARAMETERS 
 

Figure 51-12M 
 

















ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
Vehicle speed is reduced, compared to that for 
another intersection type. 

Vehicle traffic is yield controlled, so it does 
not necessarily come to a full stop.  Therefore, 
a pedestrian can be hesitant at first to use the 
crosswalk. 

A pedestrian has fewer conflict points that at 
another intersection type. 

A roundabout can be unsettling to a pedestrian, 
depending on age, mobility, visual impairment, 
or ability to judge gaps in traffic. 

A pedestrian is responsible for judging 
crossing opportunity.  This is still regarded as 
an advantage, though it requires more 
alertness. 

A pedestrian, at first glance, can have to adjust 
to roundabout operation.  This includes the 
crosswalk location, which is behind the first 
stopped vehicle, or 6 m from the yield point. 

The splitter-island refuge allows a pedestrian to 
cross entering and exiting traffic flows 
separately, and thus simplifies the task of 
crossing the roadway. 

 

Crossing can be accomplished with less 
waiting time than at a signalized intersection. 

 

 
 

ROUNDABOUT ADVANTAGES AND 
DISADVANTAGES FOR PEDESTRIANS 

 
Figure 51-12U 

 









ELEMENT SAFETY CAPACITY 
Wider entry Reduced Increased 
Longer entry radius Reduced Increased 
Smaller entry angle Reduced Increased 
Larger angle between entries Reduced Increased 
Longer flare length Increased Reduced 
Wider circulatory roadway Reduced Increased 
Larger inscribed-circle diameter No Change Increased 

 
 

EFFECTS OF DESIGN ELEMENTS 
ON SAFETY AND CAPACITY 

 
Figure 51-12Y 

 





RADIUS DESCRIPTION 
Entry-path, R1 Minimum radius on the fastest through path prior to the yield line. 

This is not the same as the entry radius. 
Circulating-path, R2 Minimum radius on the fastest through path around the central island. 
Exit-path, R3 Minimum radius on the fastest through path into the exit. 
Left-turn path, R4 Minimum radius on the path of a conflicting left-turn movement. 
Right-turn path, R5 Minimum radius on the fastest path for a right-turning vehicle. 

 
 

ROUNDABOUT-RADII DESCRIPTIONS 
 

Figure 51-12AA 
 





































 

Posted or 85th- 
Percentile Speed 

(mph) 

Minimum- 
Visibility 

Distance (ft) 
25 155 
30 200 
35 250 
40 305 
45 360 
50 425 
55 495 

 
 

MINIMUM VISIBILITY DISTANCE 
 

Figure 51-12WW 
 
 



  
 
 

ILLUMINATED BOLLARDS 
 

Figure 51-12XX 
 



In considering the modern roundabout as an intersection alternative, a number of common 
misconceptions are too-often presumed by the public, elected officials, consultants, or 
transportation experts who are unfamiliar with this type of intersection control. 
 
Some facts concerning the modern roundabout are as follows: 
 
1. The modern roundabout is significantly different than an old-style traffic circle or rotary. 
 
2. If designed properly, a modern roundabout is safer than a traffic circle or a traditional 

signalized intersection, and is often used as a calming effect to slow traffic. 
 
3. A roundabout increases a road’s capacity as it can handle high traffic volume.  It can also 

require fewer lanes or reduced median width as it can reduce congestion or backups. 
 
4. A roundabout is an effective treatment for a rural intersection where signalization may 

not be appropriate. 
 
5. A roundabout can provide adequate downstream gaps for motorists entering the roadway 

from side streets or drives. 
 
6. A roundabout is inexpensive to operate, is easily modifiable, and is low-maintenance. 
 
7. A roundabout safely accommodates high volumes of pedestrians and bicyclists. 
 
8. A roundabout reduces speed and causes fewer backups than stop-and-go traffic. 
 
9. A roundabout can be landscaped to be aesthetically attractive. 
 
 

THE FACTS ABOUT ROUNDABOUTS 
 

Figure 51-12YY 
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